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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem  area
Analysis of patient eases is an elementary and crucial process clinicians are daily confronted 
with. The importance and complexity of this process is reflected in the need to discuss 
patient cases in clinicopathological conferences, and the documentation of more than 70,000 
patient cases in MEDLINE, Patient case analysis was already instituted in the 1870s at the 
Harvard Law School, In jurisdiction two types of case analysis can be distinguished. One is 
applying jurisprudence, the other is applying law. The difference between these approaches 
is reflected in the difference between education of case analysis in English law schools and 
law schools on the European continent.
Jurisdiction in England is almost entirely based on jurisprudence. Therefore in English law 
schools thousands of juridical cases are analysed, compared and retained. The law on the 
European continent is much more refined and students are much more trained in interpreting 
the law. The first approach contains elements of pattern  matching. The second approach 
uses laws to analyse cases and contains elements of deductive logic. This approach can best 
be characterised by the term  deductive reasoning. Juridical case analysis is comparable 
with patient case analysis. Pattern  matching in patient case analysis is for example used 
when explicit references to other known analogous patient cases are made and deductive 
logic is used when explicit references to generic knowledge, as present in medical literature, 
are made. Applying jurisprudence in jurisdiction is conceptually very similar to what is 
known as case-based reasoning in patient case analysis.
Patient case analysis in practice is to a large extent an intuitive process. When care delivery 
is planned, references to  either case based knowledge or the literature are often not traceable. 
In jurisdiction on the other hand explicit unambiguous justification of the verdict is crucial 
and receives most of the resources. Then why compare patient case analysis with juridical 
case analysis? The approach as in jurisdiction is required from a computer support point of 
view. Computer support requires an explicit unambiguous way of analysing patient cases.
1
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1.2 Patient case analysis
The following example is an excerpt from a patient case presented in the Lancet [OOU97]: 
E x a m p le  1.1
“A 15-year-old girl was admitted to hospital in August, 1994, w^h  an acute con- 
fusional state. She had been well until July, 1994, when she developed impairment 
of recent memory. The memory impairment became severe, and she gradually lost 
contact with reality. On the morning of August 22, she became acutely confused and 
was transferred to a psychiatric unit. On admission, she had a s tiff facial expression, 
incoherent thoughts, and was dismissive, we could not communicate with her at all. 
On physical examination, a mass was palpated in the lower abdomen. Neurological 
examination was unremarkable. ” □
A case is considered “a set of circumstances constituting a problem” or “a circumstance 
or situation requiring action” '!'. In the context of this thesis a patient case is considered an 
individual patien t’s situation implicitly constituting practical medical problems requiring 
patient case analysis. The term  ind iv idual’ implies th a t the patient case contents, as in 
the example above, is w ritten with a concrete patient in mind, not a population of patients. 
The terms ‘practical’ and ‘analysis’ refer to our use of patient cases, which is prim arily to 
solve or illustrate situations tha t occur in practice and require problem solving activity. The 
term  ‘im plicitly’ discriminates patient cases from conventional exercises, which formulate 
questions or problem solving tasks explicitly.
Figure 1,1: Case reports reflect disease presence and care delivery
Patient cases are analysed in a variety of ways. The patient cases in MEDLIXE focus 
on diagnosis, prognosis, and intervention selection, i.e. information is focused on disease 
(or disorder) characteristics (Fig, 1,1), For example, the intervention ‘psychiatric unit 
admission’ in example 1,1 is mentioned along with disorder characteristic ‘acute confusion’,
t Webster's Third New International Dictionary. Encyclopaedia Brittannica Inc.. Chicago. 1986.
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Once intervention selection has taken place, patient case analysis can also focus on care 
delivery characteristics, i.e. the organisation of care delivery (Fig. 1,1), A care delivery 
view on an emergency may concern selection of an appropriate intensive care room, and 
allocation and co-ordination of specialised available staff using telephone or other communi­
cation means, followed by actual execution of interventions in the intensive care room. This 
type of patient case analysis is illustrated in Fig, 1,1 and commonly referred to as medical 
management [RSM87], In this context, we prefer the term  individual care analysis, as this 
stresses more th a t we are concerned with questions such as: “is the injection program of 
this individual patient well organised?” , “is trial participation of this individual patient 
well planned?” , “is this individual patient treated according to  the departm ental protocol” , 
“is the general practitioner informed about the term inal diagnosis?” , “is the general prac­
titioner informed about how the hospitalised patient is coping?” , and “does the surgeon 
know th a t the general practitioner wants to be informed if the situation gets worse?” , Care 
co-ordination aspects of individual care analysis are for example very im portant in palliative 
care.
Patient case analysis, as discussed in this thesis, is the analysis of explicitly formulated 
patient cases presenting problems which require diagnosis, prognosis, intervention selection, 
and /o r care delivery.
The above definition of patient case analysis excludes elements of ‘bedside case analysis’, 
as our definition reduces patient case analysis to analysis of explicitly formulated cases, 
and hence concerns ‘paper patients’. Patient case analysis as such is performed in staff 
meetings or in a dedicated setting in clinicopathological conferences [EC82], This makes 
patient case analysis a regular activity in most hospitals. Patient case analysis output 
provides a window on medical decision problems. Hence, patient case analysis output 
again, just like the input, can be referred to as case report. Sometimes, for example in 
case reports of the New England Journal of Medicine, initial, i.e. not explicitly interpreted, 
patient data  and explicitly interpreted patient da ta  are kept separate. The initial data  are 
then referred to as presentation of case.
In this thesis, explicitly formulated cases are either adopted from case reports (chapter 3), 
or derived from interviews (chapter 5), or derived from patient records (chapter 6), Case 
reports are published in all clinically oriented medical journals on a regular basis. Published 
case reports deliver the required level of detail to perform practically relevant patient case 
analysis and despite the fact th a t every individual patient is unique, case reports, being an 
abstraction, still provide a window on practical clinical problems,
1.3 Im proving com puter support
Patient case analysis requires management of large amounts of patient data  and relevant 
medical knowledge [LL85], This as well as the complexity of case analysis itself makes 
computer support imperative [RT85], Current computer support is characterised by ‘di­
rective’ interfaces. Fig, 1,2 shows the interface of an INTERNIST-1 dialogue [MPM82], 
This is a typical example of a da ta  entry dialogue, which is fully directed by the computer.
3
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CHOLESTEROL BLOOD DECREASED?
N/A (not available)
Please Enter Findings of INSPECTION AND PALPITATION SKIN 
GO
SKIN XANTHOMATA?
NO
Please Enter Findings of BLOOD COUNT AND SMEAR 
GO
RBC TARGET(S)
NO
Please Enter Findings of KIDNEY FUNCTION TEST(S)
GO
UREA NITROGEN BLOOD 60 TO 100?
NO
UREA NITROGEN GTR THAN 100?
NO
Please Enter Findings of LIVER FUNCTION TEST(S)
GO
UROBILINOGEN URINE ABSENT?
N/A
CONCLUDE: HEPATITIS CHRONIC ACTIVE
DISREGARDING: DEPRESSION HX, CHEST PAIN LATERAL EXACER­
BATION WITH BREATHING, CHEST PAIN LATERAL SHARP, DYSPNEA
Figure 1,2: A directed dialogue
The computer determines what information is needed and when. As a consequence, this 
interface is rigid. Also, the application needs renewed interaction when for example disease 
profiles in the knowledge base are changed.
Fig, 1,3 illustrates a case report, which exists as an explicit entity. In this situation the 
case report is formulated in an application independent way, i.e. the case report can be 
analysed and re-analvsed by different applications. Note tha t Fig, 1,3 shows th a t the case 
report not only serves as input, but also as output, i.e. the case report can be enriched with 
interpretations and comments, known as critiquing [Lei91],
The interface of the application shown in Fig, 1,3 cannot be like Fig, 1,2, as the interface 
should, in principle, allow the user to enter any patient case detail. This approach requires 
an unambiguous case report syntax and semantics, i.e. a language to communicate case 
reports. In order to realise this, the following question, which focuses on patient case 
analysis input, is fundamental:
What abstract structuret do case reports have and what is their meaning?
Once patient information is presented as an explicit case report entity, as in Fig, 1,3, decision 
support systems need to recognise and reason with case reports as a concept. Diagnosis,
^abstract structure as in [Mey90], see section 2.2
4
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Figure 1.3: Multiple use of computerised case reports.
prognosis, and intervention selection, relate case report information to disease knowledge. 
Hence, in order to realise computerised conceptual reasoning in this area, the following 
fundamental question is to be answered:
What formal relation exists between case, report and disease knowledge?
The third question recognises th a t case report analysis happens in the context of individual 
care. Individual care analysis is about interpreting patient information in order to solve 
care delivery situations. Hence, the following fundamental question is to be addressed:
What formal relation exists between case report and care delivery decisions?
1.4 Research questions
We now discuss four settings in which the questions of the previous section can be made 
more specific as well as operational. The first setting concerns analysis of presentations 
of case as for example present in the Xew England Journal of Medicine, Presentations of 
case contain all kinds of phenomenon descriptions. Phenomenon is used here as a collective 
noun for diseases, signs, symptoms, and interventions, as well as any other patient state 
indicator. Temporal knowledge is the information tha t essentially glues individual patient 
phenomena together in order to achieve a detailed presentation of case. Hence, the first 
question is narrowed down to:
What abstract temporal structure do presentations of case have and what is their 
precise meaning?
This structure and meaning is captured in the newly developed Patient Case Report Lan­
guage (PCRL), PCRL can express tem poral knowledge as present in presentations of case.
The second setting relates temporal information as present in presentations of case (in this 
thesis referred to as case, history) to disease knowledge. The disease knowledge equivalent
5
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of case history (i.e. disease knowledge, which concerns clinical tem poral knowledge) is com­
monly referred to as clinical disease course, or disease course for short. Hence, the second 
research question of the previous section is narrowed down to:
What formal relation exists between case history and disease course?
This formal relation is captured in the newly developed Disease Course Graph Language 
(DCGL). DCGL can express disease courses in a formal way and enables matching of disease 
courses with patient case histories.
The third research question of the previous section is answered in the context of care 
delivery in palliative care. In palliative care, focus on care co-ordination is most im portant. 
Consequently, the third question is narrowed down to:
What formal relation exists between individual care co-ordination reports and 
care delivery decisions?
This formal relation is captured by the newly developed Individual Care Co-ordination 
Language (ICCL), ICCL can express individual care co-ordination reports (ICCs) in a formal 
way, such th a t actual care delivery decisions can be derived, ICCL focuses on decisions on 
when and how to communicate between care team  members during delivery of palliative 
care.
The answering of these three research questions is essential with respect to computer sup­
port of patient case analysis. Hence, the title  of this thesis could have been “Computer 
foundations of patient case analysis” , However, we will focus on formal aspects of patient 
case analysis on a conceptual level, which is, in our view, the theoretical foundation of 
computer support in medicine. This view characterises this thesis and this thesis tries to 
strengthen this view.
To relate formal modelling languages to computer implementations we would like to add 
a fourth question, which will serve as a means to achieve a ‘proof in itself’ for PCRL, i.e. 
it shows th a t PCRL can be implemented in a practical setting. It can also be seen as an 
initial ‘proof of concept’ for the need for PCRL in specific, and the need for medical domain 
specific languages in general. This question is an implementation-oriented follow-up to the 
first question and shows th a t its answer leads to a spin off in terms of achieving sophisticated 
computer support. This support focuses on patient charting in the context of follow-up care 
delivery for patients who had a larynx tum our resection:
What suitable concrete representation can be attached to PCRL to analyse follow 
up case reports, and how can their instances be formally derived?
A suitable case report charting representation as well as a formal charting algorithm is 
realised in the newly developed Patient Case Report Tool (PCRT),
6
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1.5 Thesis outline
This chapter indicates th a t the approach in this thesis is characterised by the development of 
modelling languages, which in a medical context are also often referred to as representation 
techniques. Although development of modelling languages in computer science is common 
practice, in medicine such development is less common. Hence, this (extensive) approach, 
requires justification and explanation in a medical setting, which is the focus of C hapter 2. 
Chapters 3 through 5 introduce the following modelling languages: PCEL, DCGL, and 
ICCL. In these languages case reports, disease courses, and care co-ordination plans can 
be formally described respectively. Chapter 6 introduces the PCRT environment, which 
is a partial implementation of PCEL focussing on autom ated charting of case reports. 
C hapter 7 summarises the main insights of this thesis and identifies some topics for further 
research.
7
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Chapter 2 
R equirem ents
2.1 Introduction
Medical informatics researchers are urged to develop computer applications and are often 
confronted with questions as to whether a particular implementation has been realised or 
evaluated. These are valid questions as they refer to milestones of the software-engineering 
life cycle, and, ideally, one would like to reply by stating th a t the application has gained a 
broad acceptance and has resulted in a significant improvement of health care. This is the 
ultim ate goal of research into health care and the following quote in [HW93] is of interest 
in this respect:
“the goal o f Medical Informatics is to help health care workers to improve out­
comes, not to further the discipline itse lf”
In the context of this thesis^, however, we would like to challenge this view. The above 
postulate assumes the existence of required methods, techniques, and tools for solving 
problems in contemporary health care. Solving such problems then simply boils down to 
selecting the right technology and applying it correctly. Examples include the use of object 
orientation in [HJE93], component based development in [MTDS96], workflow modelling 
in [DFS+97], conceptual graphs in [DBSB95], graph grammars in [MTR+96] and (Bayesian) 
decision networks in [SH94], However, when developing complex dedicated applications, 
such as: configurable patient record systems for research purposes, patient record based 
reviewing systems, predictive da ta  entry systems, care process monitoring systems, patient 
case simulators, case report retrieval systems, etc., this fundamental assumption is incorrect 
and one finds oneself in a position where existing technology is insufficient or unsuitable. 
Improvement or even invention of new methods and techniques becomes a necessity. This 
is a natural situation for any young discipline and the acceptance of this fact should lead to 
medical informatics gaining recognition as a field of study in its own right. This of course
^This chapter is based on M I 199'.
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will still have to lead to improved health care, but focus is on the long term  rather than 
the short term.
As argued, for advancing the field of medical informatics, the development of domain specific 
modelling languages is imperative. Outside the field of medicine this is common practice, 
e.g. in the field of information systems as discussed in for example [AW91, LL87], To 
illustrate the idea of domain specific modelling languages we first present an example in 
the field of compiler construction.
When a parser for compiling purposes is to be programmed, assembler code can be used, as 
all parser functionality can be realised. However, when using an assembler language, realis­
ing a parser becomes a very cumbersome and error-prone engineering process. Clearly what 
is needed is a language which directly supports concepts relevant for parsers. Hence, the 
fundamental notion of a grammar should be integral to such a language. This realisation has 
led to the development of languages such as CDL (Compiler Definition Language) [Kos72], 
and tools such as Lex [Les75] and Yacc [Joh75], which support this generation of parsers. 
Compiler construction as a field has matured, and sophisticated compiler-eompiler tech­
niques have been introduced and proven their value in practice. The development of com­
plex compilers has been greatly facilitated (e.g. most parsers can be described in just a few 
pages and are also used now by domain experts in the field of for example cognitive science 
and com putational linguistics). It is im portant to realise th a t this situation was achieved 
only through a paradigm shift, which involved the development of domain specific tools 
and techniques. In medical informatics a similar paradigm shift is needed and should lead 
to the development of domain specific languages which can be applied by domain experts, 
who are not necessarily computer experts,
A domain specific modelling language is a language specifically designed for solving prob­
lems in a predetermined domain. Domain specific modelling languages in the medical 
domain are scarce, but do exist. The ARDEN-syntax for example is domain specific with 
respect to modelling valid alert tasks. Alert tasks are triggered in special situations and 
produce logical messages in order to suggest actions. Hence, ARDENs medical logic mod­
ules (MLMs) [Hri94] use concepts such as ‘evoke’, ‘logic’, ‘action’, ‘message’, and ‘literature 
citation’. Fig, 2,1 shows an MLM with all optional slots [Hri94],
Developing domain specific languages induces fundamental research questions in medical 
informatics such as:
•  W hat is the abstract structure of alert tasks?
•  W hat is the abstract structure of case reports?
•  W hat formal semantics can be assigned to disease descriptions?
•  W hat formal semantics can be assigned to a care co-ordination protocol?
•  W hat formal relation exists between disease course descriptions and individual patient 
histories?
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W hat formal relation exists between review tasks and patient data?
etc.
maintenance : 
title : 
filename : 
version: 
institution: 
author : 
specialist : 
date :
validation:
library:
purpose :
explanation:
keywords : 
citations :
links : 
knowledge : 
type: 
data:
priority: 
evoke : 
logic :
action:
urgency :
Screen for hypokalemia with digoxin therapy;; 
hypokalemia^and-digoxin; ;
1.06;;
Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center;;
George Hripcsak, M.D. (hripcsa@cucis.columbia.edu);; 
George Hripcsak, M.D.;;
1993-09-17;; 
production;;
Warn the health care provider of hypokalemia in the 
setting of digoxin therapy.;;
Whenever a serum or whole blood potassium value 
is stored, it is checked for hypokalemia (less than 3.3) 
If hypokalemia is present, then if the patient has a 
non-zero serum digoxin level within the ...;; 
hypokalemia; digoxin; arrhythmia;;
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors. 
Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to 
Biomedical Journals. NEJM 1991;324;424-8.;;
CTIM-1.14.5;;
data-driven;;
K_storage := event-fresult, intravascular potassium};
K := read last {intravascular potassium} 
where it occurred within the past 3 days; 
digoxin := read last {intravascular digoxin level} 
where it occurred within one week before time of K ;;
50;;
K_storage;;
if K < 3.3 and digoxin > 0 than 
conclude true; /* send an alert */ 
endif;;
write ‘‘This patient has hypokalemia (‘ ‘ | K | 
in the setting of digoxin therapy. This can 
potentiate cardiac arrhythmias.’’;;
50;;
end:
Figure 2.1: An MLM with all optional slots
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Having recognised the need for development of domain specific languages it is im portant 
to establish requirements th a t such development should be guided by.
In this chapter, the requirements brought forward in [Hof93] will be presented, illustrated, 
and justified in a medical setting using ARDEN’s MLMs as a running example.
In brief, domain specific languages should be conceptual, as to avoid being forced to specify 
domain irrelevant details, formal, as to avoid ambiguity and to allow for sophisticated auto­
mated support, expressive, in order to be able to fully capture a problem, suitable, in order 
to be able to capture a problem conveniently, and comprehensible, as their models should 
be communicated with non computer experts. Insight in the meaning of a model might be 
improved by its execution. Therefore, domain specific models have to be executable. These 
requirements are subsequently discussed in detail,
2.2 Formal
Development of formal modelling languages is very complicated and typically requires sub­
stantial experience and m athem atical m aturity [HP98], It is also a process th a t is usually 
not addressed in university curricula and many formalisation experts are basically self­
taught.
Figure 2,2: An ambiguous graph
In computer science literature, the need for formal foundations of modelling languages has 
often been addressed (see e.g. [Coh89, Spi88, Jon86, HL89, FH89, HE90, FPW91, HW92]), 
One of the main reasons to formalise is to avoid ambiguity. This is typically required when 
models are to be communicated, especially with computers, but also between people (in a 
medical educational setting this is argued in [Maa93]),
Ambiguity typically occurs when using natural language, even when used in a seemingly 
formal way as in Structured English [DeM78], Graphs also can be notoriously ambiguous. 
Even very simple graphs as in Fig, 2,2 taken from [ZHMR95] can be interpreted in different
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wavs. When interpreting Fig. 2.2 one may conclude: a ‘disease’ is an activity which uses 
a ‘diagnosis’ and an ‘etiognosis’ to produce a ‘prognosis’. Of course, this interpretation is 
nonsense. The fact th a t this is nonsense could however not be derived from the picture 
itself. Hence, Fig, 2,2 without any kind of legenda serves as an illustration rather than being 
a knowledge model. In the field of artificial intelligence the IS-A link, employed in many 
medical knowledge graphs, is a typical source of ambiguity. Nearly every type of semantic 
network assigns a different (often only intuitive) meaning to this type of link [Bra83], This 
problem is, for example, of interest for medical classification systems [DVF+97]. In [FVZ98], 
it is pointed out th a t IS-A links between ‘natural kind’ disease terms are essentially different 
from ISA-links between ‘artificial kind’ disease terms.
Once modelling languages are computerised, tools can provide sophisticated additional sup­
port to modellers. Autom ated tools are able to perform syntactic and semantic checks (ver­
ification), or simulate complex behaviour (validation). For example, simulation of disease 
course models enhances the understanding of the meaning of the disease course specification 
and its implications considerably,
A modelling language is formal if and only if it has a precise definition of its syntax and se­
mantics, Syntax is needed to define what well-formed models are, i.e. what models conform 
to the rules of the language, while semantics is needed to assign a meaning to well-formed 
models [HW92], We will first focus on syntax before concentrating on semantics. In partic­
ular we will start with contrasting concrete and abstract syntax and argue why the la tter 
is preferred.
Syntax
When defining the syntax of a modelling language, it is customary to use Baekus-Naur Form 
(BNF) as in [Mev90], The BNF-definition of radiology finding in [FHH+95] for example 
looks like:
Radiology-finding :: has observation: observation;
has location: body-location*;
has location qualifier: location-qualifier*;
has presence: certainty*;
has degree: degree*;
has temporal: temporal*;
has quantity: quantity*;
has property: property*
The superscript V  indicates th a t the component is optional and the ‘;’ separates compo­
nents (see also appendix A), The radiology definition could also look like this:
Radiology-finding :: an amount of [quantity][degree][observation] (s)
with property [property] occcurring [temporal] 
is observed at [location-qualifier] of 
[body-location], with a certainty of [certainty]
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In the la tte r definition, an explicit choice for keywords (in italic) is made as well as an 
explicit choice for the order of the various components of the radiology finding. The la tter 
definition obfuscates the underlying deeper structure of what a radiology finding is. Differ­
ent users may prefer different keywords and different order of the various parts mentioned 
above. The underlying structure, whether formulated in English or in French, remains 
essentially the same.
An abstract syntax definition, such as the first one, simply gives the components of a lan­
guage construct and omits representational details. Although concrete syntax is im portant 
and necessary from a communication point of view, it introduces non-essential elements. 
The abstract syntax can be compared to what is referred to as the conceptual level in the 
three level architecture of [Gri82], The conceptual level focuses on concepts as they are, not 
on how they are perceived (external-level) or implemented (internal level). For example, the 
abstract syntax of bibliography reference styles such as: Vancouver, Harvard, and Chicago 
etc., will be exactly the same. This abstract syntax serves as the basis for autom ated 
bibliography reference managers, such as BIBTEX in ETgX [Lam86], In [Mey90], Meyer 
stresses that:
The use o f abstract syntax rather than concrete syntax as a basis fo r  studies of 
programming languages is representative of an important trend in software en­
gineering: the move towards a higher-level view of software objects, emphasising 
deep structure rather than surface properties. Concepts such as abstract data 
types are another example o f this trend.
Consequently, questions as to whether a care task should be represented as a square or as a 
circle are conceptually irrelevant. Often discussions are blurred as a result of mixing repre­
sentation with essence. Discussions should shift from representational issues to semantics 
issues. It is also im portant not to get carried away by imposing syntactic restrictions to 
exclude models th a t at first may seem undesirable. The main reason for this is th a t at the 
early stages of formalisation it is hard to characterise ‘undesirable’ models and to provide 
a clear justification for this. Often one finds th a t situations th a t might seem undesirable 
at first do make sense from a semantic point of view and in some cases even add flexibility 
and expressive power (see e.g. [HP98]),
Semantics
Having defined an abstract syntax for a certain modelling language, the next step is the 
definition of semantics, A formal semantics is needed when for example a patient history 
is to be matched with a disease course by a computer, as this requires a very precise 
understanding of what a disease course and a case history are. Often one will find though, 
th a t defining syntax and defining semantics are not strictly sequential activities, A choice for 
a certain semantics may lead to improvement of the abstract syntax, i.e. an abstract syntax 
which leads to more elegant formulation of semantics (this cannot always be foreseen).
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There are many styles of assigning formal semantics [Mev90], In medical informatics, as 
an applied science, the definition of operational and translational semantics is particularly 
relevant.
T ra n s la tio n a l sem an tic s : In translational semantics models specified in a certain mod­
elling language are given a semantics by the definition of a mapping to models of a 
simpler language, a language which is better understood.
O p e ra t io n a l sem an tic s : If a translational semantics amounts to a compiler for a mod­
elling language, an operational semantics is like an interpreter. The idea is to express 
the semantics of a modelling language by giving a mechanism th a t allows to determine 
the effect of any model specified in the technique. Such a mechanism can be seen as 
an “interpreting autom ation” .
Both styles of assigning semantics are illustrated in section 2,7, Operational semantics, 
because of its interpreting character, is less suitable when comparing properties with other 
modelling languages. However, an operational semantics is perfectly acceptable if one 
prim arily aims at development of computer support tools,
M L M -ex am p le  2.1 (form al)
MLMs have a form al syntax, but have no formal semantics. There is no mathematical 
model that defines what M LM  specifications mean. There is no formal relation between 
the intuitive explanation in the MLM-explanation-slot and its implementation in the 
MLM-logic-slot (MLM-slots are shown in Fig. 2.1). In  section 2.3 we will show that 
the contents o f the MLM-logic-slot is not fully conceptual.
The following M LM  logic example from [HCJ+ 96] calculates an anion gap:
anion-gap := sodium - (chloride + bicarbonate); 
anion-gap2 := int(0.5 + aniongap)
Formal interpretation of this M LM  logic requires knowledge of procedural structures 
such as assignment ( ‘:= ’), and sequence ( ‘; ’) as well as knowledge about the use of 
an auxiliary variable (anion-gap2) and an auxiliary integer function ( ‘in t’). Hence, a 
possible way of assigning a formal semantics would be to define a mapping from M LM  
specifications to an abstract machine. □
Examples of domain specific modelling languages with a formal syntax are: ARDEN [Hri94], 
MCRL [ECH+94], and TSMI [CSZ+98], The following modelling languages have a for­
mal semantics as well: GRAIL [RBG+97], ML [BS98], KL-ONE [Bra85], graph gram­
mars [MTR+96], and (Bayesian) decision networks [HM84],
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2.3 Conceptual
In an interesting prologue in [Seh94] the author argues th a t the essence of computing 
might be summed up in the word generality. Ultimately, computing has one fundamental 
objective: to study and to achieve generality. Programs th a t have been set up in a general 
way are more easily adaptable to new requirements [Szy97], and specifications th a t are 
general are easier to understand than  those laced with details and choices which are too 
specific.
The notion of generality is closely related to the conceptualisation principle [Gri82], which 
states tha t conceptual models should deal only and exclusively with aspects of the problem 
domain. Any aspects irrelevant to th a t meaning should be avoided, as this might lead to 
exclusions of possible solutions in too early a stage. Furthermore, they tend to lead to 
models th a t are difficult to comprehend and to communicate by domain experts, and also 
easily become outdated. Examples of these conceptually irrelevant aspects are previously 
mentioned aspects of external-level or internal-level da ta  representation, such as physical 
data  organisation and access, as well as message formats and da ta  structures.
Figure 2,3: Flattening
As an illustration of the importance of conceptuality, consider conceptual graphs as in­
troduced in [Sow84], These graphs are not designed to represent complex nested entities. 
Suppose a conceptual graph on physiology contains the concept ‘citric acid cycle’ and the 
modeller wants to add the concept of ‘splitting off C 0 2’, a process which takes place sev­
eral times during the citric acid cycle. When using conceptual graphs the modeller cannot 
decompose the concept of citric acid cycle into its components without flattening the de­
composition, Several alternative ways of flattening are possible, therefore, the modeller has 
to choose. Such choice leads to overspecification. For example, the flattening of Fig, 2,3 
introduces: composition relations (dashed), classification relations (dotted), renaming, and 
numbering, which is arbitrary, hence, not relevant from a conceptual point of view.
The requirement of being conceptual is also applicable in data  intensive domains, Data- 
models such as represented in Fig, 2,4 taken from [ZHMR95] are currently used when
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VAR LABEL POSITION RANGE DESCRIPTION
0^ case number 1-4 1-8023 identification
Vl gender 5 1-2, A 1 female
2 male
A unknown
V2 age 6-7 18-65, AA age in years 
AA unknown
V3 age at wedding 8-9 16-65, AA, BB age at (first) wedding 
AA unknown 
BB not applicable
V4 hemoglobuline 10-12 60-130, AAA concentration in 1010 mol/1 
AAA unknown
profession 13 1-6, A, B 1 highest classification 
6 lowest classification 
A unknown 
B not applicable
reason of refusal 14 1-4, A, B 1 no time
2 no feel like
3 ill
4 other reason 
A unknown
B not applicable
Figure 2,4: A data-model as used in code books
designing ‘code books’, i.e. blueprints for research databases. These data-models suffer 
from overspecification. The model of Fig, 2,4 for example contains two superfluous colomns 
related to variable naming and byte position specification. The model also uses position 
dependent codes such as ‘AAA’ and ‘BB’, But most im portant, the model hides conceptual 
hierarchical structures. The conceptual counterpart data-model is shown in Fig, 2,5, This 
model focuses on abstract entity types (ovals), their m utual relationships (squares), their 
classification (arrows), their identification (between brackets), their allowed instances (su­
perscript between set-parentheses), and their constraints, i.e. conceptual restrictions. All 
implementation oriented details are ignored. Some constraints are formulated graphically 
and some textuallv. The following LISA-D [HPW93] expression is an example of a formal 
textual constraint applicable to the model in Fig, 2,5:
FO E EACH x  IN Married participant HOLDS Age of x > 18
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Figure 2.5: The conceptual counterpart of Fig, 2,4
M L M -ex am p le  2.2 (conceptual)
The contents o f MLM-logic-slots (Fig. 2.1) are not logical expressions as used in 
mathematics, rather they are boolean functions with so-called side effects. Hence, 
interpretation of M LM  logic in the previous section requires knowledge of procedural 
structures such as assignment ( ‘'■ = ’), and sequence ( ‘; ’), as well as knowledge about 
use of auxiliary variables (anion-gap2) and auxiliary integer functions ( ‘in t’). All 
these aspects are implementation-oriented details and would have been different when 
fo r example a functional language was used. Therefore, we can not conveniently reason 
about MLMs. This aspect restricts validation of complex MLMs on a conceptual level. 
Fortunately, MLMs can be executed (see section 2.7), hence behaviour o f the boolean 
functions can be tested thoroughly. □
2.4 Expressive
The 100 percent principle [Gri82] states th a t a conceptual model should describe all relevant 
static and dynamic aspects of the domain of interest, A modelling language should there­
fore cover the essential concepts of an application domain. This implies th a t a modelling 
language should have sufficient expressive power.
As an illustration of this requirement consider conventional tem poral logic. This type of 
logic will not be sufficient to model case reports as it cannot express patterns such as ‘nightly 
headaches’ or deal with incomplete knowledge, such as ‘headache and nausea co-exist’. The
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la tte r expression, when present in a ease report, should not be interpreted as if headache 
and nausea exist at the same time. It more likely means tha t headache and nausea both 
exist, and have a strong unspecified tem poral relation heavily suggesting th a t a common 
underlying process exists.
M L M -ex am p le  2.3 (expressive)
Originally A R D E N ’s M LM  messages were text strings, hence, not configurable. Now, 
M LM  messages are configurable and can express fo r  example calculated drug doses as 
in [HCJ+96]. In  [HCJ+96], the following configurable message is used expressing the 
patient’s hematocrit level (where the term ‘hematocrit’ between brackets is a variable):
The patien t’s hematocrit ( “\\ hematocrit \\”) is low or falling rapidly.
The possibility o f programming boolean functions makes MLMs very expressive. I f  
mathematical logic would have been used, the detection of paths would not have been 
possible as MLMs cannot be chained, as for example rules in rule-based systems. 
Detection of paths is essential when reasoning about processes. MLMs are almost as 
expressive as third generation programming languages. However; when compared with 
programming languages MLMs still are more restricted. For example, MLMs cannot 
produce charts, as output is restricted to textual messages. □
Lack of expressive power becomes a true problem when a modeller is forced to oversimplify 
the domain of interest,
2.5 Com prehensible
Since one of the im portant roles of conceptual models is to establish a common understand­
ing of the domain of interest (especially between domain experts), it is vital th a t a con­
ceptual model is comprehensible. In I X ; 11 92] it is stressed th a t languages for conceptual 
modelling should be easy to use and easy to learn. The following axiom is a Z-speeifieation 
taken from [GSEE96] (where ‘tp ’ is a time-point):
AXIOM Not (PerfusionPeriod Contains tp) = >
Valuation(LowBodyTemp).tp = Unacceptable
This axiom expresses th a t the phenomenon ‘low body tem perature’ is unacceptable in situ­
ations other then ‘perfusion’. This Z-speeifieation fulfils the requirement of being formal, as 
Z has a well-defined formal semantics (see e.g. [Spi88]), Although the axiom specification 
is rather cryptic, it is more or less comprehensible. However, things get less comprehen­
sible when for example it is defined that: ‘lung edema or alectasis cause lung diffusion to 
decrease’:
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AXIOM Everywhere(
CauseLink((LungEdema Param2 [Or] Alectasis)
,MakePhen((Course(LungDiffusion,world).tp) = <
Decreased)
,Obligatory)
Even more problems occur when a set of AXIOMs is to be interpreted. A domain expert 
will hardly recognise the presence of chains, essential in causal models, and cycles will be 
detected only if thoroughly searched for. As long as disease courses are to be modelled like 
this, medical domain experts will not build autom ated disease course libraries themselves.
Comprehensibility can be achieved by offering structuring mechanisms. This way a spec­
ification remains survevable. An often used structuring mechanism is decomposition. In 
Fig. 2.3 for example, removal of decomposition introduces overspecification, which violates 
conceptuality as well as comprehensibility. In addition to tha t, comprehensibility can often 
be improved by the use of graphical notations. Harel [Har88] emphasises the importance 
of visual formalisms:
Visual, because they are to be generated, comprehended and communicated 
by humans, and formal, because they are to be manipulated, maintained, and 
analysed by computers.
In [TP91] the following reasons are given why graphical representations are more compre­
hensible than  their textual counterparts. We illustrate these reasons with a formal textual 
patient case report from chapter 3 (Fig. 2.6) and its graphical counterpart from chapter 6 
(Fig. 2.7):
1. Graphics is in two dimensions, while text is in one dimension. The former gives an 
additional degree of freedom in presentation.
2. Graphics is more useful in showing the intrinsic structure of complex systems and 
more natural in describing parallelism.
3. A person can read graphics in a selective way, depending on the level of detail required. 
A text is to be scanned linearly.
4. There is a limit to the number of concepts which can be reasonably held in the short­
term  memory of the human mind [Mil56], A person reading graphics can start off 
generally and go down to detail after some degree of familiarisation. If one is reading 
text, then one has to start off with detail and abstract the skeleton concepts when 
reading.
Finally, model semantics should be in a style close to intuition. Specifications syntactically 
resembling natural language for example can be close to the human intuition, and hence 
comprehensible. An im portant prerequisite is then of course th a t the associated formal 
semantics is also close to this intuition.
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A period of age o f 17 and massive hemoptysis and renal failure is followed by an 
episode o f hospital admission - A n  episode o f feeling well is followed by an episode of 
symptoms o f an upper respiratory tract infection - The symptoms o f an upper respira­
tory tract infection is followed by an episode o f headache and anorexia - Onset o f the 
symptoms o f an upper respiratory tract infection is ju s t three days before admission 
- The episode o f headache and anorexia is followed by an episode o f nausea. The 
episode o f nausea is followed by a m om ent o f vomiting - Onset o f the nausea is about 
thirty-six hours before admission - Onset o f an episode o f chest pain is the evening 
before admission - Onset o f a period with a start o f coughing up blood-tinged sputum  
is ju s t after onset o f the episode o f chest pain - A n  episode o f dyspnea is ju s t after 
the coughing up blood-tinged sputum - The episode o f dyspnea contains an episode 
o f nausea and vomiting which has a typical frequency which is in term ittent - End of 
the episode o f dyspnea is the morning after onset o f the episode o f chest pain - The 
episode o f dyspnea has a typical duration which is continuous - Onset o f an episode of 
coughing up large quantities o f blood and experience o f diffuse weakness is the morning 
after onset o f the episode o f chest pain.
Figure 2.6: A formal ease report text
M L M -ex am p le  2.4 (comprehensible)
The basic structure of MLMs is easy to comprehend, as most slots, shown in Fig. 2.1, 
are based on ‘rational event 'monitoring’-concepts mentioned earlier. Also, the fact 
that MLMs are self contained facilitates interpretation. Messages are easily inter­
preted and formulated. The contents o f the MLM-logic-slot is less easy to understand, 
and to formulate. When writing MLMs, knowledge of Pascal or Basic is recom­
mended [Hri94-]. Therefore, MLMs will be comprehensible for those fam iliar with 
modelling procedural knowledge. □
2.6 Suitable
A modelling language should use concepts closely resembling the concepts of the domain 
of interest. For example, conventional tem poral logic or conventional workflows are not 
suitable to model disease courses as they do not support disease course concepts, such as 
course remissions and asymptomatic courses. For example, Fig. 2.8 shows an enhanced 
workflow based disease course model as introduced in chapter 4, whereas Fig. 2.9 shows 
what the disease course model would have looked like if the formalism did not have ‘course 
remission’- and ‘asym ptom atie’-semanties. The dotted lines in this figure are course endings. 
Note th a t updating this model of Fig. 2.9 with a new disease phenomenon requires all course 
remission state  descriptions to be changed.
Although suitability is a subjective notion to some extent, it clearly is the case th a t a strong 
link between the concepts offered by the modelling language, and the concepts required by 
the problem domain is desirable. This is illustrated with another example. Conceptual 
graphs, as described by Sowa [Sow84], are for example not suitable to model the dynamics
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Figure 2,7: The ease report of Fig. 2.6 after graphical conversion
of disease courses as they are not really suitable to deal with state  transitions. Conceptual 
graphs on the other hand are indeed suitable, when for example disease concepts are to be 
typified or defined in terms of other concepts as in classification models.
Suitable modelling languages can be expressive w ithout using a large number of concepts. 
The use of a small number of essential concepts is preferred in order to keep the specification 
of semantics concise. Hence, an im portant part of modelling language development should 
be bottom  up and one should start with a base of suitable syntactic elements inspired by 
essential concepts of the domain under consideration. This ‘orthogonality’ principle derives 
from sound engineering practice as well as structured programming.
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Figure 2.8: A disease course graph
M L M -ex am p le  2.5 (suitable)
The data-driven messaging as well as the use o f previously mentioned event concepts 
such as ‘evoke’, ‘logic’, ‘action’, ‘message’, and ‘literature citation’ make MLMs very 
suitable with respect to modelling event interrupts. However; the fact that M LM  logic 
is not conceptual introduces the need of an explanation-slot. Introduction of an in­
form al explanation-slot introduces the problem of keeping this slot consistent with the 
logic-slot during the lifetime of an MLM. Also, the use o f an informal explanation-slot 
can produce a false appearance of the MLM, as there is no formal relation with the 
implementation. □
2.7 Executable
Validating requirements as early as possible might prevent errors in later stages of systems 
development. The later an error is detected the more it will cost to correct it. To make 
validation possible in the early phases of system development it is im portant th a t a specifi­
cation can be executed. This enhances the understanding of the meaning of a specification 
and its implications considerably. Therefore, it is to be preferred th a t a modelling language
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Figure 2.9: Fig. 2.8 when w ithout ‘course remission’- and ‘asymptomatic’-semantics
yields executable models. Also, if execution of a model is not intended or even not obvious, 
it should be kept in mind. For example, one could imagine execution of a disease course 
model to be the systematic generation of its case histories. The generation of histories 
qualified as unlikely or impossible by domain experts could point towards weaknesses of 
the model. Or for example one could imagine execution of classification models to be the 
systematic generation of implied class hierarchies.
Execution of a disease course requires the formalism to have a notion of ‘flows of sym ptom s’. 
During execution, when using FlowMark workflow-based [LA94] operational semantics (see 
section 2.2), the disease course graph of Fig. 2.8 would look like Fig. 2.10 (this figure is 
discussed in more detail in section 4.4.3). The figure shows propagation of tru th  values. 
The tokens (black dots) show how far propagation has proceeded. Three nodes are still 
active, hence simulation has not yet finished.
Classification models can be executed also. This counter intuitive idea will be illustrated 
with the GEAIL formalism [RBG+97], GRAIL is a classification language, which sup­
ports concept definition and classification. In GRAIL concepts can be composed using a 
W HICH-operator, The concept ‘fracture of the greater trochanter’ for example is mod-
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Figure 2.10: A disease course graph during interpretative execution
A WHICH has location B has label ‘X ’ 
C WHICH has location B has label ‘Y’ 
A WHICH has location B
has part D has label ‘Z’
Execution
( ^ - ©
B
Figure 2.11: GRAIL execution through translation
elled as ‘fracture WHICH has location greater trochanter’. GRAIL semantics implies this 
composed concept to be a kind of fracture, i.e. this composed concept is considered a 
subclass of ‘fracture’. This GRAIL semantics is translated (see section 2.2) to a relation 
oriented inference structure formalism. Such a network formalism, is a suitable design to 
infer subclass hierarchies and attribu te  inheritance (Fig. 2.11, where the part-of relation is
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dashed, the has-loeation relations are dotted, and the subtype relations are solid). Because 
of this suitable translation, GRAIL can easily execute classification models with thousands 
of concepts [RZSR98].
M L M -ex am p le  2.6 (executable)
MLMs automate interrupt messages during delivery o f care, hence MLMs are exe­
cutable. Next to this computer-assisted decision support, MLMs executability also 
supports MLM-validation, as messaging behaviour can be simulated on the computer 
and tested thoroughly. □
2.8 Conclusions
Having recognised the need for development of domain specific languages, it is im portant 
to establish requirements th a t such development should be guided by. In this chapter a set 
of requirements is presented, illustrated, and justified.
In brief, domain specific languages should be conceptual, as to avoid being forced to specify 
domain irrelevant details, formal, as to avoid ambiguity and to allow for sophisticated auto­
mated support, expressive, in order to be able to fully capture a problem, suitable, in order 
to be able to capture a problem conveniently, and comprehensible, as their models should 
be communicated with non computer experts. Insight in the meaning of a model might be 
improved by its execution. Therefore, domain specific models have to be executable.
Naturally one cannot prove th a t these requirements are complete, they were abstracted from 
experience. However it is not too difficult to see th a t these requirements are orthogonal,
i.e. for each individual requirement, it is possible to violate it without violating the others. 
Language development as presented in chapters 3 through 5 was guided by these criteria.
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Chapter 3 
Patient Case R eports
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter1' focus is on development of a formal language for the description of patient 
case reports. These reports are at the core of patient case analysis,
MEDLINE contains more than  70,000 references to patient case descriptions. About 90% 
of these descriptions are called patient case reports, or case reports for short. O ther fre­
quently used terms are: case history, patient description, presentation of case, and clinical 
description. MEDLINE case reports are natural language descriptions, A formal language 
is needed when case reports are to be communicated with a computer. Once computerised, 
several types of case analysis functions can be automated:
Case-structure analysis Structure analysis can focus on extrinsic or intrinsic structure of 
a patient case. The case structure part influenced by a clinician can be characterised 
as an extrinsic structure. The case structure part determined by patient specific 
knowledge can be characterised as intrinsic structure. For example, tem poral relations 
between specific symptoms are considered part of the intrinsic structure.
K nowledge-based case analysis Knowledge-based case analysis is, for example, rational 
intervention selection based on current literature. Knowledge based case analysis is 
not restricted to disease based reasoning. When performed on an organisational level 
it concerns care delivery. When performed on a meta-level it concerns case analysis 
strategies and methodology.
Case-based case analysis Archiving patient cases in an electronic library with auto­
mated retrieval functions based on matching of patient cases is an example of case- 
based case analysis. Such case analysis is used in the WAREL-system [Dor89], In 
this system a (differential) diagnosis is based on the diagnosis of similar cases in a 
case library,
^This chapter is based on [MHV99].
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Case-based research Case-based research is about learning new things from patient 
cases. Determination of new or unknown disease courses would be an example. De­
tecting blind spots in medical knowledge would be an example on a meta-level.
The lack of a formal and expressive patient case report language is reflected by the fact 
th a t computers are very restrictive in accepting patient specific tem poral information. Ac­
ceptance almost always is controlled and guided by specific predefined disease or treatm ent 
models, A case report language should be ‘clinician driven’, i.e. the clinician should be able 
to specify any case on his or her mind in any order. Even if they are unusual or unknown. 
Such case reports illustrate the authors view on the case. Archiving these cases for future 
(re-)analysis seems worthwhile.
Computerised case reports can be re-analvsed without renewed interaction with the author. 
Re-analysis of a case is especially of interest when potential case report information is not 
yet interpreted, A side effect of this approach is th a t domain restrictions of computer case 
analysis immediately become clear to the user. Such computer analysis aspects should get 
more attention when assessing computer programs as in [GR93],
When modelling case reports, the use of tem poral concepts is crucial. The use of temporal 
knowledge is required to formulate detailed and realistic case descriptions. The following 
unordered list of phenomena shows th a t when the tem poral information of example 1,1 is 
lost, the case report looses most of its expressiveness:
{ a palpated mass in the lower abdomen, incoherent thoughts, admitted to hos­
pital, transferred to a psychiatric unit, impairment o f recent memory, neurolog­
ically examined, severe impairment o f memory, lost contact with reality, acutely 
confused, physically examined, s tiff facial expression, we could not communicate 
with her at all, dismissive, 15-year-old, no remarkable neurological findings, girl, 
acute confusional state, been well }
We strive for an autom ated case library consisting of unambiguous temporally detailed 
patient case descriptions formulated independent from future use. The Canon Group, 
positioned in [Tut94], has a comparable ambition [ECH+94]:
“,,, developing a deeper representation formalism for use in exchanging data  
and developing applications ...”
The Canon Group works on the development of a Medieal-Coneept Representation Lan­
guage (MCRL) [ECH+94], Their ambition though, is not yet focused on detailed repre­
sentation of tem poral knowledge in patient cases. Next to MCRL other advanced generic 
formal modelling techniques like KL-ONE [Bra85], GRAIL [RBG+97] and the ARDEN- 
svntax [Hri94] exist, but they are not focused on representation of tem poral knowledge, A 
patient case modelling language, which meets the requirements of chapter 2, does not yet 
exist. Note th a t the absence of such language does not contradict with the existence of
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advanced tem poral reasoning systems, such as the RESUME system [SM93], which is based 
on the KBTA (knowledge-based tem poral abstraction) method [SM96], KBTA exists of a 
set of formal tem poral reasoning tasks. However, our aim is to improve the level of detail 
of future computerised patient case reports, hence our subject will be syntax and semantics 
rather than algorithms.
In this chapter, approach and nomenclature of the European Standardisation Committee 
C EN /TC  251 ‘Time standards for health care specific problems’ [CRB+96] is adopted and 
explored further in order to develop a patient case report language (PCRL) dedicated to 
represent tem poral knowledge as present in natural language patient case descriptions.
3.2 Approach
In this section a brief discussion is adopted on similarities and differences with the approach 
of the European C EN /TC  251 committee [CRB+96],
The European Standardisation Committee C EN /TC  251 ‘Time standards for health care 
specific problems’ [CRB+96] has introduced a nomenclature and abstract gram m ar to model 
temporal patient specific knowledge. This nomenclature is adopted here. Our grammar 
definition however, will be far more expressive and more conceptual with respect to temporal 
case report contents.
In contrast to the C EN /TC  251 definition, a two-level BNF (Baekus-Naur Form) gram­
m ar [ASU86] (see also appendix A) is used, A two-level gram m ar allows a concise and 
comprehensive definition of extensive and complex languages, A two-level gram m ar for ex­
ample allows to define context dependencies. As a result, an im portant property of PCRL is 
its context dependent use of value types, i.e. PCRL statem ents use value types consistently. 
This is only realised when the concepts, defined on a meta-level, are substituted in the 
low-level definitions consistently (consistent substitution is explained in appendix A).
The two-level gram m ar is presented as an abstract syntax. Hence, terminals are left un­
specified. The term  abstract indicates th a t the focus is on concepts and their relations, and 
not on the way these concepts are represented. The way concepts are represented in PCRL 
is specified in a separate concrete syntax definition. In this chapter we mainly focus on the 
definition of the abstract syntax. The definition of a suitable concrete syntax has i t ’s own 
difficulties which is the scope of chapter 6. Only for illustration purposes, every low-level 
BNF syntax definition is followed by a very simple example of a one-to-one translation of the 
abstract syntax into a concrete syntax. In section 3.5, using this concrete syntax definition, 
we can show a PCRL-based translation of the case reports of examples 3.1 and 3.2.
3.3 Characteristics
In chapter 1 we considered patient cases to be individual patient situations implicitly eonsti- 
tuing practical medical problems requiring patient case analysis. Such patient cases contain
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information about the physical, mental and social state of the patient as well as information 
about the decision making process.
In the case reports of the Massachusetts General Hospital, described in the New England 
Journal of Medicine, elements concerning the decision making process are deliberately sep­
arated from the so-called objective patient data  on the physical, mental and social state. 
The la tter information is gathered under the title  ‘presentation of case’. In this chapter we 
focus on representation of tem poral knowledge as present in the ‘presentation of case’, as 
tem poral knowledge is the information th a t essentially glues individual patient phenomena 
together in order to achieve detailed case reports. To put it another way, we will realise 
an epistemological analysis [ES92] of case reports, focused on the ontology of time. Epis- 
temological analysis is a high-level conceptual knowledge analysis concerning ontology and 
interpretation. Ontology represents the conceptual model of entities and relationships of 
which the domain of interest is composed [ES92].
We give some examples of arbitrary patient cases to illustrate the type of descriptions we 
like to model in PCRL. The first example is also used in [HH87] to illustrate temporal 
relations in a patient case. The second example is the first part of the final presentation of 
an arbitrary case of the year 1993 (CASE 52-1993) published in [SMMM93] and it is part 
of a clinicopathological conference.
E x a m p le  3.1
The palpitations started when I  stopped taking the tablets - or perhaps just before. I  
didn’t feel any chest pain while taking the tablets. But I  remember that I  did feel some 
chest pain at the same time as the palpitations. Yes, tha t’s right, I  stopped taking the 
tablets, and the chest pain started at once - or perhaps a little later. □
E x a m p le  3.2
A 17-year-old girl was admitted to the hospital because of massive hemoptysis and 
renal failure. The patient had been well until about three days earlier, when she began 
to have symptoms of an upper respiratory tract infection, with headache and anorexia. 
Thirty-six hours before entry she became nauseous and vomited. On the evening be­
fore admission chest pain developed, and she began to cough up blood-tinged sputum; 
dyspnea occurred, with interm ittent nausea and vomiting. During the night dyspnea 
persisted, and the next morning she began to cough up large quantities o f blood and 
experienced diffuse weakness. □
3.4 Language definition (PCRL)
Section 3.4.1 introduces PCRL concepts. Thereafter in section 3.4.2, a formal model of time 
is defined which defines our view on real world patient cases. These sections determine 
what kind of patient specific knowledge is represented in PCRL. The subsequent sections 
contain abstract and concrete gram m ar definitions. Gram m ar definitions determine how 
patient specific knowledge is described in PCRL. The gram m ar definitions are accompanied
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bv fragmental PCRL-model examples for illustration purposes. Section 3.5 contains an 
elaborate PCRL-description example, and section 3.6 illustrates some input and output 
examples of a PCRL-based application.
3.4.1 Ontology
Before introducing a model of time, a nomenclature of tem poral concepts as presented by 
the European Standardisation Committee C EN /TC  251 [CEB+96] is given:
tim e  in te rv a l a portion of time of which the duration in a given context is considered to 
be significant and relevant;
t im e  p o in t a portion of time of which the duration in a given context is considered to be 
insignificant or irrelevant;
s i tu a t io n  a phenomenon occurring over tim e in a given context;
ep iso d e  a situation considered to occupy a time interval;
e v en t a situation considered to occur at a time point.
These terms will be adopted in a formal framework. While doing this, these terms inevitably 
get a more precise and specific meaning. This will however be done without m ajor violation 
of above mentioned definitions.
In PCRL phenomena are the one and only basic elements which are put in a temporal 
context. This is not obvious, as in formalisms found in the literature an explicit distinc­
tion between properties, events, and processes is made. Such a distinction is based upon 
existence of different tem poral characteristics for each concept. A useful test to differen­
tiate  between events and processes is based on the fact tha t one can count the number 
of times an event occurs [A1184] but one cannot count the number of times a process is 
occurring [A1184], Note th a t in this specific context one should not confuse the concept 
occurs with the concept of occurrence. The case report terms items ‘age of forty five’, ‘car 
accident’, and ‘bleeding of the ao rta ’ are considered respectively a property, an event, and 
a process.
In patient case descriptions items are never explicitly typified as being a property, an event, 
or a process. These descriptions allow a common view on properties, events, and processes. 
The reason for this is the absence of complex property specific, event specific, and process 
specific structures like recursion in properties and local (time dependent) param eters in 
processes.
When using a common view on representation of properties, events, and processes, the 
modeller is not a priori forced to explicitly identify either one of them. The generic concept 
phenomenon will be used instead of property, event, and process. Findings like fever, 
dyspnea, blood loss, pain, etc. All are referred to as phenomena in our model . The generic 
use of phenomena in PCRL can be compared with for example the generic use of the concept 
finding in [KW90] or observation in [RNK91], We conclude:
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•  case reports contain properties, events, and processes which are not typified;
•  we do not want to force a clinician to explicitly typify properties, events, and processes;
•  we want the formulation of temporally consistent PCRL sentences.
Inspired by the above mentioned observations a function is introduced, which specifies a 
common tem poral view on properties, events, and processes. This function either indicates 
the ongoing of a process, the occurrence of an event, or the presence of a property. The 
concepts of property, event, and process are adopted from [A1184]:
property a logical proposition which can be true or false during a particular time;
event a description of an activity which involves a product or outcome;
process a reference to some activity not involving a culmination or anticipated result.
The common tem poral view on properties, events, and processes is one of the characteristics 
of PCRL and makes it suitable for practical use in the medical domain where it is primarily 
designed for, w ithout losing the com putational possibilities of for example Allen’s general 
theory of action and time [A1184],
3.4.2 Introducing a model of tim e
When a case report is formulated we have a specific patient in mind. Although the intention 
might be to describe just this specific patient, the resulting case report is an incomplete 
description, hence is an abstraction of reality. When we discuss a case report others will 
have a set of compatible patient cases in mind. Therefore we have to discriminate between 
the concept of patient case, and the concept of patient case report. The concept of patient 
case is used to define patient case report semantics:
The semantics of a patient case report (PCR) is the set of all compatible patient 
cases.
To define semantics of PCRL we need to define a tem poral view on the concept patient case. 
From this point of view a patient case will be an instance of a model of time.
Before defining a model of time, the following auxiliary concepts are introduced: situations, 
profiles, and phenomena. The general concept phenomenon is adapted from the GALEN 
high-level ontology [RRP96],
Definition 3.1
X  is the set o f phenomena. X  consists o f all diseases, signs, symptoms, interventions 
and other patient state indicators as present in patient case reports. □
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These phenomena are the basic PCRL elements subject to tem poral reasoning. Phenomena 
will be used to compose situations. In a PCRL context, the function Situation is used to 
describe moments o f time. In the definition of Situation we use the functions Holds, Occurs, 
and Occurring as defined by J.F. Allen in [A1184], These three functions are defined on 
properties, events, and processes respectively. A common view on properties, events, and 
processes will be defined, but first the concept of time point and time interval is introduced.
Definition 3.2
T  is the set o f time points and I  is the set o f time intervals, {(¿1,^2) £ T x T \ t i  <  i2}, 
where ‘< ! is a chronological total order o f time points. Intervals have the following 
access functions, for each interval i =  (¿1,^2) £ I'- Onset(i) =  t\ and End(i) =  t2. □
A common view on properties, events, and processes is now defined. Situation(s, t) is to be 
read as ‘a moment with s at time point t \
Definition 3.3
A situation indicates either the presence of a property, the occurrence of an event, 
or the ongoing of a process. For x  is an element o f X  and t is an element o f T ,
Situation(x, t) = BieJ [Onset(i) <  t  <  End(i) A Present(a:, ¿)],
where Present represents one of the following functions defined by J.F. Allen [AII84]: 
Holds when x is a property, Occurs when x is an event and Occurring when x is a 
process. □
We now resume the definition of patient cases. W ith Situation, we can define isolated 
momentary states. To define a complete individual patient case the entire history of the 
patient is to be determined. To do this the following occurrence function will be used.
Definition 3.4
F  is the set o f occurrence functions, this is the set o f functions from time points to 
Boolean values, hence F  = {true, false}1 . □
An occurrence function can be graphically represented by a straight dotted line extended 
on a time axis (Fig. 3.2). The line segments indicating th a t the occurrence function has 
value true and the interruptions indicating tha t the occurrence function has value false 
(Fig. 3.2). Each line segment associated with a phenomenon will be referred to as an 
occurrence. An occurrence is interpreted either as one continuous presence of a property, 
as one process, or as one event. The occurrence function is used in the following definition 
of Profile. Profile (a;, ƒ) is to be read as: ‘occurrences of phenomenon x  are described by 
occurrence function ƒ ’. Consequently the predicate Profile (a;, ƒ) fully determines the history 
of phenomenon x.
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D efinition 3.5
For each x  in X  and ƒ in F ,
Profil e(x, f )  = \ / t£T[f ( t )  Situation (a?, t ) ] .
□
Using the concept of Profile we can define our patient case concept straightforwardly. A 
patient case is an extensive indication of presence of phenomena. A patient case indicates 
whether any phenomenon is present at any time point.
Definition 3.6
Y  is the set o f patient cases, where a patient case is a set o f pairs o f phenomena and 
occurrence functions that are true profiles, i.e. {(x , f ) E X  x  F\ Profi !e(ai ,ƒ )} . □
As stated previously, the definition of the patient case concept defines the view on the real 
world and determines what can and what cannot be reasoned about in PCRL case reports. 
This model of time makes clear th a t not all tem poral trends, as described in [KW90], can 
be inferred in PCRL. For example tem poral trends concerning changes in severity cannot 
be expressed, neither can anatomical movements. To monitor anatomical movements, phe­
nomena require a location attribute. The interpretation of location attributes would require 
a model o f place. The combination of a model of time with a model of place would be an 
interesting topic of future research. For now we restrict ourselves to the view on patient 
cases as introduced in this section.
3.4.3 PCRL statem ents
In the previous section we have introduced situations and profiles in order to define patient 
case. These concepts however, are not suitable to organise and declare patient specific 
knowledge. We need to introduce additional concepts to enable the formulation of suitable 
statements. A lot of other tem poral concepts can be found throughout the literature. 
In [CB92] an inventory of the most common concepts is made, being: intervals, instants, 
time points, properties, events, states, actions, occurrences, processes, histories, and facts.
We used phenomena to capture the concepts of properties, events, and processes. Phenom­
ena are now to be put in a tem poral context. To allow qualitative tem poral descriptions, 
phenomena are put in a tem poral context in an indirect way. Phenomena are assigned to 
episodes using either qualitative or quantitative tem poral occurrence patterns. An episode 
is a specific type of time interval description. In to tal we distinguish two types of time 
interval descriptions, episodes, and periods. An episode describes a continuous closed time 
interval, which cannot be freely chosen by the modeller. The onset and end of an episode 
is fully and intrinsically determined by the tem poral history of the assigned phenomenon. 
An episode therefore is part of the intrinsic PCRL case structure. A period in PCRL also is 
a continuous closed time interval, but its onset and end is chosen by the modeller in order
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to group patient specific data. For example the modeller may focus on the past two weeks 
when gathering information. As a result periods and their tem poral relations determine 
the extrinsic PCRL case structure. Fig. 3.1 shows what PCRL statem ents are composed of. 
The arrows of this figure are decomposition relations. This figure for example shows tha t 
phenomena in a PCR always are part of an episode.
PCRL Patient Case Report (PCR)
top-level-statement
occurrence-pattern phenomenon
Figure 3.1: PCR decomposition
Our goal, an unambiguous tem poral context of phenomena, is realised by first introducing 
a well defined assignment of phenomenon statem ents to episodes, and by then introducing a 
well defined tem poral context of episodes. Phenomena are assigned to episodes by the use of 
qualitative as well as quantitative occurrence patterns. Conceptually, occurrence patterns 
in PCRL are related to tem poral trends as described in [KW90], Periods and episodes are 
put in a temporal context using time-point expressions and interval patterns.
Interval-patterns enable logical quantification of time interval descriptions. The concept of 
quantification is based on quantification as used in first order logic. Logical quantification 
of time interval descriptions is a powerful mechanism, for it allows to generalise a temporal 
relation to a group of episodes, not by enumerating the involved episodes explicitly, but just 
by giving an essential characteristic the episode must fulfil. In PCRL the use of quantification 
enables the following information to be expressed: ‘all headache episodes of the past two 
weeks didn’t last more than two hours’.
The above introduced concepts will be introduced in the PCRL syntax definitions. We start 
with the ‘top-level’ definition. This definition defines the ‘top level’ concept, i.e. the PCRL 
patient case report (PCR):
PCR :: PCR-Id; Top-Level-Statement Predicate
Top-Level-Statement :: Episode | Period | Time-Point Expression |
Interval-Pattern | P attern  Expression
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A PCR composed of a PCR-Id i and a Top-Level-Statement Predicate p  can be 
denoted as: ‘Patient [i] is known with: \p \ .
Exam ple 3.3
A  PCR example: ‘Patient A  is known with: an episode of palp ita tions’, where ‘A ’ 
is a PCR-Id, and ‘an episode of palp ita tions’ is an elementary episode predicate, and 
'palp ita tions’ is a phenomenon (explained further in appendix B, section 3-4-7.1, and 
section 3-4-4 respectively). □
Fig. 3.1 illustrates th a t episodes, periods, and time-point expressions appear on different 
levels within PCR expressions. The term  ‘predicate’ is reserved to indicate logical expres­
sions. Predicates are composed of PCRL-statements and logical operators (appendix B). 
The term  expression is reserved to indicate terms composed of a comparison operator, 
which can be either ‘equal to ’, ‘less th an ’ or ‘greater th an ’. W hen comparing time points 
we use ‘is-before’ instead of ‘less-than’ and ‘is-after’ instead of ‘greater-than’. Expressions 
are composed of terms described in appendix B. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the main PCRL concepts 
and their components.
If we compare the concepts in this schema with concepts used in (nonmedical) temporal 
logic, we can say th a t time point expressions do already exist in tem poral logic. Period 
statem ents and episode statem ents can be characterised as specialised time interval descrip­
tions and phenomena as explained earlier can be characterised as generalised descriptions 
of properties, events, and processes. Period statem ents organise knowledge similar as in 
natural language patient case descriptions to realise short formulations for the sake of suit­
ability.
The top-level definition of PCRL gives an overall idea of the concepts related to a PCR. In the 
following sections, we define PCRL using a bottom  up strategy. First we define the bottom  
level statem ents of Fig. 3.1, i.e. phenomena and occurrence patterns. Thereafter the two 
types of time interval descriptions used in PCRL are introduced. In the end we define the way 
time interval descriptions are put in a tem poral context using time-point expressions and 
interval-patterns. Appendix B is added to complete the PCRL definition. These definitions 
are referred to by the abstract syntax definitions and they concern im portant enforcement 
of type consistent use of terms, values, variables, scales, etc. However, these definitions 
need not be discussed on a medical level.
3.4.4 Phenom ena
As stated earlier phenomena can describe properties, events, and processes. A patient case 
may consist of several identical phenomenon statements. When making inferences on such 
identical phenomenon statem ents we could decide to strongly relate these statements. How­
ever, the more general these phenomenon statem ents are, the greater the chance th a t they 
do not represent similar concepts. In th a t case strongly relating them  would be misplaced. 
For example a phenomenon ‘headache’ used in different locations in a patient case can re­
fer to completely different instances of headaches. When a patient would explicitly relate
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these headaches as being similar, we would have much more confidence in our inference 
mentioned above. We need to retain such valuable information in PCRL. This would not be 
a problem if the similarity is known and made explicit, but very often th a t is not the case. 
Consequently this type of incomplete knowledge has to be dealt with. Also, the possibility 
to distinguish identically described phenomena is needed. These problems all have to do 
with the identification problem. We will identify individual phenomena not only by their 
description, but also by their episode context:
Phenomenon :: Phenomenon-Id; Episode-id*
A phenomenon composed of a phenomenon identification i and an episode iden­
tification j  can be, denoted as. ‘[i] as in [ j]’. Note that an Episode-Id is omitted 
i f  and only i f  the phenomenon is not referred to in the PCR.
E x a m p le  3.4
A n example of a phenomenon which refers to an episode is:
‘an episode of palpitations as in e,j ’,
where ‘an episode of palpitations ’ is an episode, and 'palpitations ’ is a phenomenon. 
The episode-id e7 refers to another episode in the PCR (episode is explained further 
in section 3.4-7.1). □
In the following section we introduce the concept of occurrence patterns. Occurrence pat­
terns will be used to  describe the tem poral context of a phenomenon with respect to a 
specific episode.
3.4.5 Concept of occurrence patterns
In the medical domain the occurrence function is not suitable to describe a patient case 
reality as defined in section 3.3. Patient specific knowledge is rarely assigned to absolute 
time points or absolute time intervals. In practice only some features of an occurrence 
function are worthy of description. The PCRL description of Fig. 3.2 for example, only 
describes duration changes of occurrences.
To characterise an occurrence function, we will use three types of functions. These functions 
describe:
1 . the frequency at which the occurrences appear;
2. the duration of the occurrences;
3. the duration of the intervals between the occurrences.
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Occurrence function
has duration function conforms PCRL description
Duration function
"a mean duration which 
direction is decreasing"
Figure 3.2: Structured qualitative tem poral pattern  description
The la tter function is referred to as duration-complement function. These three functions 
themselves can be characterised using another function referred to as direction function. 
A direction function can indicate value changes of any function, i.e. it can describe its 
differential function. As a result of this analysis, in PCRL the following pattern  types are 
implemented:
PATTERN ::rn Frequency | Duration | Duration-Complement | Direction
In the following section, substitution of these concepts will generate four kinds of type 
consistent PCRL pattern  descriptions.
3.4.6 Describing occurrence patterns
In the previous section we recognised three types of occurrence function descriptions: the 
frequency description which describes the frequency of occurrences, the duration description 
which describes the duration of occurrences, as opposed to complement-duration which 
describes the duration in between these occurrences. Each of these descriptions presents 
itself with its own values and scales (see appendix B) :
Occurrence-Pattern :: Frequency Description*; Duration Description*;
Complement-Duration Description*
To describe the shape of the three above mentioned functions, a direction function is added. 
All four functions can be described in a similar way:
PATTERN Description :: Pattern-Aspect*; PATTERN Profile*;
Direction Description*;
Macro pattern*: Occurrence-Pattern 
Pattern-A spect :: Mean | Max | Min | Typical
PATTERN Profile :: PATTERN; Occurrence-Pattern-Id*
A duration description of pattern aspect p, composed of pattern profile value 
v, a direction description d, and a macro pattern m , can he denoted as: ‘a
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[p] duration which (value) is [v] which (direction) is [d] which (overall pattern) 
is [m]’. A n  Occurrence-Pattern-Id is omitted i f  and only i f  the pattern is not 
referred to in the PCR.
E x a m p le  3.5
A n example of a frequency description and two duration descriptions:
‘a minimum frequency which is daily ’,
‘a typical duration which is persisting’,
‘a mean duration which value is less than ten seconds which is increasing ’,
where 'm inim um ’, 'typ ical’, and 'm ean ’ are pattern aspects, and where 'd a ily ’ is 
a predefined frequency value, and where 'persisting’ and 'increasing’ are predefined 
direction values, and where 'less than ten seconds’ is a duration denoted as a (relative) 
time point (time points are explained further in section 3-4-8). □
The recursive structure of the definition allows the formulation of detailed descriptions and 
approaches some of the expressiveness of natural language. There are in fact two recursive 
elements in this complex definition. One recursive element is the direction description. 
A direction description can be composed of other direction descriptions for direction is 
again a PATTERN. As a result we now can describe tendencies of tendencies, for example 
‘a decreasing increasing frequency of i.e. in PCRL ‘a frequency which direction is (a 
direction which is increasing which is decreasing)
The other recursive element is the fact tha t, an occurrence pattern  can be composed of 
an occurrence pattern, which then is referred to as its macro pattern. A macro pattern  
describes patterns on a higher level. It allows descriptions of patterns of occurrence patterns, 
for example, ‘yearly episodes of daily headaches’, i.e. in PCRL ‘an episode of headache with 
a frequency which is daily which is yearly’. The concrete syntax of recursive elements can 
be realised with ‘endless’ use of the term  ‘which’. This is comparable with the use of the 
term  ‘which’ in the GRAIL-formalism [RBG+97], GRAIL uses ‘which’ to create composed 
terms. Pattern  values can be described in PCRL either by using references to other values 
or by describing characteristic param eters of a tem poral pattern  using pattern  expressions:
PATTERN :: Reference Occurrence-Pattern-Id | PATTERN Declaration
The need for the use of references to vague descriptions holds for patterns just the same 
as it holds for phenomena. For example, we can use the term  ‘often’ at several places 
in a case report to indicate a qualitative frequency, which can be interpreted as being the 
opposite of ‘sometimes’. However, the vagueness of the description still allows the semantics 
of each instance of the term  ‘often’ to vary a lot. This prevents the possibility of valuable 
comparison. To allow comparison of patterns an explicit pattern  reference, in this case 
something like ‘as often as’, is to be used. In case reports comparison, i.e. indication of 
similarities or differences, is often more im portant than  the use of absolute values. For
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example, the patient might give the following valuable information: ‘mv weight at this 
moment is as high as it was when the symptoms started ’.
The fact th a t frequency regularities and duration regularities are both typified as temporal 
regularities makes it possible to compare a frequency regularity to a duration regularity with 
the use of a pattern  predicate (see top-level syntax definition). Note th a t the formulation 
of composed pattern  terms (see appendix B) within pattern  expressions is type consistent. 
In case of computer support, consistency is always welcome. The counterpart however is 
th a t it enforces a strict separation of the various types of tem poral patterns. In PCRL there 
are no variables describing a duration as well as frequency regularity at the same time, 
for a variable is typified as either a duration or a regularity. Maintaining type consistency 
is burdensome when a description such as ‘regular pulse’ is to be converted to a PCRL 
statem ent. The conversion requires the use of at least two variables, for one has to describe 
a frequency value as well as a regularity-value explicitly. One is also forced to choose either a 
weak or a strong interpretation, for a ‘regular pulse’ can indicate either a regular frequency 
or a regular duration or only one of them. A PCRL translation of the weak interpretation of 
the term  ‘regular’ would be: ‘a frequency which is regular or a duration which is regular’.
3.4.7 Interval Descriptions
In PCRL two types of time interval descriptions are distinguished being episodes and periods. 
Episodes and periods are specialised time interval descriptions useful in describing patient 
specific tem poral knowledge. The use of specialised concepts enables the formulation of 
short expressive descriptions. As a result PCRL is a language which has more similarities 
with natural language expressions than tem poral logic which makes PCRL sentences, if 
compared to logical formulas, easier to read and easier to understand. In the following 
sections, episodes and periods are defined.
3 .4 .7 .1  E p iso d es
We now have descriptions of moments of time as well as descriptions of tem poral patterns. 
An episode is a description of the state  of a patient on a continuous closed time interval. 
An episode description is composed of a phenomenon predicate, an occurrence pattern  
predicate, and an episode identification:
Episode :: Constellation: Phenomenon Predicate;
Pattern: Occurrence-Pattern Predicate*;
Episode-Id*
A n episode composed of a phenomenon predicate p, an occurrence pattern pred­
icate o and, an episode identification i can he denoted as: ‘an episode [i] o f [p] 
which has [o]’, where an Episode-Id is omitted i f  and only i f  the episode is not 
referred to in the PCR.
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E x a m p le  3.6
A n example o f an episode is:
‘an episode e7 of palpitations which has a minimum frequency which is 
daily
where e7 is the episode-id, and where 'palp ita tions’ is an elementary phenomenon 
predicate, and where ‘a minimum frequency which is daily ’ is an elementary occur­
rence pattern predicate. □
Example 3.2 consists of two different episodes of vomiting. This example shows the need 
of an episode identification in order to be able to draw a distinction between episodes with 
similar phenomena descriptions. The use of similar phenomenon labels referring to different 
episodes is often the case, especially when common phenomena, such as ‘headache’, ‘weight 
loss’ and ‘fever’, are to be described. Occurrence pattern  (section 3.4.9) predicates use 
episode identifications when defining a tem poral episode context.
Each episode describes a specific continuous tim e interval, which onset and end are deter­
mined by the combination of phenomenon predicate and tem poral pattern  predicate. In 
other words if an episode is described by a phenomenon predicate ‘headache’ and a tempo­
ral pattern  predicate ‘weekly’, the patient can be asked “When did this weekly headache 
start?” - The answer is considered to be the onset of the episode mentioned above.
The phenomenon predicate ‘headache and nausea’, should not be interpreted as if headache 
and nausea exist at the same time. The predicate ‘headache and nausea’ should be inter­
preted as one phenomenon constellation, which resembles the concept problem as used by 
Weed in [Wee69], When reasoning with a phenomenon predicate the constellation is in­
terpreted as a whole. A strong (but unspecified) tem poral relation between headache and 
nausea, suggesting a common underlying process, will be assumed.
When an expression like ‘the patient suffers headaches’ is to be modelled, a pattern  referred 
to as ‘incidental’ is used, which is a frequently used vague pattern. The PCRL expression 
then becomes: ‘the patient is known with: an episode of headache which has a frequency 
which is incidental’. In the concrete syntax examples of this chapter this pattern  is assumed 
to be the default pattern. Semantics of this vague incidental-pattern is based on the com­
bination of three qualitative patterns: onset pattern , finish pattern , and presence pattern. 
The first two patterns assume an occurrence respectively in the first and last quarter of the 
described time interval. The presence pattern  assumes occurrence in the second and third 
quarter. It is clear th a t in this pattern, the continuous presence of a specific phenomenon 
is not required.
The interpretation of the accidental pattern  is a simple workable estimation, which can be 
mapped on our model of time, as the meaning of this description can be formulated as 
a restriction on the set of possible occurrence functions. This estim ation however is not 
binding, for interpretations of tem poral patterns in PCRL can also be made context, i.e. 
phenomenon dependent, because of the use of the episode structure. This means th a t the
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phenomenon predicate of an episode can be drawn into the interpretation of the qualitative 
temporal pattern  predicates of this episode. We will not pursue this problem any further 
as the making of an inventory of qualitative patterns and their possible context dependent 
interpretation is not within the scope of this thesis.
The fact th a t episode-onset and episode-end is completely determined by the combination 
of phenomenon predicate and occurrence patter makes th a t properties like ‘two episodes 
with equivalent phenomenon predicates and equivalent occurrence pattern  definitions will 
never have an overlap of any kind’, can be proven.
3 .4 .7 .2  P e r io d s
A period is like an episode a description of the state of a patient on a continuous closed 
time interval. The clinician uses periods when (s)he wants to direct the structuring of 
tem poral patient specific knowledge. This means th a t the clinician can determine begin 
and end point of newly introduced periods. For example, (s)he can ask: “Did you have 
weekly headaches last year?” . In this case the clinician defines a tem poral scope. In natural 
language case report descriptions like “there was a moment of vomiting” are ambiguous. If 
‘m om ent’ refers to an episode we can conclude th a t the complete vomiting has taken place 
in a short time span. On the other hand if ‘moment’ refers to a period we will conclude 
th a t a moment of an episode of vomiting is observed, i.e. the vomiting lasted at least one 
moment. In PCRL periods can help putting parts of episodes in a tem poral context:
Period :: Episode Predicate; Period-Id*
A period composed of an episode predicate e and a period identification i can 
he denoted as: ‘a period [i] with [e]’. I f  e is an elementary predicate and not 
referred to (no identification is explicitly defined) then the prefix ‘an episode of ’ 
can he omitted. A Period-Id is omitted i f  and only i f  the period is not referred 
to in the PCR.
E x a m p le  3.7
A n example o f a period is:
‘a period p3 with hospital admission and fever spikes and chronic diar­
rhoea
where 'hospital admission and fever spikes and chronic diarrhoea ’ is an episode pred­
icate composed of episodes which are not referred to in this example. Therefore the 
prefix ‘an episode of ’ is omitted all three times. □
The interpretation of ‘moment of vomiting’ to be a period, is based on the limited knowl­
edge of an observer. In this case the observer does not want to say anything about the 
vomiting before or after the observation! This notion implies th a t vague knowledge is to 
be represented, i.e. we do not want to be forced to make assumptions. Therefore in PCRL,
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when a period p  is composed of an episode e, the time interval of p  is not considered to com­
pletely enclose the time interval of e. Instead, only an overlap between p  and e is assumed. 
The extent of this overlap depends on the tem poral pattern  of episode e, i.e. the temporal 
pattern  of e must be applicable to pi This property makes the following derivation example 
true.
E x a m p le  3.8
I f  period ps consists o f an episode ‘weekly headache’ then the length of ps is at least 
one week. □
3.4.8 Relating individual tim e intervals
W ith episode and period statem ents we describe individual time intervals. To enable the 
formulation of a tem poral context of each of these interval descriptions, another structure is 
introduced. This structure mutually relates interval descriptions. For example, episode e7 
can be related to episode e9 by saying th a t the onset of e7 is after the end of e9. When we 
relate time intervals we use interval references. In PCRL we have two types of time interval 
descriptions and consequently there are two types of time interval references:
Interval-Reference :: Period Reference | Episode Reference
Each time interval description implicitly represents one time interval. Consequently a 
time interval can be referred to either by a complete time interval description or by an 
identification of a time interval description:
INTERVAL ::rn Period | Episode
INTERVAL Reference :: INTERVAL | INTERVAL-Id
We now reduce the problem of adding a rich tem poral context to episodes and periods to 
the problem of temporally relating time intervals, a well-known tem poral logic problem. 
In [A1183], an inventory of all temporal time interval relations is made. There is a to tal of 
thirteen possible time interval relations, with names such as ‘before’, ‘meets’, ‘contains’, 
etc. This list of extensive interval relations is not used by clinicians. Clinicians cannot 
be forced to use such an extensive terminology in such a rigid way. We therefore prefer 
to reduce the problem of temporally relating time intervals to the problem of temporally 
relating time points. This does not harm expressiveness as time intervals can be completely 
characterised by their extreme time points. As a result, a PCRL translation of an expression 
like ‘a before b ’ will be ‘end of a is-before onset of b ’:
Time-Point-Description :: Time-Point Declaration | Interval-Extremity 
Interval-Extremitv :: Onset: Interval-Referenee | End: Interval-Referenee
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A n interval extremity, onset or end, composed of interval reference i can be 
denoted respectively as: ‘onset o f [i]’ and ‘end of [i]\ I f  i already exists in the 
case description then i has a prefix ‘the’ instead of ‘a (n )\ Note that, i f  episodes 
and periods are used in time point descriptions they need not be declared first, i.e. 
episodes and periods when used in time point descriptions are true by definition.
In PCRL time points are related by the use of time-point expressions (see appendix B). Using 
time-point expressions, ranges of time point values can be defined explicitly. However, 
sometimes the possible range of a value is kept implicit. These implicit value ranges of 
tim e points are referred to as margins. When a margin of a quantitative value is kept 
implicit it is not th a t much of a problem, for the margin can be estim ated from the level 
of detail of the specification of the quantitative value. For example the quantity ‘3 years’ 
is less detailed than the quantity ‘3 years and 3 days’ and therefore is interpreted to be 
less precise. Consequently in PCRL the term  ‘one day’ can not be replaced by the term  
‘24 hours’. In case reports margins are also described qualitatively, using terms such as 
‘precisely’, ‘around’, ‘just before’ and ‘a bit less’. Qualitative margins essentially influence 
the process of patient case analysis. In PCRL the use of qualitative margins is supported. In 
contrast to quantitative margins, qualitative margins can only be interpreted in a context. 
Qualitative margins in PCRL are explicitly enclosed within a time-point context:
Time-Point :: Qualitative-M argin Declaration*; Time-Point-Description
I f  a time point is composed of a qualitative margin q and a time point description 
d then use q as a prefix o f d.
E x a m p le  3.9
A n example o f a time-point is:
'just before onset o f an episode of hospital adm ission’,
where 'just before’ is a qualitative margin and ‘onset o f an episode of hospital ad­
mission ’ is an interval extreme. □
The following example is similar to the previous one. Except for the term  ‘ju s t’, which 
is changed to ‘three days’. This new statem ent however, is constructed in a completely 
different way. It is a composed time-point value using a math-operator (see appendix B).
E x a m p le  3.10
A n example of a composed time point value (see appendix B):
'three days before onset o f an episode of hospital admission ’,
where 'three days ’ is the first operand, and ‘onset o f an episode of hospital admission ’ 
the second, and where ‘before ’ is a formal comparison operator. □
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The different construction of these statem ents is reflected in the way they are interpreted. 
The interpretation of ‘three days’ is interpreted independently from ‘onset of an episode of 
hospital admission’, whereas the interpretation of ‘just before’ indeed depends on ‘onset of 
an episode of hospital admission’. It can be stated tha t, if a qualitative margin is combined 
with a reference to an interval onset or end, the interpretation is based on the length of 
this time interval. For example, the meaning of ‘just before’ in example 3.9 depends on the 
length of the described hospital admission.
3.4.9 Describing patterns of tim e intervals
Despite the fact th a t PCRL is already powerful enough to express all of the temporal 
information of our nontrivial example 3.1 we are not yet satisfied. Our approach was to 
compare natural language case reports with first order tem poral logic, a theoretical formal 
framework. We observe th a t first order tem poral logic has a construct, referred to as 
quantification, which is not yet embedded in PCRL. Logical quantification is a powerful 
construction, which enables generalisation. We already gave the following natural language 
example of this kind of information.
E x a m p le  3.11
A n example of the use o f quantification in natural language:
‘In  the past two weeks, at least three times, the headache lasted more than 
two hours’
□
In this example the time-point relation ‘lasting more than two hours’ is generalised upon 
more than one ‘episode of headache’ w ithout enumeration of each of these episodes. W ithin 
this construction the episode description ‘headache’ is used to refer to more than  one 
episode. W ith the introduction of interval patterns, PCRL has the ability to generalise 
time-point relations upon a set of interval descriptions:
Interval-Pattern :: INTERVAL Quantifieation+;
Time-Point Expression Predicate 
INTERVAL Quantification :: Quantifier-Margin-Id*;
Quantifier Declaration; INTERVAL
A n interval pattern composed of interval quantification string q and time-point 
expression t can he denoted as: ‘For [q] holds: [t]’. I f  an interval quantification 
is composed of a quantifier margin m , a quantifier declaration d, and an interval 
i then use m  as a prefix o f d and d as a prefix o f i. Declare i as plural, i.e. i f  i is 
an episode then write ‘episodes’ instead of ‘episode’ and i f  i is a period then write 
‘periods’ instead of ‘period’. I f  only one interval description is quantified every 
reference to this interval description is kept implicit, i.e. an interval reference 
is omitted (see example 3.14).
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Exam ple 3.12
Examples o f quantifier margin identifications: ‘at least’, ‘u tm o s t’, ‘precisely’. □ 
Exam ple 3.13
Examples o f quantifier declarations: ‘all’, ‘fe w ’, ‘half o f the’, ‘m ost’. □
Exam ple 3.14
A  PCRL translation of natural language example 3.11:
‘For at least three episodes of headache holds: end minus onset is more 
than  2 hours and onset is after two days before today’,
where 'a t least ’ is a quantifier margin, and 'three ’ is used as a quantifier, and 
'episodes of headache ’ is an episode. The time-point expression predicate ‘end minus 
onset is more than  2 hours and onset is after two days before today’ is an and- 
construct, where ‘their end minus their onset is more than 2 hours’ and ‘onset is 
after two days before today’ are elementary time point expression predicates (see ap­
pendix B).
Note that within this time point expression predicate references to the episode of 
headache are kept implicit. This is allowed, fo r this episode of headache is the only 
interval description which is quantified. □
It is clear th a t the quantifier declaration resembles the well-known logical quantifiers ‘for 
all’ and ‘there is’. In contrast to logical quantification, the quantification in PCRL consists 
also of a quantifier margin. Quantifier margins are added to make the quantification less 
precise and are therefore applicable in patient case report descriptions.
3.5 An elaborate exam ple
In this section we give a larger example of a PCRL case description to illustrate the relation 
between an original natural language case report and a PCRL case description. The example 
primarily illustrates the expressiveness of PCRL in this specific domain. The suitability of 
PCRL could be improved if a more advanced concrete syntax had been defined. The current 
concrete syntax is chosen to be a one to one translation of abstract syntax definitions to 
concrete denotations. The formulation of a more advanced concrete syntax combining sev­
eral abstract syntax definitions allows more comprehensible formulations, which is achieved 
in chapter 6. The following examples are PCRL descriptions of examples 3.1 and 3.2 re­
spectively. The relations ‘followed-by’ and ‘contains’ are adopted from C EN /TC  251 ‘Time 
standards for health care specific problems’ [CRB+96].
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Exam ple 3.15
Patient A  is known with:
Onset of an episode of palpitations is just before end of an episode of taking tablets - 
The episode of taking tablets does not overlap1 an episode of chest pain - The episode 
of palpitations overlaps an episode of chest pain - (End of the episode of taking tablets 
equals onset of the episode of chest pain ) or ( End of the episode of taking tablets is 
just before onset of the episode of chest pain ). □
Exam ple 3.16
Patient B  is known with:
A period with age of 17, massive hemoptysis and renal failure is followed by an episode 
of hospital admission - An episode of feeling well is followed by an episode of symptoms 
of an upper respiratory tract infection - The symptoms of an upper respiratory tract 
infection is followed by an episode of headache and anorexia - Onset of the symptoms 
of an upper respiratory tract infection is just three days before admission* - The 
episode of headache and anorexia is followed by an episode of nausea. The episode of 
nausea is followed by a moment of§ vomiting - Onset of the nausea is about thirty- 
six hours before admission - Onset of an episode of chest pain is the evening before 
admission - Onset of a period with a start of coughing up blood-tinged sputum  is 
just after onset of the episode of chest pain - An episode of dyspnea is just after 
the coughing up blood-tinged sputum  - The episode of dyspnea contains an episode of 
nausea and vomiting which has a typical frequency which is interm ittent - End of 
the episode of dyspnea is the morning after onset of the episode of chest pain -The 
episode of dyspnea has a typical duration which is continuous - Onset of an episode of 
coughing up large quantities o f blood and experience of diffuse weakness is the morning 
after onset of the episode of chest pain. □
Note tha t both examples have the same extrinsic structure as their natural language coun­
terparts. Note also th a t almost all episodes are incompletely defined, i.e. a tem poral pattern  
description is absent. The original descriptions appear ambiguous when analysed in detail. 
For example the precise relation between nausea and vomiting is not clear. A lot of ques­
tions can not be answered, such as: “Is the interm ittence pattern  of both similar?” and 
if so: “Are these patterns synchronous?” . The advantage of PCRL is th a t the user is not 
forced to specify things not relevant or not yet known, for it enables vague qualitative de­
scriptions. Consequently, we could chose to systematically represent interpretations of the 
original natural language descriptions we considered logical.
Formal analysis of the formalised examples requires the definition of the meaning of ‘just 
before’, ‘just after’, ‘the evening before’, ‘the morning after’, ‘in term itten t’, and ‘persisting’.
overlaps ¡V = onset o f A  is before onset o f B  and onset o f B  is before end o f A
* ‘admission’ =  ‘onset of the episode of hospital admission’
§‘a moment of’ can be substituted by ‘a period p w ith’, if time point expression ‘end p equals onset p ’ 
is included in the PCR also.
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In PCRL these terms can be given a sensible context dependent meaning. The phenomenon 
statem ents used in the examples can not be decomposed. Extension of phenomenon state­
ments with for example simple location or severity attributes allows the analysis of the 
formalised examples to be based on currently existing disease models. However, doing the 
case analysis itself, was not within the scope of this chapter. We end this section with the 
striking observation th a t the PCRs are far less ambiguous than  the corresponding natural 
language descriptions.
3.6 Toward application in practice
It is not easy to learn the PCRL language. Reading a PCRL case description requires knowl­
edge about specific interpretation of common terms such as episode and period. One is to 
be familiar with the way o f modelling  of PCRL, i.e. the models and model components used 
in the PCRL-technique (casu quo methodology) [WH90], W riting a PCRL case description 
is even harder. The writing of a PCRL case description requires a far more structured 
approach than  writing natural language case descriptions, despite the fact th a t the appear­
ance of a PCRL case description resembles a natural language description, and despite the 
fact th a t the concepts are few and the descriptions are suitable.
1. Description of momentary states, using phe­
nomenon statements.
2. Assignment of phenomenon predicates to 
episodes, using tem poral occurrence patterns.
3. Assignment of episodes to a period, using period 
statements.
4. Declaration of tem poral relations of individual pe­
riods and episodes, using time-point expressions.
5. Declaration of tem poral relations of series of pe­
riods and episodes using history statements.
Figure 3.3: Basic steps to model a patient case report in PCRL
In general when one uses a modelling language concepts in mind are to be translated to a 
rigid framework. This specific process of translation is known as way o f working [WH90]. 
To facilitate application of PCRL, the way of working is to be described and supported. 
In Fig. 3.3, the basic steps to arrive at a PCRL case report are enumerated. Thise figure 
shows th a t the way of working is closely related to the way of modelling as discussed in 
section 3.4.
Autom ated tools with incorporated strategies and procedures to arrive at specific PCRL- 
models facilitate the way of working a great deal. For example the formulation of PCRL 
descriptions could be syntax driven in order to omit syntactically inconsistent descriptions. 
At this moment a PCRL-based consultant to acquire structured tem poral descriptions is
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I E p is o d e .. . ■  Hx|
Episode description
"An episode of chest pain.
w hich has a  duration w hich is increasing
and w hich has a  frequency which is daily
and which maximum complement duration is one week "
1
d . Select... |
O ccurrence frequency: daily d . Edit... |
Occurrence duration: increasing w Edit...
Duration between occurrences: at least one week z l . Edit...
d Ed,L.1 1
Ok 1 Cancel | Episode context |
Figure 3.4: Entering episode information
under construction of which Figs. 3.4 and 3,5 show an interface part, Note th a t this 
interface is generic and less directive then the interface shown in Fig, 1,2
A PCRL-based consultant can also handle abbreviations, substitutions and conversions. 
Also im portant, consistency checks as well as checks on completeness can be supported, A 
simple check on completeness can be the answering of the following question ‘Are all episode 
statem ents explicitly temporally related?’, A simple check on completeness of example 3,16 
would conclude the absence of isolated episode statem ents. The same check performed 
on example 3,15 would support a stronger conclusion: all pairs of episode statem ents are 
explicitly temporally related (Fig, 3,6),
Analysis of Fig, 3,7 learns th a t the relations between episode onsets in example 3,16 are 
well documented. The numbered phenomena in this figure (the order of which corresponds 
to their appearance in the case report) show th a t the patient case report starts with the 
phenomena at the time of admission, followed by a chronological and structured description 
of the patient history starting from the beginning when the patient was feeling well. An 
analogous model consisting of relations between episode ends would have shown th a t these 
are almost completely neglected in this case report, which is of course normal when focus 
is on diagnosis.
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Figure 3,5: Entering episode contexts
3.7 Conclusions and further research
In this chapter the abstract structure of tem poral knowledge as present in natural language 
case reports is described. This was achieved by selecting only a small yet sufficient set 
of tem poral concepts and relating them in a relatively simple way. This exercise proved 
th a t a conceptual, expressive, and suitable case report language which formally describes 
tem poral knowledge as present in natural language patient case reports is feasible,
PCRL is characterised by its structured use of qualitative values, its type consistent use of 
quantitative values, its embedding of qualitative values, and its use of specialised concepts 
related to  natural language case report concepts, such as episodes, periods, and phenomenon 
constellations.
Currently, PCRL is restricted to one aspect of case reports, only tem poral knowledge is 
described. In future research, PCRL will be extended with other essential models, such as 
a model of disease severity and a model of space. The addition of a model of space and a 
model of disease severity enlarges the expressiveness of PCRL to a great extent, as it enables 
the description and detection of anatom ical changes and worsening of disease states which 
are also essential in patient case analysis. In the following chapter we introduce formal 
disease course descriptions to support disease knowledge-based case analysis. In chapter 6 ,
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palpitations
absent chest pain taking tablets
Figure 3.6: Completeness cheek of example 3.15: ‘phenomena are related in pairs’
Figure 3.7: Episode onset order derived from example 3.16
PCRL is used as a reference model to develop a patient ease report tool (PCRT), which 
supports patient case analysis.
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Chapter 4 
D isease Course D escriptions
4.1 Introduction
This chapter1 introduces a formal language to model disease course descriptions as present 
in medical literature. Such language enables advanced computerised matching of generic 
disease course descriptions with individual patient case descriptions, a basic function in 
computer-assisted patient case analysis.
Decision support systems need matching algorithms when case specific information is to 
be unified with generic medical knowledge. This matching requires on the one hand a 
language to model individual patient histories, and on the other hand a language to model 
the generic equivalent, i.e. disease course descriptions. The former was addressed in the 
previous chapter. The la tter is the subject of this chapter. In medical literature, this type 
of generic disease description is known as ‘disease course’, ‘clinical presentation’, ‘clinical 
course’, ‘clinical m anifestation’, ‘clinical features’ etc, and are, in this chapter, referred to 
as disease course descriptions.
Current modelling languages, such as: GRAIL [RBG+97], ML [BS98], MCRL [ECH+94], 
TSMI [CRB+96], KL-ONE [Bra85], graph grammars [MTR+96], ARDEN [HCP+90], and 
(Bayesian) decision networks [HM84], are based on either: semantic networks, grammars, 
logic, procedural languages, or influence diagrams. These modelling languages as such 
are not suitable for modelling the course of a disease, as they do not contain specialised 
concepts which naturally express disease course essentials such as ‘flows of phenomena’, 
‘course remission’, ‘asymptomatic episodes’, or ‘(multiple) recurrences’, A formal modelling 
language with such properties does not yet exist. This chapter introduces the disease course 
graph language DCGL, DCGL is dedicated to representation of disease course descriptions 
as present in medical literature.
^This chapter is based on [MHOO].
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4.2 Approach
This chapter introduces syntax and semantics of DCGL, i.e. it introduces models and model 
components of the DCGL-language (casu quo methodology) [WH90],
DCGL is especially designed for suitable formal representation of disease course descriptions 
as present in medical literature. Hence, natural language disease course descriptions (DCNs) 
in a variety of sources were analysed, such as [JSK94, GB87, LLBS93, Lev91, SM91, Abr95, 
ECK84, BWK92, Ben86], Essential concepts were deduced and an abstract formal syntax 
was based on them.
Arguments concerning selection of concepts were guided by the requirement to be expres­
sive, i.e. concepts should cover disease course knowledge relevant to patient case analysis. 
Usefulness of concepts is illustrated using fragments of DCNs, Arguments concerning rep­
resentation of concepts focus on suitability as this is essential. For example, describing a 
disease course with tem poral logic is quite an effort and will therefore never work. The 
use of two dimensions instead of one will be prefered, because disease ‘phenomenon occur­
rences’ developing in parallel or ‘phenomenon occurrence’ alternatives can be represented 
in a natural way when using two dimensions,
DCGL semantics should express ‘flows’ of phenomenon occurrences. We found similarities 
with workflow models to be essential and based a concrete syntax on it. The concept of 
propagation, as used in 1'low Mark [LA94], was the starting point of DCGLs newly developed 
formal semantics,
4.3 Characteristics
The extensive disease descriptions in the literature contain subsections like ‘clinical presen­
ta tio n ’, ‘disease course’, ‘clinical course’, ‘clinical m anifestation’, or ‘clinical features’. It is 
the contents of these sections we would like to model with DCGL, From now on we will refer 
to these sections as natural language disease course descriptions, which we will abbreviate 
to DCN, DCNs summarise clinical experience with individual patients.
We give two examples of arbitrary DCNs to  illustrate the type of descriptions we would like 
to model with DCGL, Both examples present the contents of sections entitled ‘G oodpasture’, 
Example 4,1 is obtained from [JSK94], a book specialised in nephrology. Example 4,2 is 
obtained from [GB87], a general textbook on internal medicine. We chose the first example 
because of its compactness and tem poral detail. The second one is chosen because of the 
world-wide reputation of the book.
Exam ple 4.1
,, in m ost patients there is evidence o f pulm onary disease before renal involvem ent 
is apparent, som etim es preceding it by years but usually by a few  weeks. This m ay  
range from  asym ptom atic pulm onary infiltrates detected by chest X -ray studies to 
m ild hem optysis and severe, life threatening pulm onary hemorrhage. H em optysis is
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the in itia l feature in more than 70% o f patients. In  m ost cases, dyspnea on exertion  
accompanies the early lung lesion, which appears as flu ffy  hilar and basilar pulm onary  
infiltrates on chest X -ray film , usually bilatarally. A t this time, pallor and anemia  
are often present, with erythrocytes exhibiting the hypochromic, m icrocytic features o f 
iron deficiency consequent to pulm onary bleeding and alveolar sequestration o f iron. 
A flulike illness precedes or accompanies the onset o f pulm onary sym ptom s in about 
50% o f patients, and in a few  cases the disease has followed documented infection with 
influenza A 2  virus. Renal involvem ent . . □
Exam ple 4.2
“Goodpasture’s syndrom e m ay appear at any age and typically affects young men. 
However; an increasing number o f affected wom en are being recognized. Pulm onary  
hemorrhage m ay be mild and easily overlooked or severe and life-threatening. The in i­
tial m anifestations o f pulm onary involvem ent are cough, m ild shortness o f breath, and 
hemoptysis. Hilar pulm onary infiltrates m ay be seen by chest X-ray, and hypoxia is 
frequent. With marked intra-alveolar hemorrhage pulm onary carbon m onoxide uptake 
is increased, and the pulm onary clearance o f radioactive carbon m onoxide is depressed. 
Pulm onary iron sequestration m ay be documented buy scanning o f the lungs with 59Fe. 
H em osiderin-laden macrophages m ay be seen in the sputum , but this is a nonspecific 
finding. Iron-deficiency anemia m ay result i f  pulm onary bleeding is prolonged and 
severe. A  history o f recent inhalation o f volatile hydrocarbons or o f influenza m ay be 
obtained. Fever, arthralgias, and other system ic sym ptom s are m ild or absent at the 
tim e o f presentation.
. . .  Rapidly progressive renal failure is the com m on feature, although patients m ay  
initially have norm al renal func tion  and mild microscopic abnormalities in the urinary  
sedim ent . . .
The course is variable. P atients surviving an in itia l bout o f severe hem optysis m ay  
undergo long-term  rem issions or m ay have repeated bouts o f pulm onary hemorrhage. 
M ild form s o f glomerular in jury m ay not progress, and the principal clinical problems 
m ay be related to recurrent hem optysis . . .  More com m only the renal disease is pro­
gressive, som etim es fu lm inant, leading to oliguric renal failure in a m atter o f weeks 
or months. □
Fig. 4.1 is the formalised equivalent of example 4.1 and Fig, 4,2 of example 4,2, Not equiv­
alent in a m athem atical sense, as examples 4,1 and 4,2 are natural language descriptions 
and hence inherently ambiguous. For example, the second example is not clear about the 
fact whether pulmonary clearance of radioactive carbon monoxide can be depressed without 
increase of carbon monoxide uptake. Hence, our interpretations during formalisation can 
be arguable at some point. This is no problem as long as difficult interpretations are not 
avoided on purpose!
It appears th a t DCNs from a variety of sources show remarkable resemblance. However 
most DCNs are not as well focussed on the description of the course of the disease as these
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Figure 4,1: DCG of example 4,1
examples are, i.e. these examples do not contain information on differential diagnosis nor 
on treatm ent modalities. Also, pathology is mentioned only if it can be observed using 
clinical methods. In the following sections these examples will be formalised to illustrate 
DCGL-concepts, Some small examples will be added to illustrate all DCGL-concepts, For 
the sake of coherence and comparability all examples concern the same disease, Good­
pasture’s syndrome. This disease was the diagnosis of a randomly selected patient case 
report [SMMM93], published in the New England Journal of Medicine,
4.4 Language definition (DCGL)
Section 4,4,1 summarises and justifies DCGL concepts. Sections 4,4,2 and 4,4,3 cover the 
formal definition of DCGL,
4.4.1 Use of nodes and edges
There are many ways to use graphs. Edges are most comprehensible when used as relations, 
A disease course is a description of relations between diseases, signs, and symptoms. Hence, 
Fig, 4,1 seems a logical way to use edges and nodes. Node labels will be referred to as
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Figure 4,2: DCG of example 4.2
phenomena, which is consistent with the C EN /TC  251 standard [CRB+96].
Nodes will have a severitv-attribute, a location-attribute, and a tem porality-attribute. Ex­
amples of some corresponding attribu te  values are: ‘m ild’, ‘bilateral’, and ‘prolonged’. 
Fig. 4,1 shows th a t attribu te  values are denoted between brackets (‘< . . .  > ’), A ttribute 
values are to be typified explicitly as severitv-attribute, location-attribute or temporality- 
attribu te  only if their type is ambiguous. Node attributes are needed to keep the number 
of nodes acceptable. Instead of introducing five nodes in Fig, 4,2:
1 , pulmonary hemorrhage;
2 , mild pulmonary hemorrhage;
3, considerable pulmonary hemorrhage;
4, alveolar pulmonary hemorrhage;
5, severe pulmonary hemorrhage,
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just one node ‘pulmonary hemorrhage’ was used. This was accomplished by introducing the 
possibility to specify node conditions on edges. These edge conditions are logical predicates 
composed of node attributes. Note th a t in principle a node condition on an outgoing edge, 
when activated, can ‘overrule’ a current node a ttribu te  value.
To enable broad descriptions, the use of value ranges is introduced. In value ranges, such as 
(absent-mild) or (mild-severe) the dash (‘- ’) separates lower and upper bounds respectively. 
The edge also has an attribute, indicating an interval length. The interval indicates either 
the distance between onset of the episode associated with the source node and the onset of 
the target node episode, or it indicates the distance between end of the source node episode 
and the onset of the target node episode. The la tter interpretation is true when the edge 
is an end-edge. For example:
i  . 11  e n d , - h o u r  .chills — > sweating
is a convenient way to indicate th a t once the enduring of chills is on its end, sweating 
starts within an hour. Note tha t a value range need not contain both values. The length 
attribute, in contrast to the tem porality attribute, is not related to a node attribu te  and 
therefore not part of the node condition. For example:
i  i i  f e w we e k s , s e v e r e  i  • i  ipulmonary hemorrhage ——> renal involvement
means th a t a few weeks after initial presence of severe pulmonary hemorrhage, renal in­
volvement occurred. When an interval length is preceded with ‘endure(s)’, the attribute, 
in this case ‘few weeks’, is considered to be part of an edge condition (note also the use of 
a logical operator instead of a separator between ‘few weeks’ and ‘severe’):
i  i i  e n d u r e s  fe w  w e e k s a n d  s e v e re  i  • i  ,pulmonary hemorrhage — > renal involvement
has the following less likely meaning: the severe pulmonary hemorrhage lasted a few weeks 
and is then followed by renal involvement. Note th a t despite the fact th a t the temporal 
edge attribu te  is not specified in the last example, it is considered to be at least a few 
weeks.
Before closing the subject of node attributes, we need to say two more things about the 
severity attribute, DCGL uses the following severity values: absent, mild, considerable, 
and severe. It is perhaps questionable to consider ‘absent’ to be a severity value. This 
has to do with the way we use the term  ‘severity’. We actually use this term  to indicate 
a level o f presence. Using levels of presence would have been more accurate and more 
generic. However, domain experts are far more familiar with the use of above mentioned 
severity values. When reasoning with a disease course graph (DCG), the principle of severity 
propagation is used. For example, pulmonary hemorrhage in Fig, 4,1 can be mild or severe
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or something in between. However if the ‘pulmonary hemorrhage’ is mild with respect to 
a specific patient, the most likely initial value for ‘hemoptysis’ is considered mild as well, 
unless specified otherwise.
Fig. 4.1 shows th a t edges contain one-letter codes, like c, r, or o. These are qualitative 
probability factors. From the perspective of matching disease courses with patient case 
descriptions, the use of quantitative probability factors is not useful if on average just one 
edge of every twenty five edges has a quantitative value. When quantities are explicitly 
mentioned in the DCN text they are mapped on a five point scale:
95 -  100 inevitably (i);
50 — 95 eommonly(c);
10 — 49 regularly (r);
1 — 9 oeeasionallv(o
0 ^ 1 seldom (s).
We used the following arbitrary mapping convention to translate qualitative terms used in 
DCNs to DCGL probability values (this however, is only an indication , as interpretation is 
performed context dependent):
inevitably unavoidable, almost always, as a rule, will be followed with, pathognomic;
com m only typically, usually, mostly, will produce, develops;
regularly m av/can be seen, may result, often can be seen;
occasionally not abnormal, unusual, possible, seen, uncommon, sometimes;
seldom  rare, scarce, not normal, once seen, highly uncommon, absent, unlikely.
The value ‘commonly’ is used as default value, i.e. if an edge does not contain a probability 
value, the value c is presumed. The value ‘seldom’ is not used in Figs, 4,1 and 4,2, This value 
however is used in other DCNs explicitly. If only one patient is known to have a specific 
course, then this precedent contains valuable information, which cannot be disregarded. 
However the use of the term  ‘occasional’ would be misleading. T hat is why the term 
‘seldom’ is preserved despite rare use. Similar arguments hold for the term  ‘inevitably’, 
which is also used only scarcely. Hence our scale in practice appears as a three-point scale. 
This is practical as more detailed scaling slows down the modelling process. More precise 
scaling is also not sensible as long as DCN terminology is used in an informal way,
A bracket (‘< ’) is added on the left side of the probability value in case the so-called ‘reverse 
probability’ is indicated. For example, the relation:
A2 virus influenza G oodpasture’s syndrome
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of Fig, 4,1, means: ‘G oodpasture’s syndrome is regularly preceded with A2 virus influenza’. 
Whereas:
A2 virus influenza —^  G oodpasture’s syndrome
would have had the following, in this case less likely, meaning: ‘A2 virus influenza is 
regularly followed by G oodpasture’s syndrome’. Note th a t reverse probability can co-exist 
with normal probability values. Finally we note th a t probability values do not determine 
whether an individual patient history can be matched with a DCG or not. It only indicates 
likeliness of the match.
To reduce the number of edges, edges with the same beginning and end can be merged 
using parentheses. For example, the edge:
( c ,  b i l a t e r a l ) ,  ( r .  u n il a t e r a l )
in Fig, 4,1, is equivalent with the combination of:
e ,b ila t e r a l  r , u n il a t e r a l
— y and — > .
To reduce the number of edges even more, the term  ‘course remission’ is used. This term  is 
given specific semantics, i.e. ‘course remission’ is a reserved word in DCGL, The node ‘course 
remission of G oodpasture’s syndrome’ means th a t at tha t point of the disease course all 
nodes previously ‘causally activated’ by the node ‘G oodpasture’s syndrome’ directly or 
indirectly are ended (formal meaning of ‘causal activation’ is introduced in section 4,4,3), 
In Fig, 4,2, this extra concept prevented edges to be starting from almost any of the DCG 
nodes and end on the node ‘course remission of Goodpasture’s syndrome’.
In every DCG precisely one node is to be typified as ‘DCG-subjeet’, This is illustrated in 
Figs, 4,1 and 4,2, The need of this concept is explained further in the following section.
V iews on nodes
The node label refers to a phenomenon, which is a disease, sign, or symptom. The node 
itself is a disease course state, A state which is characterised by its current phenomenon 
and by its past. For example, the node ‘death’ in Fig, 4,2 does not represent all patients 
who died. Instead, this node represents all patients who had G oodpasture’s syndrome 
with pulmonary involvement, which initially developed a pulmonary hemorrhage initially 
followed by hemoptysis, which became severe and was eventually followed by death. The 
disease course ends the m om ent ‘death’ becomes true, A phenomenon, for example ‘Good­
pasture’s syndrome’, by convention, refers to the theoretical turning point where absence 
of G oodpasture’s syndrome changes in presence of Goodpasture’s syndrome. As is stated 
previously, nodes with different pasts have different meanings. Consequently, nodes with 
equal labels can have different meanings. Take for example the two hemoptysis nodes in 
Fig, 4,2, The one at the far end represents a recurrence of hemoptysis while the preceding 
one does not.
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The past of a node is the trajectory tha t had to be executed to arrive at this node. Then 
what is the past of ‘pulmonary disease’ in Fig. 4.1? Is it ‘A2 virus influenza’ followed 
by ‘Goodpasture’s syndrome’ or is it ‘flulike disease’ or is it both? Well, the actual past 
depends on the official ‘starting point’ of the DCG. This node is typified as: ‘DCG-subjeet’, 
In this case the past of ‘pulmonary disease’ is only ‘G oodpasture’s syndrome’. We state th a t 
the node ‘pulmonary disease’ is true with respect to a specific patient only if ‘pulmonary 
disease’ is initiated AND the node ‘G oodpasture’s syndrome’ is true. The nodes ‘A2 virus 
influenza’ and ‘flulike disease’ need not be true. This means th a t the meaning of the DCG 
in Fig, 4,1 changes if ‘flulike disease’ would be the DCG-subject instead of ‘G oodpasture’s 
syndrome’. T hat is why the node which represents the DCG subject should always be 
explicitly typified as ‘DCG-subject’,
ALL
Figure 4,3: Join, and join condition
Interpreting a past when there is a join of edges is troublesome, A join is a set of edges 
having the same target. Fig, 4,3 shows an example of a join. This join contains two edges 
th a t lead to ‘hypochromic microcytic erv’s’. This node has an attribute, which is not yet 
introduced. It is called a jo in  condition. The join condition value of this node is ‘all’, which 
means th a t ‘dyspnea on exertion’ and ‘alveolar sequestration of iron’ are both expected to 
be true if ‘hypochromic microcytic erv’s’ is true. It must be said th a t the DCN is not clear 
at this point. In most cases the join conditions ‘any’ or ‘all’ will do. However this is a 
simplification of this concept.
Fig, 4,4 gives an example of usefulness of advanced join conditions. Fig, 4,4 describes 
histories of renal involvement varying from no symptoms to severe pulmonary hemorrhage, 
but all these varying histories were executed within years and most of them  within a few 
weeks. Advanced join conditions are not discussed further in this chapter,
A special kind of past is the prodrome. The prodome is defined as th a t part of the disease 
course where the course of the DCG-subject is not yet started. Although precise onset 
of a disease is often arguable, this has little influence on the usefulness of the concept of 
prodrome. The prodrome plays a special role as it contains a description of etiology of the 
DCG-subject as well as the constitutional phenomena of the DCG,
A prodrome is shown in Fig, 4,5, We call a phenomenon constitutional with respect to a
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Figure 4,4: A complex join
DCG-subject if th a t phenomenon is not likely to change because of this disease. Note tha t 
constitutional is used as a concept with disease context dependent semantics. This is an 
arguable interpretation of constitutional. However, it made the concept easier to apply in 
DCGL, For example, one can have an elaborate discussion about whether gender is a consti­
tutional phenomenon in general. In DCGL we like to get around such general discussions. 
There is much less discussion about the fact th a t gender is a constitutional phenomenon 
with respect to G oodpasture’s syndrome. Constitutional phenomena in general do not play 
a role in the disease course of the DCG-subject, It is not surprising and also not accidental 
th a t the constitutional phenomena of example 4,2 are mentioned in the first sentence. This 
is similar in a DCG, as in a DCG constitutional phenomena are to be modelled as initial 
nodes. The following DCN quote from [BWK92] is an example of an exception to this rule:
“in the worst cases irreversible anuric renal failure or fatal heamoptvsis can
occur within a week of onset” ,
The phenomenon ‘irreversible anuric renal failure’ once developed cannot change during 
any course of Goodpasture’s syndrome. Consequently this phenomenon is constitutional. 
However it cannot be modelled as an initial node, as this phenomenon is part of the course 
of the DCG-subject, The consequence is th a t this phenomenon is to be explicitly typified as 
constitutional. If not, the interpretation of a node like ‘course remission of Goodpasture’s
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Figure 4.5: A DCG prodome
syndrome’ becomes inconsistent. In DCGL ‘course remission X ’ can only become true if there 
is no constitutional phenomenon in the course of X having a value true (see section 4.4.3).
Figure 4,6: Detailed view on Fig, 4,2
Nodes also have a future. The trajectories starting from node X are referred to as course 
of X, For example, Fig, 4,6 represents an extension of the course of glomerular injury as 
present in Fig, 4,2, The causal course ‘glomerular injury’ in this case would just be ‘oliguric 
renal failure’. By default, all trajectories starting from the DCG-subject are considered to 
be part of the causal course of this DCG-subject, Typifying an edge as ‘not causal’ is only 
required when it effects semantics. For example, addition of a node ‘course remission of
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glomerular injury’ directly after ‘glomerular injury’ in Fig, 4,6 would only have made sense 
if the edge between ‘glomerular injury’ and ‘hemoptysis’ is typified as ‘not causal’. On the 
other hand if there is no node ‘course remission of glomerular injury’, typifying the edge as 
‘not causal’ is not needed.
We give another example of suitable use of the concept course remission. Suppose exam­
ple 4,1 contained the following sentence:
‘pulmonary involvement can stop within a few weeks’.
Using the concept of ‘course remission’, just one relation is to be added to Fig, 4,1, which 
is:
i  • i  , - f ew w66ks  • • p i  * i  ipulmonary involvement — > course remission ot pulmonary involvement.
If the concept of course remission would not exist there would have been a major violation 
of the suitability requirement as the above mentioned sentence actually means:
“hilar pulmonary infiltrates on X-ray, hypoxia, cough, mild shortness of breath, 
pulmonary hemorrhage, hemoptysis, iron deficiency anemia, etc., often can stop 
within one week after initial pulmonary involvement” ,
The huge growth of the DCG equivalent, almost doubling the number of edges, is unpleasant. 
Especially, when one knows th a t the original sentence was very small. It is also unpleasant 
th a t the modeller is forced to model edges, which are not explicitly mentioned in the original 
DCN sentence. Also, every time the course of the pulmonary involvement is extended, 
it is to be made consistent with the nodes expressing remission, which is an unwelcome 
maintenance problem. The only thing is, when using the concept of ‘course remission’, tha t 
when the course of pulmonary involvement is to be extended, the user is forced to typify 
edges as causal or not causal as interpretation of course remission only depends on causal 
relations.
To reason about the ‘future’ of a node, one has to interpret splits. Splits are edges with the 
same source. Suppose node ‘pulmonary hemorrhage’ of Fig, 4,2 is true  with respect to a 
specific patient. W hat future can be simulated? Can only one edge of a split become true? 
Can all outgoing edges become true? In some cases all edges can become true. W hether or 
not edges can become true  depends on implicit and explicit restrictions. Implicit restrictions 
are for example th a t severitv-attributes and tem poral-attributes can only have one value or 
value range at the same time. Consequently, ‘severe hemorrhage’ cannot be combined with 
‘mild hemorrhage’ at the same time. If not combined at the same time, both edges can 
become true. For example, the DCG of Fig, 4,2 can simulate a history of ‘mild hemorrhage’ 
followed by ‘severe hemorrhage’, or a history of ‘severe hemorrhage’ followed by ‘mild 
hemorrhage’.
Edges typified as ‘initially’ are simulated prior to other edges. Every edge can be simulated 
just once. Once an edge has become true or false  it will not be activated again (see 
section 4,4,3), As a consequence, the DCG of Fig, 4,2 can not simulate a history of ‘mild
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hemorrhage’ followed by ‘severe hemorrhage’ followed by ‘mild hemorrhage’. When needed, 
recurrence can be modelled using several nodes with the same label (see ‘hemorrhage’ in 
Fig. 4.2), or by using a loop (see further on), or by using a tem poral a ttribu te  value such 
as ‘repeated’. For structured use of qualitative tem poral pattern  descriptions we refer to 
the previous chapter.
Figure 4.7: Edge conditions restrict the course of the disease
We now go to the subject of explicit edge restrictions. Suppose we want to simulate 
‘glomerular injury followed by normal renal function followed by irreversible anuric re­
nal failure’, but not ‘glomerular injury followed by irreversible anuric renal failure followed 
by normal renal function’. This is expressed in Fig. 4.7. This example shows tha t DCGL 
allows edge identifications in edge condition predicates.
Last but not least we discuss the use of negation, which is always difficult because of its 
implication ‘all over’ the model. We already discussed the concept of ‘course remission’, 
which is about negation of symptoms at remission. The following quote from [Ben86] shows 
th a t the subject of negation is not yet solved satisfactorily:
“Goodpasture’s syndrome, untreated, is usually a rapidly fatal disease” .
When we use the concept of node negation, the DCG equivalent of above mentioned example 
would be:
i i i n o  G o o d p a s t u r e ’s t r e a t m e n t  i  , ■%Goodpasture s syndrome — > death.
It means th a t symptoms are absent starting from the initial state of G oodpasture’s syn­
drome. The node ‘death’ can become true only if all nodes th a t became true  after the 
initial state of G oodpasture’s syndrome cannot be classified as ‘G oodpasture’s trea tm ent’. 
It should be noted th a t the node ‘death’ in DCGL is considered a fina l state  (see sec­
tion 4.4.3). This example shows th a t formal use of the NO operator requires the use of an 
ontology. A suitable formalism to model ontologies is the GRAIL formalism [RBG+97],
Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 contain the node ‘asym ptom atic’. This node is a specific type of node 
negation. In DCGL, ‘asym ptom atic’ has a context dependent meaning. In Fig. 4.1 it should
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be interpreted as ‘no symptoms of pulmonary infiltrates’, in Fig. 4.2 it should be interpreted 
as ‘no symptoms of pulmonary hemorrhage’.
Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 do not contain directed cycles. Directed cycles are not essential to model 
DCNs, but simple loop-structures can be of use. Therefore, DCGL allows nodes to have 
loops containing one or more loop nodes. Loop nodes can have only one incoming and 
one outgoing edge. To ensure simulation term ination, each loop contains a value, which 
represents the maximum number of recurrences ever seen.
Above mentioned graph characteristics are DCN-driven, i.e. they are primarily based on 
DCN characteristics. We developed a DCG-denotation, which was not directed by existing 
modelling languages. The result is a network th a t shows a strong resemblance with workflow 
diagrams such as IBM ’s 1'low Mark [LA94], This notion suggests semantics to be based on 
workflow concepts. Workflow-based semantics will be introduced in section 4.4.3.
4.4.2 Syntax
This section introduces a formal syntax of DCGs, which has at least three purposes:
1 . unambiguous determ ination whether a model is a DCG or not;
2 . enabling computerised DCGs;
3. enabling formal semantics of DCGs.
DCGs are based on the concept of a directed graph.
Definition 4.1
A directed graph Q consists o f a set o f nodes Qn and a set o f edges Qe. The source and  
the target o f an edge can he found  by application o f the functions  Source and  Target 
respectively. The notation  Source(e) =  n implies e e  Qe and n  e  Qn . The same holds 
fo r  Target(e) = n. □
The following paragraphs define a DCG. Because of the limited complexity of node loops 
in DCGL, all DCGs with node loops can be rewritten as DCGs without node loops. In the 
following sections we assume this has already happened.
A DCG is a directed graph extended with functions and predicates. DCG nodes are called 
course states and DCG edges are called transitions. The following functions and predicates 
are defined on edges:
Prob: Qe —>• V* , is the probability function to indicate the probability a ttribu te  where V  
is {i, c, r, o, s}, an ordered set of qualitative probability values.
The ‘*’-function is defined by Q* =  Q U {e}U (Q U {e})2, indicating th a t individual 
values as well as the empty value, i.e. value omission, as well as ranges as well as 
empty values within ranges are allowed;
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RevProb: Qe —>• V*, is the reverse probability function;
Interval: Qe —>• I* U{initially}, is the tem porality function, where I  is the set of interval 
lengths. The length indication ‘initially’ is formally interpreted as being zero;
Causal(e), is a predicate to indicate this edge e is causal;
End(e), is a predicate to indicate this edge e is an end-edge;
Condition(e), is a conventional logical predicate (this is not discussed in detail) th a t rep­
resents the edge condition of edge e. A condition predicate can consist of edge iden­
tifications as well as the following three attribu te  functions:
Severity: Qe —>• S* , where S  is an ordered set of severity values:
{absent, insignificant, mild, considerable, severe};
Location: Qe —>• L*, where L  is the set of anatomical locations;
Temporal: Qe —>• T , where T  is I* U V* , and where V  is a set of qualitative temporal 
pattern  descriptions as in the previous chapter.
The following functions and predicates are defined on nodes:
Ref: i7„ ■— C/„. ih a partial function only defined on course remission nodes.
Ref(ni) =  n 2 indicates th a t course remission node rii refers to node n2;
Asymp(n), is a predicate to indicate th a t node n  is an asymptomatic-node;
Condition(n) is a conventional logic predicate th a t represents the node condition of n.
A node condition predicate can be composed of the functions:
Severity: Qn —>• S*
Location: Qn —>• L*
Temporal: Qn ^ r T
Phenomenon: Qn —>• P , is the function to indicate the node phenomenon, where P  is the 
set of phenomena and ‘death’ 6 P;
Join:C?„ -4- {all, any}, is the function to indicate the join condition. We presume the 
default value of the join condition to be lalV\
Const(n), is a predicate to indicate node n  is constitutional;
Neg(n), is a predicate to indicate node n  is a negation;
The unique DCG-subject node is referred to as d.
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A node in a DCG, once initiated, can always be ended, except for constitutional nodes. 
Consequently for every node in the DCG an implicit ending node is assumed:
v nedn H  Const(n) => Be£End [Source(e) =  n]].
The same holds for edges, i.e. every node attribu te  value of an edge can be ended also:
Veege3 /eEnd [Source(/) =  Source(e) A Condition(/) =  Condition(e)].
For example, if the following edge exists:
H , . n o t se v e reemoptvsis — > ,
then there also is an edge:
H . . e n d ,n o t  se v e reemoptvsis — >
The la tter edge need not be denoted explicitly. It is assumed the moment the first edge is 
present.
4.4.3 Semantics
This section introduces DCGL semantics. The requirement of unambiguous semantics is 
realised by mapping DCGL to a m athem atical model. To formally interpret edge conditions 
formal introduction of logical operators is needed. This is however extensive and not typ­
ical to DCGL. Hence, this section presumes the reader has knowledge of how to compose 
predicates with logical operators and how to infer truth-values.
Typical to DCGL is its systematic propagation of truth-values, which shows resemblance 
with the way workflows are interpreted in IBM ’s 1'low Mark [LA94], However, the use of 
the concept course rem ission  and negation  makes DCGL more complicated than FlowMark, 
The focus in this section will be tru th  propagation in DCGs, i.e. the process of simulation 
of a patient history.
One DCN comprises a set of individual patient histories. Therefore, semantics can be 
formulated in terms of simulation of individual patient histories. If a DCG can simulate 
a specific history it is referred to as DCG-historv, We first discuss the simulation of an 
arbitrary DCG-historv. Eventually, DCG semantics is formulated using the concept of DCG- 
historv.
We now describe the simulation of an arbitrary DCG-historv. W hen simulation starts, all 
initial nodes, i.e. nodes, which do not have incoming edges, are identified:
I  =  {n  e  Qn b ^eege [Target(e) =  n]}, is the set of initial nodes.
A subset I t is then determined, which contains only those initial nodes th a t have value true. 
To determine whether a node or edge is true  the evaluation function E  is needed. Function 
E  documents whether edges or nodes have value true or false:
E: Qn UQe :—*■ {true, fa lse} ,
where ‘¡-V indicates th a t E  is a partial function. Using E , I t can be defined as follows:
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I t =  {i G -^ 1-^(0 =  true}, the set of initial nodes with value true.
When I t is determined, an inference is started  to evaluate the value of E  for all other nodes 
and edges. The notation E ( g ) l  indicates th a t g is evaluated, i.e. g has a value ‘true’ or 
ifa lse’. The notation E ( g ) f  on the other hand indicates th a t g is not yet evaluated. Before 
above mentioned inference starts all initial nodes should be evaluated:
The evaluation of nodes and edges is performed in a systematic way. Edges can only be 
evaluated when the source node is activated. A node is activated only when it is evaluated. 
A node is deactivated when all outgoing edges have been evaluated. The set A  is used to 
keep track of active nodes during the inference:
A  is the set of active nodes, A C c7„.
How does the inference start? The inference starts by activating the nodes in set I t and 
the DCG-subject node. So initially:
A  = I t U{d}.
Initially no other nodes are evaluated and no edges are evaluated. Consequently the domain 
of E  is initially A:
dom (E) = A.
The inference status at any time during the inference process now can be completely char­
acterised using function E  and set A. This inference status is represented by the following 
state vector:
5  =  {A, E ) .
Fig. 4.8 visualises a state  vector during inference of a DCG-historv, The dotted circles mark 
nodes, which are not yet evaluated. The tokens (black dots) mark nodes, which are still 
active, i.e. which are element of A. Note th a t propagation in Fig. 4.8 is not yet finished. The 
inference rules applied during the inference process are defined as a change of this vector. 
An inference rule is denoted with a horizontal line. The old vector on which the inference 
rule is applied is put above the horizontal line. The new vector, which represents the result 
of the application, is put below the horizontal line. The condition th a t determines whether 
an inference rule can be applied is appended to the right of the horizontal line behind a 
square bracket. Inferences make use of only ten inference rules.
The first rule declares th a t an active node, which is true, is deactivated when all outgoing 
edges are evaluated.
Inference rule 4.1
( A , E )  r
—-------——--------————------- —-------—-\ n  e  A  A E ( n )  =  true
(A  — { n } , E  U{(e,  w)| Source(e) =  n})
□
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Figure 4.8: Formal history simulation
In the above rule v is a truth-value delivered by y[Condition(e)] (h). Function V  simply 
calculates truth-values of condition predicates with respect to a specific patient history h. 
This means tha t V  can give different values when different patient values are assumed. For 
example, we can simulate a patient history hi  with hemoptysis as well as a patient history 
h2 w ithout hemoptysis. Function V  can deliver values in an unintelligent random way or in 
a systematic way. A systematic way is needed when all DCG-histories are to be simulated. 
This implementation aspect is not discussed further as it is not within the scope of this 
chapter.
The second rule declares th a t a node can become active if all incoming edges are evaluated. 
Inference rule 4.2
( A u { n }  E )  [n  e  ' 7" 1 A Vce0e [Tar§e t(e) =  n => E (e^
□
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The third rule declares th a t an activated node can be given a truth-value.
Inference rule 4.3
( A , E U { ( n , v ) } )  1
where v is a truth-value delivered by V [Condition (n)j (h). □
In the above rule v is delivered by y  [Condition (n)] (h). Function V  assigns a truth-value 
to the node condition of node n  w ith respect to a specific DCG-historv h. In some cases h 
is restricted, i.e. V  cannot assign values to h in a random way. This is the case with for 
example course-remission-nodes and asymptomatie-nodes. Function V  in these cases can 
only deliver value false:
y[Condition(n)] (h) = false.
Course-remission-nodes can become true  when rules eight or nine are applied. The asympto­
matic nodes can also become true. This happens when rule ten is applied. Function V  has 
the same restriction in case the join condition of a node is not met. Assignment of value 
false  is then enforced with the fourth or fifth rule. All following inference rules will overrule 
the preceding ones (this subject of meta-rules is described further on).
The fourth rule indicates tha t a node with join condition all is evaluated as false, if one or 
more incoming edges are evaluated as false.
Inference rule 4.4
( A , E )
{ A , E u { ( n , f a l s e ) } )
n  E A  A Join(n)
%ege [Target(e) :
= all A 
n  A E(e) false]
□
The fifth rule indicates th a t a node with join condition any  is evaluated as false, if all 
incoming edges are evaluated as false.
Inference rule 4.5
( A - E )  i n  E A  A Join(n) =  any  A
(.A , E U { ( n , f a l s e )}) [^eege [Target(e) =  n => E(e)  = false]
□
The sixth rule declares th a t an active node is deactivated if it is evaluated as being false. 
Not only is this node deactivated, also all outgoing edges become false.
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Inference rule 4.6
(-4, E>
(.A  — {n} ,  E U{ (e ,  false)\ Source(e) =  n})
{ n e  AA E ( n )  = false
□
The seventh rule indicates th a t once an end-edge is evaluated as true, then causal edges 
th a t have the same source cannot be initiated anvmore.
Inference rule 4.7
(-4, E >
A , E  U < (e, false) E ( e ) f  A Source(e) =  n  A Causal(e) 
A Conditionia;) =>■ Condition(e)
n E A  A Source(a:) =  n 
A End (a;) A E ( x )  =  false
□
The eighth rule indicates th a t a course remission node n, with Ref(n) =  x, is evaluated 
as true, if the causal course of x  is explicitly ended, or more precisely, all nodes and edges 
in the causal course of x  should be evaluated and when a node is evaluated as true its 
end-edge is also evaluated as true.
Inference rule 4.8
{A,E)
( A , E U { { n ,  true)})
n E A  A Ref (n) = x  A x  ^  dA
E ( y ) i  A ^E ( y ) = true =$■
VeeEnd [Source(e) =  y =>■ E(e)  =  true]
î/eCausPath(æ)
□
In the above rule CausPath(a:) is the set of nodes in the causal course of node x. This is 
recursively defined as:
CausPath(a:) =  {n E Qn \n = x  V 3mecausPath(s),eeCausai [Source(e) =  rn A Target(e) =  n]}.
To prevent a course remission node to be an element of CausPath(a:), incoming edges of all 
course remission nodes will be considered not causal unless specified otherwise.
The ninth rule indicates th a t a course remission node n which has a reference to the DCG- 
subject node, i.e. Ref (n) =  d, is evaluated as true, in case the complete DCG course is ended 
except for the course of node n itself.
Inference rule 4.9
{ A , E)
( A , E U { { n ,  true)})
n E A  A Ref (n ) =  dA 
E ( y ) l  A
V,î/£Path(æ)
= true =>
VeeEnd [Source(e) =  y =>■ E(e)  =  true]
□
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In the above rule Path(n) is the set of nodes in the course of the DCG-subject, except for 
the nodes in the course of node n. This is recursively defined as:
Path (a;) = E Qn n  =  dV  3mePath(x),eecausai [Source(e) =  rn A Target(e) =  n] )
The tenth and last inference rule indicates th a t an asymptomatie-node is evaluated as true, 
if the nodes of all incoming edges do not produce any symptoms.
Inference rule 4.10
{A,E)
(A ,E U {{n , true)})
n E A  A Asymp(n)A
V,
Target(e) =  n A Source(e) =  x  =>■
VfeGe [Source(/) = x A f  ^  e ^  E( f )  = false]
□
This last rule implies th a t one node with edges to two asymptomatie-nodes is not sensible.
Inference rules mentioned above should be used in a specific order. There are five so-called 
met a-rules:
1. the rules are ordered from low to high priority. The rule with the highest priority 
should be applied first;
2. a rule can only be fired if no logical contradiction can be derived afterwards, for 
example nodes can only become true if negations are ended;
3. if Interval(e) =  ‘initially’ then edge e has the highest priority to be evaluated (note 
th a t more than one node can have the highest priority);
4. if Interval(ei) < lnterval(e2) then edge e\ has a higher priority to be evaluated than 
edge e2;
5. if a node n is evaluated, and Phenomenon(n) =  ‘death’, than  no inference rule can be 
applied anymore, i.e. the DCG-historv simulation is considered to have ended.
Note th a t the idea behind the first meta-rule resembles the specificity principle in conflict 
resolution [Ben90], which states th a t handling based on detailed knowledge is prefered 
above handling based on less precise knowledge. For example, rule ten has a more precise 
precondition than  rule three and therefore has a higher priority. Note also th a t the implicit 
end-edges are needed, otherwise the second rule would regularly lead to a deadlock situation 
before the simulation of the DCG-historv is completed. We will use the concept of DCG- 
historv to define DCGL semantics:
The meaning of a DCG is the set of  DCG-histories it can simulate.
This definition implies th a t two DCNs are equivalent if they simulate the same set of individ­
ual patient histories. Systematic com putation of the complete set of histories represented 
by a DCG is an im portant implementation issue. This is not discussed here, as the focus of 
this chapter is on syntax and semantics of DCGL.
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4.5 Toward application in practice
Reading a DCG course description requires knowledge about specific interpretation of com­
mon terms such as disease course and remission. One is to be familiar with the way o f 
modelling of DCGL, i.e. the modelling concepts of the DCGLlanguage (casu quo m ethod­
ology) [WH90], Drawing a DCGL course description is even harder. Drawing of a DCGL 
course description requires a far more structured approach than writing natural language 
descriptions, despite the fact th a t a two dimensional DCG has advantages above one di­
mensional texts, and despite the fact th a t the concepts are few and the descriptions are 
compact.
1. Identify all diseases, signs and symptoms in the 
DCN and introduce them  as node phenomena.
Multiple nodes with identical phenomena may oc­
cur.
2. Identify tem poral relations between DCG nodes 
mentioned above. Append nodes if needed.
3. Identify edge conditions and node attributes. Ap­
pend nodes and edges if needed.
4. Formulate restrictive node conditions if the model 
can simulate insensible patient histories.
5. Check whether any DCN knowledge is not yet 
modelled. Extend the DCG if necessary.
Figure 4.9: Schema to get to a formalised DCG
To facilitate application of DCGL, the way of working is to be described and supported. 
In Fig. 4.9, the basic steps to arrive at a DCG are summarised. It describes a top down 
approach, which starts on a global level followed by a process of stepwise refinement. This 
contrasts with the linear approach, which starts with modelling of the first sentence, followed 
by modelling the second sentence etc. Our experience suggests th a t the top down approach 
is the fastest.
Autom ated tools with incorporated strategies and procedures to arrive at specific DCGs 
facilitate the way of working a great deal. For example the formulation of DCGs could 
at least be syntax driven in order to omit syntactically inconsistent descriptions. At this 
moment a simple DCGL-based editor to acquire structured tem poral descriptions is under 
construction of which Fig. 4.10 shows an interface part. A more advanced DCG editor should 
be able to handle abbreviations, substitutions, and conversions also. Equally im portant, 
consistency checks could be performed.
Fig. 4.11 shows the result of a simple consistency check. It is not a necessity to computerise 
DCGs. Noncomputerised DCGs can for example be of use in education to learn about DCNs 
by facilitating interpretation of DCNs or facilitating comparison of DCNs. However, once 
DCGs are computerised, other functionality like décision-support and information retrieval
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Figure 4.10: DCG editor
Figure 4.11: DCG consistency check
can be realised also. In the rest of this section, as an example, we explore the subject of 
retrieval of disease course information from literature.
A DCG can be matched with a history description of an individual patient. The user can 
then be asked to confirm phenomena th a t are part of the disease course. The user can
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browse through the DCG th a t fits best and can eventually select literature related to this 
DCG. We illustrate this functionality in an informal way. We discuss the following three 
requirements of information retrieval from [Rij75] in the context of patient case analysis:
1. formulation of information-need;
2. characterisation (or indexing) of information;
3. matching of formulations and characterisations.
Figure 4.12: A patient history graph example
In patient case analysis, information-need is based on the contents of the case report, i.e. the 
description of an individual patient situation. The patient history graph (PHG) of Fig. 4.12 
temporally characterises case report contents in a formal way. This graph was derived from 
PCR example 3.16.
In order to relate relevant disease knowledge to this patient case, the PHG is matched with 
a DCG. The PHG and DCG are considered to match, if the DCG can simulate the PHG.
We give an example of a partial match between the PHG of Fig. 4.12 and the DCG of 
Fig. 4.2. During simulation, the following nodes were matched:
sym ptom s of an upper respiratory tract infection: hilar pulmonary infiltrates on X- 
rav, hypoxia, cough;
dyspnea: mild shortness of breath;
coughing up blood tinged sputum: mild hemoptysis; 
coughing up large quantities o f blood: severe hemoptysis;
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m assive hem optysis: severe hemoptysis; 
renal failure: oliguric renal failure.
Figure 4.13: Match between Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.12
The first and the last match are to be confirmed by the user as the DCG is more specific than 
the PHG at this point. The result of the match is shown in Fig. 4.13. The match fails if the 
user does not confirm: ‘Goodpasture’s syndrome’, ‘pulmonary involvement’, ‘pulmonary 
hemorrhage’, and ‘glomerular injury’.
To improve the match, DCGs can be combined. Fig. 4.2 can be combined with Fig. 4.5, 
and Fig. 4.5 can be combined with another DCG, which has influenza as DCG-subject (this 
DCG is not adopted here). Using these three DCGs based on [GB87], all symptoms of 
Fig. 4.12 can be covered except for chest pain. The original patient case report does not 
emphasise the chest pain (it was for example not presented as angina). Therefore, if the 
user is satisfied at this point, retrieval of literature sections with relevant disease course 
information can be executed.
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4.6 Conclusions and further research
This chapter introduces the disease course graph language DCGL, a modelling language to 
formally characterise disease course descriptions as present in medical textbooks. Disease 
course graphs (DCGs) can express a variety of natural language disease course descriptions in 
a detailed way. Nodes and edges of DCGs were kept to a minimum and technical details with 
respect to DCG denotation were kept to a minimum as well. To realise unambiguous DCGs, 
a prerequisite for computerised support, a formal semantics was defined. This combination 
of qualities makes DCGL unique.
Semantics was defined using ten inference rules. The definition of the semantics was kept 
concise through the introduction of the concept of propagation. This implies th a t DCGs 
are interpreted as a state transition network, and individual patient histories are simulated 
by propagation of states.
The specialised concept of propagation is intrinsically complex. Fortunately, the DCGL 
user need not now all technical details of propagation. The user can validate its DCG by 
initiating and monitoring simulation, while the computer can do the actual propagation. In 
principle the computer can do other kinds of DCG validation and manipulation as well. For 
example, it can match a specific DCG on for example Hepatitis-A with a more general DCG 
on Hepatitis, it can compare DCGs of different authors, it can generate or extend DCGs by 
merging new individual patient histories etc. This as well as building DCG libraries, as well 
as embedding DCGs in current information retrieval systems or décision-support systems is 
subject of future research.
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Care C o-ordination Plans
5.1 Introduction
Case reports referred to by MEDLINE focus on diagnosis, prognosis, and intervention 
selection. However, patient case analysis can also be about organisation of delivered or 
planned care. This chapter1' focuses on computer support of individual care co-ordination 
in palliative care, which is essential in achieving high quality palliative care.
Individual care co-ordination analysis concerns questions like: “is the injection program 
of this individual patient well organised?” , “is trial participation of this individual patient 
well planned?” , “is this individual patient treated according to the departm ental protocol” , 
“is the general practitioner informed about the term inal diagnosis?” , “is the general prac­
titioner informed about how the hospitalised patient is coping?” , and “does the surgeon 
know th a t the general practitioner wants to be informed if the situation gets worse?” , We 
will explain th a t the care co-ordination aspect of patient case analysis is very im portant in 
palliative care.
Individual care analysis with respect to co-ordination is typically im portant for those pa­
tients who receive care from a care team. Individual care co-ordination is especially deli­
cate and critical when it concerns incurable patients (more accurately formulated: if the 
patient as well as the other members of the care team  have decided to stop interventions 
directed against the prim ary tum our with cure as central focus). Every intervention of 
care is then to be critically questioned almost continuously with respect to individual pa­
tient preferences. Every single visit to the hospital should be carefully planned and when 
intervention is needed, the delivery of care should be optimal. The importance of care 
co-ordination in order to achieve continuity of care delivery for this group of patients is 
widely accepted [Sau93, Mac93],
In contrast with patients who participate in a trial, care of incurable patients is not fo­
cused on “keeping the patien t’s treatm ent trajectory on a well defined track” [Ber95],
^This chapter is based on [MHH+99].
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Care delivery is focused on symptom management to optimise quality of life (QoL) in­
stead, Optimising QoL is teamwork by nature. Symptom management is very much 
directed by individual patient preferences [Twv95], Every care plan is considered to be 
unique and when a care plan is changed the potential changes in QoL as experienced 
by the patient, as well as by the significant other(s) (the preferred term  for partner or 
relative), need to be clear. Also, the monitoring and evaluation process should be con­
tinuously and delicately geared to the patient. Co-ordination is needed, intradiseiplinary, 
interdisciplinary, transmurallv, as well as extramurallv, and last but not least patient cen­
tred [GBB+96]^ In [GBB+96, Woo93, BJ94, WD89, MWWH92, Wil97, SB97, BWDL95] 
intense collaboration and multidiseiplinarity of care co-ordination is described. Various au­
thors [GBB+96, Woo93, BJ94] also describe widely recognised care co-ordination problems 
such as the fact tha t referrals between general practitioners and specialists are often syn­
onymous to care process discontinuation. Imprecise agreements easily occur, for example 
concerning information exchange, or concerning transferral of care responsibilities.
The widely recognised problems of palliative care have led to a project called ICC1, which 
stands for ‘individual care co-ordination’. This project focuses on computer support of 
individual care co-ordination in palliative care. Co-ordination problems can find solutions 
in ways of documentation [Osb98], This view on solving co-ordination problems is the 
starting point of this chapter. Documentation of individual care plans can be improved 
in many ways. Implementations of such documentation techniques have to satisfy the 
following three essential implementation success factors based on practical experience in 
medical practice (see a.o, [BLBK98, Jor95]):
tim e saving In this context, time saving should focus on care team  members. Even though 
through autom ation, valuable management and research information could be ob­
tained, this should be kept minimal. It leads to an increased workload and minimises 
chances of successful outcome;
adaptable The implementation should be adaptable to existing procedures. In this case, 
it means th a t the application is to be adapted in existing documentation methods 
and electronic patient record systems;
substitution  The implementation has to be a substitution rather than  an addition. The 
new autom ated way of working should fully replace the old informal way of working. 
This requires training and commitment.
Our own experience has given rise to a fourth success factor:
scalable The design should allow real world workloads. Scalability is typically achieved 
by the selection of an industrial strength software package.
In cancer care, there have been various attem pts to use paper-based techniques to docu­
ment and exchange (partial) care co-ordination plans. For example, there are the simple
^The ICC-project was funded in part by a grant from the Dutch Cancer Association.
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‘exercise books’*, and the semi-structured logbooks [FBB95, WBP+97, WBD+97, WP95, 
LL94, KPA98, WH97], These ‘books’ are filled with free text notes and questions by mem­
bers of the care team  including patient and significant other. Most of these vehicles are in 
principle held and controlled by patient or significant other. There are also more elaborated 
and structured forms th a t document a substantial part of the execution of the care process 
within care delivering organisations [FBB95, WH97, SS94, BER93], A number of these 
attem pts focus mainly on improvement of patient (and significant other) education and 
at expelling lack of information at any point in the care process or expelling information 
inconsistencies among care team  members [WBP+97, WBD+97], Others also try  to direct 
the activities of the care team  to a certain extent (by reflecting a guideline in architectural 
elements of the documents used) [FBB95, WP95, LL94, KPA98, WH97, SS94, BER93], 
However, these documentation techniques are all informal. Formal analysis of individual 
care, such as autom ated signalling of information-need, requires formal documentation. 
In [JFSS92], a formalised and advanced solution, based on artificial intelligence techniques, 
dealt with computer supported explanation of complicated care decisions. This system 
however mainly focused on communication toward patients, and not on tuning care deliv­
ery within care teams. A formal documentation technique, which is focussed on individual 
care co-ordination in palliative care, does not yet exist.
The main contribution of this chapter is the presentation of information analysis results, 
followed by the definition of an individual care co-ordination language (ICCL), which de­
scribes and supports care co-ordination in palliative care in a formal, yet suitable way. The 
concepts needed in ICCL turned out to be related to case management, act management, 
workflow/task structures, and state transition formalisms, which application in the med­
ical domain is not new. Respectively, they are used in [WSH94], [NF95], [DFS+97], and 
[HRN+97], In this chapter, these concepts will be introduced and modified in a palliative 
care context. This chapter also introduces the notion of co-ordination oriented recording 
and relates it to current problem oriented recording methods as introduced by Weed [Wee69] 
in the sixties.
5.2 Approach
A crucial problem in medical information technology development is the fact th a t the 
care process is still ill understood and it is growing in complexity [Ber98, Wva94], This 
holds especially for palliative care as a developing and relatively new area in health care. 
To overcome this problem an information analysis of the co-ordination task in palliative 
care was performed [HMH97], ICCL was based on structured interviews with 20 patients 
and 19 significant others. In addition to th a t 15 (oncologists, general practitioners and 
nurses) kev-informants [HMH97], and members of involved care teams, were interviewed. 
The interviews delivered co-ordination concepts essential to care delivery in palliative care 
(section 5.3). These concepts were then used to formulate ICCL syntax and semantics (sec­
tion 5.4) and to select an industrial strength software package, which partially implements
*e.g. “Het Schrift” of the Gelderse Vallei Hospital in Wageningen, The Netherlands.
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ICCL (section 5.6). Section 5.5 is about embedding ICCL in an electronic patient record.
5.3 Characteristics
The first section gives examples of ICC-plans, The subsequent sections describe character­
istics of palliative care from an information analysis perspective.
5.3.1 Care co-ordination examples
This section characterises contents and dynamics of individual care co-ordination plans. We 
start with giving two small anonymous ICC-plan examples collected during the information 
analysis.
General practitioners have different opinions about their (changing) role in care teams 
responsible for the complete treatm ent and counselling of cancer patients. They agree on 
being the obvious professional to co-ordinate palliative care, but differ clearly with respect 
to their role when a patient still receives specialist care with curative aim. At least two 
kinds of attitudes can be observed with general practitioners: the ‘wait and see’ attitude, 
versus the ‘active anticipating and constant involvement’ attitude. These attitudes result 
in care co-ordination situations described in the two examples below.
Exam ple 5.1
P atien t M r Sm ith  is adm itted to the hospital. He previously received a standard  
oncology treatm ent in another general hospital, which was not successful. Currently, 
he is included in a trial, the only possibility that resulted from  an analysis made by D r 
Nolan (a specialist in (experimental) oncology). M r Sm ith  is not responding well to 
the experimental treatment. For M r Sm ith  now the burden o f participating in a trial 
is no longer compensated by a (m inim al) chance on cure. The care team considers to 
stop treatm ent o f the prim ary tum our with the prim ary objective to cure. D r Nolan 
will discuss this subject with M r Sm ith  in  the next consultation. A ll s ta ff members o f 
the oncology departm ent are to be inform ed about this serious turning point in care 
objectives and about the opinion o f M r Sm ith  and the way he copes. The sam e holds fo r  
inform ing general practitioner D r Williams. D r Nolan will involve D r W illiams even 
more in the current care delivery by scheduling a jo in t hospital visit with M r Sm ith  
and his wife. Before that, D r W illiam s will contact M rs Sm ith  at home. Eventually, 
case m anagem ent will be handed back to D r W illiam s (this is a local departmental 
policy). However; this will be in the long term  rather than in  the short term , because 
M r Sm ith  prefers (for the tim e being) to be counselled by D r Nolan. In  the short term , 
focus will be on m in im ising  changes in care delivery. □
Exam ple 5.2
P atien t M rs Johnson visited general practitioner D r Nash. The reason to encounter 
the general practitioner was (in short): frequent and unexplained episodes o f intestinal
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obstruction and abdominal pain. D r Nash refers M rs Johnson to D r Nelson (a special­
ist in internal medicine) because o f a suspected intestinal carcinoma. D r Nash wants 
to be inform ed about when this consultation takes place. D r Nash then will arrange 
a tim ely discussion with M rs Johnson about the results o f the consultation and about 
how she copes. D r Nash likes to be inform ed by D r Nelson before he contacts Mrs 
Johnson at home. O f course D r Nash prefers this kind o f in form ation by phone, but 
in form ation by e-mail is welcome also. In  case D r Nelson has not contacted him, D r 
Nash will try to contact D r Nelson himself. To keep track o f care delivery in the future, 
D r Nash also wants to be inform ed about new scheduled consultations, and startings 
o f therapeutic activities, such as hospital admissions. On a shorter notice. D r Nash  
will make a hom e visit to discuss his role with M rs Johnson and her husband, clarify 
their preferences, and schedule next visits (at hom e or fo r  example during expected 
hospital adm issions). □
5.3.2 Task structure
Co-ordination can be defined as managing dependencies between activities [MC94], This 
definition captures the essence of co-ordination, i.e. “if there is no dependency, than there 
is nothing to co-ordinate” [MC94], This view on co-ordination is also consistent with the 
importance of interdependence in the long history of organisation theory [MC94], which 
started  with Thompson in 1967 [Tho67], In palliative care, care co-ordination is about 
managing dependencies between care tasks performed by the care team. Hence, care co­
ordination can be formalised through task structures. Task structures were introduced 
in [Bot89] to describe and analyse processes on a conceptual level (see section 5.4.1). A 
non trivial task structure can be conformed by different scenarios, which is an essential 
characteristic of ICC-plans, as ICC-plans should support different scenarios. For example, 
the ICC-plan of example 5.2 should at least conform the following two scenarios.
Scenario 5.1
D r Nash has not scheduled a hom e visit or any other obligatory appointm ent at the 
m om ent o f the consultation o f D r Nelson. D r Nelson does not call during or after the 
consultation. Before his next appointm ent Dr Nash decides to call D r Nelson himself. 
D r Nelson was already in the m iddle o f another consultation, but was willing and 
capable o f sum m arising the seriousness o f the situation and the way M rs Johnson  
was coping. D r Nash then calls the patient at home and answers some new questions 
that had come to m ind  ju s t after the patient had left the hospital. The patient prefers 
to be left alone fo r  the evening. They agree that D r Nash calls again the next morning. 
D r Nash will then schedule a hom e visit i f  the patient wants to. □
Scenario 5.2
D r Nelson calls D r Nash at the end o f the consultation and gets on the phone im m e­
diately. D r Nelson sum m arises the situation. M rs Johnson appreciates that D r Nash  
will give her a call when she is at home. D r Nash skips the now superfluous phone
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call with D r Nelson, and then calls the patient at home and answers the questions she 
had prepared fo r  him. The patient then says to prefer to be left alone fo r  the evening. 
They agree that D r Nash calls again the next morning. D r Nash will then schedule a 
hom e visit i f  the patient wants to. □
5.3.3 Task perspectives
The two examples show th a t care co-ordination plans are not about telling care team 
members how to do their job. Example 5.1 does not specify how Dr Nolan is to discuss 
the subject of trial participation term ination with Mr Smith, nor is the handing over of 
case management described in detail. These examples are about tuning care delivery by 
indicating which care team  member is to be involved at what point to do what task. 
Example 5.1 does not specify why and how care team  members are to perform their tasks. 
Apparently in this care situation the care team members in the ICC-plan were considered 
to know what to do (and also: what not to do). We will characterise this essential concept 
as task abstraction.
The level of granularity of tasks in an individual care co-ordination plan is based on the fol­
lowing rule: refine only if subtasks exist which explicitly require co-ordination. For example, 
the task ‘consultation’ in example 5.2 will probably have a subtask ‘diagnosis’. Although 
diagnosis is essential with respect to the prim ary medical care process, in this case it is not 
essential with respect to co-ordination. Therefore, from a care co-ordination perspective 
this refinement is not needed and hence not adopted in the ICC-plan of example 5.2. This 
essential characteristic can be characterised as targeted task granularity.
5.3.4 Adhocracy
For a full understanding of an ICC-plan its organisational context needs to be considered. 
At any point in time in the palliative care process all kinds of disciplines can be involved. 
In general the core of the care team  will consist of a general practitioner, an oncologist, 
and additional nurses (from home care and /or hospital). Occasionally, members from other 
disciplines will be added such as: oncologists specialised in treatm ent of specific symp­
toms, physiotherapists, members of a pain-treatm ent team, dieticians, stom a nurses, and 
radiologists. Frequently, general practitioners, (home care) nurses, oncologists, and physio­
therapists have their own organisation with their own buildings. Therefore we can say th a t 
palliative care is a transm ural organisation with highly decentralised components.
The composition of the care team  changes when care requirements change. For example, 
the pain team  is involved only if the pain is significant to the patient and the patient prefers 
such treatm ent. Composition of care teams can also change because of daily routine, for 
example because of a night shift. These changes are reflected in the frequent presence of 
task reassignments in ICC-plans,
O ther characteristics are the occurrence of frequent unforeseen, and therefore unplanned, 
changes in care needs. For example, when a patient broke his leg, as a complication of a
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bone metastasis, the complete ICC-plan had to be reconsidered. The revalidation program, 
which aimed at tem porarily driving a car again, was to be re-evaluated by the involved 
revalidation physician as well as by the other care team  members. Also home care was 
to be increased. All changes in care plans result in rerouting or even redesign of the care 
process. Changes of care plans occur everywhere in health care. However, changes of care 
plans in palliative care are typically ad hoc, as palliative care is characterised by a relative 
absence o f predefined care pathways.
A reason for ad hoc behaviour is th a t complications are the main driving force of changing 
care plans and though complications can be expected they are mostly still unforeseen, as 
already mentioned. The other main reason for this ad hoc behaviour is th a t care plans 
are very much tuned to individual preferences. For example, for one patient the general 
practitioner is likely to play a major role while for another patient with comparable medical 
problems the opposite can hold.
ICC-plan characteristics, such as rerouting, redesign, reassignment, and ad hoc changes, all 
are very much related to the organisational concept of adhocracy as mentioned by Toffler 
in [Tof70], Toffler defines adhocracies as rapidly changing organisations with highly de­
centralised networks of shifting project teams. Being an adhocracy, palliative care is not 
amenable to form alisation. As a result, palliative care is hardly autom ated yet, and people 
who try  to change this situation often start by formalising the diagnostic and treatm ent 
work of one type of team  member at a time. Systems which track all care delivery in­
formation on a case, do so retrospectively and mostly because of research motives1. As 
far as there is an urgent need for computer support in palliative care, it concerns care 
co-ordination. ‘Traditional’ (paper-based) technologies are insufficient at this point. Fur­
thermore, it is widespread practical experience th a t bad co-ordination can have substantial 
impact on quality of life, especially in the term inal phase of life.
5.3.5 Care plan sharing
The patient, as well as other care team  members, needs to have access to the care plan 
for various reasons. The patient may want to have an overview  over planned care. The 
general practitioner may want to propose ad hoc changes. If a care plan is changed or 
updated with new results then this is to be reported to the other care team  members. 
In [BWDL95, HRM96, HDG94, Bra97], problems are described which occur when in­
formation exchange between general practitioner and specialist is not timely. As stated 
in [Mag86], the potential medical consequences of the general practitioner who acts blindly 
in these situations (of not knowing the current status of the care plan) cannot be over 
emphasised. At any point in time it should be clear what care team  member is in charge 
of co-ordination. This is part of a task, which we will refer to as case m anagem ent as 
in [Aus81, Sti89, Fel95, WSH94], The core of case management concerns monitoring, eval­
uation, and adjustm ent of delivered care. In principle a care team  can be augmented with 
a designated case manager whose main function is case management. This construction
tfor example, see the Palliative Care Management System of h ttp ://w w w .ddp.ca/pcs.
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is often proposed and implemented in social-, elderly-, chronic disease-, and addict-care. 
However, this construction is debatable [Ros95, FWCC94] and not common practice in 
oncology care. The current approach is th a t case management is performed by one of the 
clinicians of the care team.
It should be stressed th a t clinicians in general prefer sharing of information using the phone. 
Using the phone is a synchronous way of exchanging information, i.e. it requires persons to 
be available at the same time [CT98]. Synchronous information exchange has many advan­
tages. The major advantage is th a t senders instantly can become receivers and vice versa. 
This allows for very efficient tuning. Lack of information, m isinterpretation or misunder­
standing can be resolved immediately, rather than sustain and get worse. On the other hand 
if there is no lack of information, m isinterpretation or misunderstanding on a subject, then 
one can get to the point without wasting time on incorrectly assumed problems. The other 
major advantage of the phone is th a t it allows to exchange delicate inform ation. Similar to 
face-to-face contact, feelings and opinions can be shared more easily and more discretely. 
The disadvantage however is th a t synchronous information exchange is interruptive [CT98], 
leading to diversion of attention, forgetfulness and errors [Rei74, Bad86, Rea90], Further, 
interruption of work often requires rescheduling of work plans [CT98], In this light, regular 
phone calls to, for example, the laboratory to ask for results should be minimised because 
of these disadvantages. However, in palliative care the advantages are often essential, as 
palliative care is very delicate by nature and the ad hoc care delivery, also by nature, re­
quires accurate tuning. We can say th a t the advantages of using the phone in palliative 
care are th a t substantial th a t it needs to be supported. ICC-plans should synchronise care 
in order to allow synchronised information exchange to be less interruptive, as for example 
is realised in scenario 5.2.
5.4 Language definition (ICCL)
An ICC-applieation requires a documentation technique for individual care co-ordination 
plans. ICCL is designed to document such plans. The following sections describe syntax 
and semantics of ICCL. The syntax is described on an abstract level. The semantics is 
described on an operational level based on behaviour of existing tools (see section 5.6). By 
convention, ICC-plans formalised with ICCL will be referred to as ICC-charts. Expressiveness 
of concepts is illustrated by showing th a t the elements of typical examples such as 5.1 and 5.2 
are covered. For comprehensibility reasons, the use of two dimensions instead of one was 
preferred, because care delivery parts th a t develop in parallel or care delivery alternatives 
can be represented in a natural way when using two dimensions.
5.4.1 Syntax  
Task structure
Task structures were introduced in [Bot89] to describe and analyse processes on a conceptual 
level. In [HN93] they were given a formal semantics using Process Algebra. Figs. 5.1 and 5.2
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Figure 5.1: ICC-ehart for co-ordination of trial participation term ination
represent the task structures of examples 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The central notion in 
task structures is the notion of task (represented as boxes with rounded corners in Figs. 5.1 
and 5.2). A task is defined as something th a t has to be performed in order to achieve a 
certain goal (see section 5.3.2, not explicitly adopted in the Figs.). Optional tasks are tasks 
th a t do not have to be performed, they are represented as dotted boxes (Fig. 5.2). We 
introduced ‘delav-tasks’ in Fig. 5.1 as well as in Fig. 5.2. In Fig. 5.1, this means th a t the 
hand-over of case management takes place after a delay. In computerised environments (see 
also section 5.5) agendas can deal with delav-tasks, they signal the end of the delay and 
produce reminders.
initiate
/  \  
schedule
care plan consultation schedule 
home visit
Figure 5.2: ICC-chart for co-ordination of consultation outcome implications
Sometimes tasks are to  be performed in succession. The fact th a t the task ‘inform general 
practitioner’ is to be performed after the task ‘consultation’ is denoted with an arrow. If
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a task has multiple outgoing arrows, all associated tasks are started  in parallel after its 
term ination. For example, once the task ‘consultation’ in Fig. 5.1 has term inated, the tasks 
‘inform staff’, two different ‘delay’ tasks, and ‘inform general practitioner’ are started  in 
parallel. Performing a task may involve choices. Decisions (represented as circles) model 
these moments of choice. The decision of Fig. 5.2 captures th a t after consultation a choice 
has to be made whether to schedule a new consultation.
In Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, we use a concept referred to as discrim inator (represented as a circle 
with a ‘D ’ in the middle). The discriminator is an unconventional workflow concept. It is 
only present in Verve1, a relatively unknown workflow modelling package. A discriminator 
is specified at the end of multiple parallel execution paths. The first execution path to 
finish starts the discriminator. All other execution paths then do not start the discriminator 
again. Therefore, in example 5.1 Dr Nolan will perform the task ‘schedule joint visit’, either 
if ‘delay’ has finished or if ‘call significant o ther’ has finished, whichever happens first. He 
will never perform ‘schedule home visit’ twice. Finally synchronisers (represented as a 
circle with an ‘S’ in the middle, not needed in the Figs.) deal with explicit synchronisation. 
A synchroniser, similar to the discriminator, is specified at the end of multiple parallel 
execution paths. In contrast to the discriminator, the synchroniser starts only if all these 
execution paths have finished.
The task ‘initiate care p lan’ of Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 is referred to as initial task. In Fig. 5.1, 
this task starts the tasks ‘inform general practitioner’ and ‘consultation’ in parallel. Note 
th a t in Fig. 5.2 the task ‘schedule consultation’ is not performed by the same person who 
initiates the ICC-plan, hence this task was not combined with the initial task.
ICC-charts do not contain all imaginable care tasks. The ICC-chart is restricted to tasks, 
which involve collaboration and need co-ordination. Tasks are refined if and only if refine­
ment improves collaboration. A useful criterion to refine a task is whether subtasks require 
distinct co-ordination.
All tasks in an ICC-chart should be reachable. In formal terms this means th a t all tasks in 
an ICC-chart should be connected, directly or indirectly, to tasks marked as initial. Tasks 
have the following attributes:
T eam  m e m b e r An assignment of a care team  member;
R o le  An optional role which indicates in what capacity the member is assigned; 
D e ad lin e  An optional deadline represented as a time point;
C ase  m a n a g e r  An optional case manager, only assigned if the task concerns handing over 
of case management;
P ro g re s s  s ta te  A progress state, which is either: planned, proposed, requested, accepted, 
rejected, skipped, finished, aborted, or cancelled;
 ^http: / /www. verveinc.com.
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G o al An optional textual task goal, combined with an optional link to a problem in the 
problem list (see problem oriented recording in section 5.5).
An ICC-chart is not a general care pathway. It reflects a specific care co-ordination plan for 
an individual patient. Therefore all tasks in a chart are assigned to individual care team 
members (which can be the patient, as we consider the patient a member of the care team). 
If two care team  members do similar tasks separately, the chart would contain two separate 
tasks.
Every ICC-chart is embedded in a simple case management environment. At any time 
during care delivery the chart specifies a case manager. The case manager monitors the 
care plan specified by the chart. In practice this means th a t the case manager gets a copy 
of all messages initiated by the chart and performs exception handling  (message exchange 
and exception handling is discussed in section 5.4.2). By default the care team  member 
assigned to the initial task is considered to be the case manager. If needed, this can be 
overruled.
According to theories of case management [Aus81, Sti89, Fel95, WSH94] there is only one 
case manager at any point in time. Consequently, we preferred to use only one initial task 
in every ICC. Case management can be handed over during the delivery of care. A task 
hands over case management if it specifies a new case manager. The new case manager 
stays case manager until new handing over takes place. The ICC-chart of Fig. 5.1 concerns 
planned handing over of case management between Dr Nolan and Dr Smith.
As is stated previously, the ICC-chart is focussed on care team  co-ordination. Therefore it 
is common practice tha t different ICC-tasks are assigned to different people. As a conse­
quence initiating and performing a task requires some form of transaction. We focus on the 
communication of such transaction processes. Transaction communication, as described 
in [Die96], formalises three states of communication progression: requested, confirmed, and 
complied. We refined this communication process and recognised nine progress states, which 
are enlisted above. These task states are closely related to the seven states as used in the 
PRO TEG E project [HRN+97], but differ at some points, which is discussed at the end of 
the following section.
The change of a task state is induced by message exchange between tasks. Activating 
an ICC-chart and the subsequent communication of messages is explained in the following 
section.
5.4.2 Operational semantics
The initial task of Fig. 5.2 is initiated by the general practitioner. The objective of this 
ICC-chart is clearly to keep the general practitioner involved in care delivery after referral 
has taken place. The ICC-chart attains this objective by planning general practitioner tasks 
following the referral. For example, it specifies th a t the specialist consultation is eventually 
followed by a call to the patient at home by himself. This requires co-ordination between 
specialist and general practitioner. The co-ordination is performed by exchanging messages.
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Consequently, operational semantics of an ICC-ehart can be expressed in terms of message 
exchanges and implied task state transitions. The diagram of Fig. 5.3 defines the allowed 
state transitions. The relation between messaging and state  transition is expressed as a set 
of inference rules introduced in the following sections.
planned
Figure 5.3: State transition 
Planned and proposed tasks
Initially all tasks are marked as planned. If an ICC-chart is activated, the initial task 
becomes requested, and all other tasks receive a proposal-message and become proposed. If 
a task is proposed, it can be rejected or accepted by the assigned care team  member.
R ejected and accepted tasks
If the assigned care team  member rejects a proposed task, the task becomes rejected, the 
proposal-message is replied to with a rejection-message, and an abortion-message is sent 
to subsequent tasks. Ideally, rejection-messages are sent right after receipt of proposal- 
messages. The assigned care team  member is however not forced to do so.
A care team  member can also decide to comply with a request. If the assigned team 
member complies, the task becomes accepted and the proposal-message is replied to with 
an acceptance-message. When a task is accepted, it can be aborted by the assigned care 
team  member.
If a deadline expires and the task is not finished, rejected, skipped, or aborted, the assigned 
care team  member is given a reminder.
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Finished tasks
If a requested task is finished and results need not be communicated, the task becomes 
finished  and a completion-., as well as a request-message, is sent to subsequent tasks. If 
results need to be communicated, a result-message is sent instead of the completion-message.
After completion of the task ‘schedule joint visit’ in Fig. 5.1, a completion- or result-message 
is not needed by any of the other tasks. In those cases a task completion-message is sent 
to the current case manager only (see section ‘Exception handling’).
R equested tasks
If a request-message is received and the task is not rejected, the task becomes requested. 
When a task is requested, it can be finished, skipped, or aborted by the assigned care team 
member. Abortion of requested tasks create a lot of problems, as request-messages are sent 
the moment a task is already current. This is why a request-message is always preceded by 
a proposal-message (see section ‘Planned and proposed tasks’).
If the task ‘consultation’ in Fig. 5.2 is finished, the tasks ‘inform general practitioner’ and 
‘schedule new consultation’ become current. In accordance to this, if the specialist Dr 
Nolan finishes the task ‘consultation’, request-messages are sent which ask for performing 
the tasks ‘inform general practitioner’ and ‘schedule new consultation’.
When the ICC-chart is embedded in an electronic medical record, messages, such as request­
messages, can autom atically update problem-lists or agendas (this pragm atic aspect is 
discussed in section 5.5).
A borted tasks
A care team  member can decide to abort a requested or accepted task, it then becomes 
aborted, and the subsequent tasks receive an abortion-message. If a task receives an 
abortion-message, it becomes aborted. Hence, abortion propagates through the ICC-chart.
A requested or accepted task can be aborted at any time. An ICC-chart in principle does 
not restrict abortion of requested or accepted tasks no m atter what the consequences are. 
If a case manager receives a rejection- or abortion-message appropriate measures need to 
be taken. The case manager then has to co-ordinate redesign of the ICC-chart (see section 
‘Exception handling’).
Skipped tasks
Instead of aborting a task one can skip it, which also means th a t the task is not performed. 
However, the difference is th a t subsequent tasks get request-messages, so the process is 
continued. Only if the task was not optional, the case manager gets an extra message 
which says th a t the plan represented by the ICC-chart is violated. When skipped, a task is 
marked as skipped.
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C an ce lled  ta sk s
A decision task (a circle with a ‘D ’ in the middle) is allowed to sent a cancel-message 
instead of a result-message. If a task receives a cancel-message it becomes cancelled, and 
a cancel-message is sent to subsequent tasks. Hence, cancellation propagates through the 
ICC-chart. Note tha t tasks are not cancelled by the assigned care team member.
E x c e p tio n  h a n d lin g
The case manager monitors the care process, i.e. (s)he receives a copy of all messages, and 
when case management is handed over, a copy of all previously sent messages and reminders. 
Although ICC-charts anticipate several scenarios (section 5.3.2), they are to be kept concise 
and hence do not take all exceptions into account. The case manager should anticipate 
these exceptional situations. (S)he will perform exception handling if the care process 
‘violates’ the ICC-chart, i.e. if (s)he receives a copy of a rejection-, or abortion-message, or 
if a non-optional task is skipped, or if a deadline has expired. The case manager then has 
to design a contingency plan in collaboration with the involved care team  members. This 
contingency is typically not captured in formal rules beforehand. The contingency plan is 
again an ICC-chart, which replaces the current chart.
established
planted
in progress suspended
completed abandoned
Figure 5.4: State transition as in PROTEGE 
S ta te  t r a n s i t io n  co m p ariso n
The state  transition diagram of Fig. 5.3 is closely related to the state  transition diagram 
of Fig. 5.4 adopted from the PROTEGE project [HRN+97], but differs at some points. A 
task, before adopted in an ICC-plan, can be considered established. However, once a task 
is adopted in an ICC-plan it intrinsically becomes planned. Hence, the state established is 
not adopted in our model.
The state suspended is also not adopted in our model. We consider task suspension to be a 
change of plan and we choose not to introduce the possibility of changing an ICC-plan on
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an individual basis. The possibility of task suspension lowers the threshold to not comply 
with a plan, while it does not help the case manager. The case manager has to do the same 
in case a task is suspended or in case a task is aborted. Fig. 5.3 shows th a t a care team 
member, once a task has become requested, is forced to either perform a task within the 
time span allowed by the plan, or to chose the skip option, or to chose the abort option. 
The la tter option generates an interrupt and autom atically involves the case manager. The 
skip option generates an interrupt, only if the task is not optional. As task suspension on 
an individual basis is not an option, our model is more restrictive and less general than  the 
PRO TEG E model at this point.
Note th a t the task states abandoned and completed are comparable to task states aborted 
and finished. The la tter terminology is adopted from conventional window applications. 
Note also tha t, from a case management point of view, the task state  in progress has a 
similar function as the task state  accepted. For, both task states reflect compliance of the 
involved care team  member. However, the difference is th a t we choose not to demand care 
team  members to update the case manager about the actual execution of tasks, as care 
team  members are considered to perform tasks independently.
Compared to the PROTEGE model, our model is more refined as it contains the following 
extra task states: proposed, requested, rejected, and skipped, which use is explained above.
5.5 Em bedding in an electronic patient-record
The second success factor (see section 5.1) requires the ICC-chart to be adaptable to exist­
ing documentation procedures. We will discuss the embedding of ICC-charts in electronic 
patient record systems. An ICC-chart incorporated in such a system can become an object 
as in Object Oriented ( 0 0 )  programming [JCJ092], which means th a t an ICC-chart can 
have its own ‘m ethods’ to exchange information with for example electronic agendas and 
scheduling systems. Methods allow ICC-charts to interact with:
•  problem oriented record systems;
•  scheduling systems;
•  agenda systems.
Problem oriented recording, as introduced by Weed [Wee69], is most im portant, as many 
modern recording methods are based on it. Hence, to make ICC-charts successful, they are 
to be related to problem oriented recording. This is achieved, by assigning task goals to 
problems in the problem list (section 5.4.1). If a problem in the problem list of the electronic 
patient record is selected, the relevant ICC-chart is visualised. The care team  member then 
can check and interact with current care delivery. If no ICC-chart is related to the selected 
problem, the problem will be marked as ‘inactive’ or ‘non-current’ [VSM95], Note tha t 
the link between ICC-plan and problem list realises a link between ‘care-deliverv-oriented’ 
information and ‘disease-oriented’ information.
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If a task is to be assigned to someone, predictive da ta  entry [NEK+90] can be realised 
by linking the ICC-chart to a scheduling system, which then allocates human resources 
and creates a pick-list with personnel qualified for the task and available at the moment 
of interest. The ICC-charts could provide agenda systems with information to add new 
appointments, to update to-do lists, or just to generate reminders.
The electronic patient record system can be equipped with an ICC-chart viewer and some 
kind of modelling tool, which enables the user to design and activate new ICC-charts, and 
enables to redesign and reroute currently activated ICC-charts. Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate 
th a t ICC-charts need not be extensive. Nevertheless, designing ICC-charts is not trivial, as 
care team  members are not used to make formal models. Some rudim entary charts can be 
predefined, but essentially the care team  members have to do the modelling themselves, 
because of the ad hoc character of ICC-charts. We expect this problem of designing and 
maintaining ICC-charts to be a m ajor obstacle, as modelling techniques require a way of 
working [WH90] current clinicians are not familiar with. W ithout proper training and 
commitment ICC-charts will fail to do what they were designed for.
5.6 Toward autom ated support
The working of an ICC-chart is based on exchange of messages between care team  members 
from different organisations. Current electronic mail systems are tailored to support this 
exchange of messages. They enable autom ated initiation and signalling of messages. State 
of the art electronic patient record systems have incorporated these concepts already. On 
top of this messaging we would like to put a system th a t controls planned care. A workflow 
management (WFM) application would be the preferred choice to autom ate the involved 
care procedures.
WFM can be defined as the autom ated co-ordination, control, and communication of work, 
both of people and computers, in the context of business processes, through the execution 
of software in a network of computers whose order of execution is controlled by a com­
puterised representation of the business processes [HC93], W FM -applications are capable 
of supporting all kinds of activities like: anim ation functionality, document management, 
electronic (internet) publication, process modelling, delivery of management information, 
process simulation, and process control1’. From section 5.4 it can be concluded th a t (care) 
process modelling, (case) management information, and process (co-ordination) control 
are of importance in palliative care. The conceptual link between individual care path ­
ways and workflows is already recognised in the literature [DFS+97], Care pathways can 
be modelled with workflow modelling techniques, as care pathways break down a trea t­
ment into a set of tasks, each with their own entry and exit criteria [Coi97], Act man­
agement systems have the same focus, as acts are considered to be tasks undertaken for 
the benefit of a patient [HMH97], Current protocol systems, as for example described 
in [DFS+97, GRV97, 1IH.X 97]. are based on formalised care pathways.
 ^http: / /www. anaxagoras.com.
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As mentioned in section 5.3 palliative care can be characterised as an adhocracy [Tof70], i.e. 
a rapidly changing (transmural) organisation with highly decentralised networks of shifting 
care teams. Such an environment is characterised by the absence of care pathways. In those 
cases traditional production workflows, and hence care pathways, are not appropriate. Ad 
hoc workflows [Bra98], as opposed to traditional production workflows, can dynamically 
evolve after the workflow has started. This implies th a t messages can be rerouted, processes 
can be redesigned, and assignments can be transferred. Ad hoc workflows also do not intend 
to capture the process in detail, e.g. they do not use task decomposition. Consequently 
they are easy to define. It takes only a few minutes to specify and enact, i.e. execute, a 
workflow. The difference between production workflows and ad hoc workflows is described 
in more detail in [GHS95],
Some W FM -applieations can be connected to the internet. These applications allow work­
flows to be designed and used outside the physical organisational borders. They are typically 
used for virtual enterprises. This allows patients and other care team  members to interact 
with the ICC-chart at home.
To support ICCL the W FM -applieation needs a notion of communication transaction. Ac­
tion Workflow is an advanced system at this point [AH97], It recognises and supports 
however only four stages in the transaction communication process:
1, preparation;
2, negotiation;
3, performance;
4, completion.
Only one W FM -applieation knows the concept of discrimination and we are not aware of 
any W FM -applieation th a t support optional tasks in a suitable way as in ICCL, Also case 
management is not yet integrated in current W FM -applications, It is not surprising tha t 
there is no single W FM -applieation, which meets the requirements of ICCL, as it is a newly 
developed dedicated language.
For illustration purposes only, from the list of W FM -applications on the internet1, we choose 
FileNET Ensemble* to partially implement ICC-charts, FileNET Ensemble is considered 
to be an ad hoc workflow system [BV98], which combines workflow support and electronic 
mail, FileNET Ensemble also has a notion of communication transaction. However, it only 
recognises three stages in the transaction process, FileNET Ensemble also has document 
centred features th a t increase the speed and accessibility of documents. This allows all care 
team  members to easily access the latest changes of ICC-charts,
Fig, 5,5 shows a computerised ICC-chart of example 5,2 in FileNET Ensemble, Note tha t 
in FileNET Ensemble the initial task is referred to as ‘workflow’. In FileNET, tasks can be
 ^http: / / www.anaxagoras.com.
* http: / / www.novadoc.nl.
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Figure 5,5: A computerised ICC-ehart
connected to computer programs. The task ‘rem ind’ for example can be connected to an 
electronic agenda. In this case, this means th a t the general practitioner will eventually re­
ceive an autom ated message he has initiated himself! FileXET Ensemble allows an enacted 
workflow, in this case an activated ICC-chart, to be rerouted. The ‘schedule consultation’ 
for example can be rerouted from Dr Xelson to Mr Scott the departm ental secretary. The 
message ‘Please, inform general practitioner, about , , , ’ is not described as ‘Please, inform 
Dr Xash about , , , ’, The use of capacities instead of names of individuals realises service 
information hiding [BH98], which is required to allow rerouting, FileXET Ensemble does 
not allow an enacted workflow to be redesigned. Therefore, if Dr Xelson wants the case 
management to be handed over to him a new ICC-diagram is to be designed and activated, 
which is inconvenient. To realise a complete industrial strength ICCL-application, a new 
W FM -application is to be developed in close association with companies which develop and 
distribute W FM -applications and electronic patient record systems.
5.7 Conclusions and further research
A solution of care co-ordination problems in palliative care is searched for in ways of doc­
umentation, An individual care co-ordination language (ICCL) is defined based on essen­
tial characteristics of palliative care determined through conventional information analysis, 
ICCL is reached by selecting and extending a limited set of concepts adopted from a varied 
set of existing workflow modelling techniques, A formal documentation technique, which 
captures ICCL expressiveness and suitability does not yet exist, ICCL can be partially
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implemented using a workflow package, such as FileNET Ensemble1, and embedded in 
current electronic patient record systems. To realise a complete industrial strength ICCL- 
application, a new W FM -applieation is to be developed in close association with companies 
which develop and distribute W FM -applieations and electronic patient record systems.
Being an adhocracy, palliative care is not amenable to formalisation. As a result, palliative 
care is hardly autom ated and people have little interest in changing this situation. As far 
as there is a need for computer support in this environment, it concerns care co-ordination, 
but not so much diagnostics and intervention selection. Care co-ordination in palliative 
care can be formalised using ICCL as defined in this chapter, ICCL allows care co-ordination 
appointments to be unambiguous, it allows autom ated future reminding of subjects not 
currently of interest, it can produce the current care delivery status, and it synchronises care 
in order to, for example, allow phone calls to connect more often and be less interruptive.
 ^http: / / www.novadoc.nl.
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Chapter 6 
Charting Case R eports
6.1 Introduction
In the Netherlands, patients who have a larynx tum our resection are treated according to a 
predefined schema consisting of 22 regular consultations during a period of 10 years. There 
is however no international consensus about this approach and efficacy of this schema is 
only weakly supported by descriptive studies [BNT85, W0I88, VM94], and yearly X-rays 
of the larynx could not prove their value [SVB89, ESM+92], Because of the diversity of 
this population, the idea has arisen tha t control schemas could be tuned to individual 
patient histories in order to optimise care delivery. To come to refined guideline, detailed 
retrospective analysis of 300 case reports of a set of 3000 available follow-up case reports is 
planned. To determine guideline efficacy, the remaining set is to be analysed.
This chapter1 presents a patient case report tool (PCRT), which is developed for the task 
of detailed individual case report analysis. Detailed fragments of tem poral information 
as present in case reports can be entered in the computer and organised charts can be 
generated. The charts display information concerning regular consultations, planned regular 
consultations, incidental consultations, their m utual relations and their relation with the 
disease oriented part of the patient history (see section 6,4), As PCRT-charts are autom ated, 
updates are charted easily. Also, different views on one case report can be generated,
PCRT-charts are designed to represent large case reports in a condensed way. When using 
chained paper, extended and complicated case reports can be charted, because of the use of 
horizontal compression. As case reports are often ambiguous or incomplete, PCRT-charts 
are also designed to represent vague information. This requires simultaneous use of more 
then one time line and a method to partially synchronise time lines whenever information 
is available.
The PCRT-charts can best be compared with life charts as used in psychiatry. Life chart 
variants are described in [Sha90, Rah90a, Rah90b, RPU +85, PRU 88, Tho74, HMS+89,
^This chapter is based on [MV00]
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K068, Fra96], All variants use one time line and some variants display severity courses. 
In [BBJL69] a computerised life chart system is introduced, which converts interview an­
swers to a chart. This comparable approach was however not based on a powerful tem ­
poral representation formalism. Computerised charting methods discussed in [HGWL90, 
AEBH93, HNN+98] are not designed to represent detailed tem poral information. The chart­
ing methods discussed in [CS94, PT94, BFP+97, GLG+95, CK91] are designed to manage 
computerised tem poral information.
The methods of [CS94, PT94, BFP+97] are only suitable to describe trends of a limited set of 
quantitative param eters using one continuous time line, and the m ethod of [GLG+95] does 
not allow interval information neither large case report descriptions. The m ethod in [CK91] 
supports interval analysis as well as interval display and is the most expressive. However, 
the use of qualitative tem poral information is not integrated, and every chart concerns 
only one time line, which is continuous and linear. This system therefore is suitable to 
display parameters, which are continuously measured. As incomplete information cannot 
be projected on one continuous time line, this system is not geared to incomplete and 
qualitative knowledge as present in case reports,
6.2 Approach
The development of PCRT concerns several engineering tasks. First the generic patient 
case report formalism PCRL of chapter 3 is to be tuned. Then, a patient case report 
database is to be implemented (section 6,3), followed by design and implementation of a 
way of working to actually computerise patient case reports (section 6,4), Then a design 
of a charting m ethod to chart the often poorly structured input in an organised way is 
needed (section 6,5,1), Finally, a charting engine is to be implemented to perform the time 
consuming task of case report charting (section 6,5,2),
In this context, the PCRL concept of episode was refined. Care episodes concerning reg­
ular consultation, planned regular consultation, and incidental consultation are explicitly 
distinguished from disease episodes. On the other hand, the PCRL concept temporal pat­
tern  requires only partial implementation, and the concept of episode quantification can be 
om itted as a whole as it is not needed in this context. Terms like period and episode are 
reserved words in PCRT and refer to PCRL concepts, PCRL concepts are explained along 
with the PCRT-chart syntax (see section 6,5,1),
6.3 A rchitecture and database
The PCRT architecture is very simple and conventional. The case reports are stored in an 
MS-Access database. The engine, programmed in Microsoft’s Active Server Pages (ASP), 
is able to link the database with an internet output interface, ASP is suitable to program 
graphical output. The database server as well as the ASP engine can run on their own 
internet sites.
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Tm Times : Table
Time-ld Pat-ld Years Moi Days Hours Min Sec Episode-expression Interval Type
► 12 1921 1 1 Birth □ Birth
77 12 1990 4 12 [no] problems □ RC-finding
73 12 [regular] coughing up blood 0 Finding
79 12 1990 3 19 to ta l larynx/b ila tera l lym pnodf □ Intervention
30 12 3 1 0 Period
Figure 6.1: P C R T s central MS-Aeeess table
Fig. 6.1 shows PCRT's most im portant MS-Access table, which contains episode infor­
mation, The tick-box in column ‘Interval5 determines whether tim e indications such as 
‘12/4/1990’ refer to a time point or specify an interval length, Note th a t all time indica­
tion components are optional, however interval-length is presumed positive in any case.
The column ‘Type’ contains reserved types introduced for case analysis purposes. For ex­
ample, the type ‘RC-finding; means regular consult finding, and is of importance when 
evaluating follow-up patterns. The type ‘Period’ can temporally relate episodes. How­
ever, internally a period never has an episode expression assigned to it directly. The use 
of periods, as well as the formulation of episode expressions, is explained further in sec­
tion 6,5,1, The other tables of the database are straightforward and concern: relations 
between intervals, explanation relations, and linguistic terms translation,
6.4 Entering case reports
Modelling a case report requires a way of working [WH90], which is described and illus­
tra ted  here. The first step is decomposition. Decomposition concerns filtering of reasoning 
inform ation  (between brackets) followed by discriminating phenom ena inform ation  from 
temporal in form ation  (underlined). Temporal information is then split into information 
concerning time points (not present in subsequent example), intervals, and qualitative tem ­
poral patterns (italic underlined). Interval information is then split into episode informa­
tion and period information, where episode information concerns phenomena occurrences, 
and period information concerns artificial intervals tha t express observation intervals (see 
also section 6,5,1), Phenomena should be split into disease phenomena (italic) and care 
delivery phenomena (bold). Care delivery phenomena in this context in particular are: reg­
ular consultations (RC), planned regular consultations (PRC), and incidental consultations 
(IXC) (section 6,6), Eventually, this information is interpreted and entered in the com­
puter as in Figs, 6,2 and 6,3, At the end explanation is reconsidered by relating episodes 
to episodes they explain. We illustrate the decomposition part with a fragment of an arbi­
trary  case report of the year 1993 (CASE 52-1993) published in the Xew England Journal 
of Medicine [SMMM93]:*
A 17-year-old girl was a d m it te d  to  th e  h o sp ita l [because of] (massive)
hem optysis and renal failure. The patient had been well until about three days
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Figure 6,2: Entering episode characteristics
earlier, when she began to have sym ptom s o f an upper respiratory tract infec­
tion. with headache and anorexia. Thirty-six hours before e n try  she became 
nauseous and vomited. On the evening before a d m issio n  chest pain developed, 
and she began to cough up blood-tinged spu tum ; dyspnea occurred, with interm it­
tent nausea and vomiting. During the night dyspnea persisted, and the next 
morning she began to cough up (large quantities o f) blood and experienced dif­
fu se  weakness.
Note th a t the term  ‘in term itten t’ was interpreted to be a qualitative tem poral pattern  
description, Note also tha t the term  ‘and’ is only underlined if part of a constellation of 
phenomena (see section 3,4,7,1), When the decomposition is interpreted and entered, the 
tool produces the chart of Fig, 6,4 (chart syntax and semantics is described in section 6,4),
Though PCRT supports incomplete information, the following should be kept in mind: the 
more incomplete the case report, the less concise the chart. For example, if in Fig, 6,4 time 
point ‘13/5/1999 9:45’ is added to phenomenon ‘hospital admission’, the tool can derive 
other time points as well and will produce the more condensed chart of Fig, 6,5,
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\ B
Selected context:
"For the episode of nausea and vomiting holds: 
end is before end of the episode of dyspnea 
and onset is after onset of the episode of dyspnea."
- In te rva l expression
□ k I Cancel |
Figure 6.3: Entering episode context
The tool will speed up the process of charting, but a rough estim ation of costs of modelling 
300 case reports is still about 7 weeks, which makes it, as is often the case with data 
collection, an expensive part of research. At this point, natural language processing (XLP) 
can be of help. An XLP-svstem extended with a tem poral and medical terminology server 
could do an initial classification of terms as shown in the decomposition example. Final 
interpretation and formalisation cannot be ‘recognised’ in the original case report text and 
hence is difficult to automate,
6.5 Charting
PCRL is defined as an abstract syntax, i.e. essential case report concepts are determined 
and their mutual relation is formalised, not their concrete representation. Hence, a concrete 
syntax had to be developed. We mapped PCRL case report concepts and their m utual 
relations onto an organised chart. The mapping of PCRT-input fragments onto an advanced 
chart-output cannot be realised with a one-to-one conversion of abstract PCRL elements 
onto concrete syntax elements as in chapter 3. Therefore, a charting algorithm  was needed, 
which is presented here. However, to enable the interpretation of charts, the charting 
method is explained first. The main principle to arrive at this charting method was to 
extend an existing widely used representation method without violating its principles. We 
choose to extend the life chart method, because this method was especially designed to
Episode context...
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Figure 6,4: A PCRT-ehart example
analyse ease histories. The expressiveness was extended with respect to:
• representation of incomplete tem poral knowledge;
• level of detail of qualitative tem poral information;
• intergrated use of qualitative and quantitative tem poral information,
6.5.1 Charting m ethod  
M a tr ix  s t r u c tu r e
Fig, 6,6 shows a small PCRT-ehart, The chart uses two dimensions (axis). The vertical 
dimension expresses the time axis. Hence, every horizontal line corresponds with a point in
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Figure 6.5: PCRT-chart of Fig. 6.4 when time of admission is known
time (denoted on the left side), which however need not be specified explicitly. Horizontal 
lines, which have no time point assigned to it should be interpreted with caution (see also 
section 6,5,2), For example, the lowest lines of Fig, 6,6 have no time points and no temporal 
relations. The sequence of these lines is arbitrary and has no meaning. The chart does not 
say: ;a moment of chest pain is followed by a moment of hospital admission’,
Note th a t the time axis of the PCRT-charts is not linear, A linear scale, if derivable, is 
optional. However, most of the time, a linear scale takes too much space or is not derivable, 
because of incomplete information (Fig, 6,4), The use of a vertical time axis instead of a 
more conventional horizontal time axis allows unlim ited  case report charts when using 
chained paper.
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Figure 6,6: A PCRT-ehart before horizontal compression
The horizontal dimension is used to assign phenomena. However, the horizontal dimension 
does not give enough space to write all phenomena side by side. This can be solved by 
writing the labels vertically, which is however inconvenient to read, A more convenient 
solution is writing the labels above one another along the vertical axis, but then the problem 
arises of how to connect them  to the horizontal axis. This problem was solved by the 
introduction of a matrix.
Figure 6,7: PCRT-ehart of Fig, 6,6 after horizontal compression
In the matrix, every label is connected with a position on the horizontal dimension using 
a horizontal line with a dot referred to as phe.nomenon-dot. Every dot is connected to 
a vertical line. Hence the number of labels is restricted to the number of vertical lines 
th a t fit on the width of the page. To minimise this problem compression is applied. The 
compression is based on the principle th a t when phenomenon occurrences occur sequentially, 
they can potentially use the same vertical line. Fig, 6,7 shows the chart of Fig, 6,6 after 
compression. The compression appeared to be sufficient in practice. Even the largest case 
report could be presented well.
The m atrix structure allows representation of ‘parallel worlds’, i.e. it allows vertical lines to 
be different time lines, which is essential when representing incomplete case report knowl­
edge, This makes PCRT essentially different from [CK91], We will show th a t time lines can
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be synchronised at certain points if one wants to.
Phenom enon assignm ent
Phenomenon is used as a collective noun for diseases, signs, symptoms, interventions and 
other patient state indicators as present in patient case reports (see section 3.4.1). Phe­
nomena can be assigned to vertical lines in different ways: (1) as a phenomenon-moment, 
(2) as part of an episode, (3) as part of a period, or (4) as an event.
(1) If a label consists of only phenomena, the label is considered a phenomenon-moment. 
Hence, the labels of Fig, 6,6 are all phenomenon-moments, A phenomenon-moment has 
weak semantics. For example, of ‘renal failure’ in Fig, 6,6, we can only say that at 13/5/1999 
9:45 renal failure was present. The chart does not specify renal failure onset and end. 
Therefore, renal failure could have begun well before this date,
(2) In PCRL, information about onsets and ends of phenomenon occurrences is related to 
the concept of episode. Episodes are composed of phenomena and temporal patterns. An 
episode in P CR T is expressed as a black arrow. An episode-label starts with ‘an episode of’ 
followed by an optional underlined temporal pattern followed by an optional severity (in 
italics), followed by a constellation of one or more phenomena, Episode-arrows are related 
to episode-labels using incorporated phenomenon-dots (see Fig, 6,4), The episode-arrow 
specifies onset presence and end of the phenomenon-eonstellation.
The constellation of nausea and vomiting in ‘an episode of intermittent nausea and vomiting’ 
of Fig, 6,4 need not be present all the time. Presence is defined by the temporal pattern, 
in this case intermittent. The constellation ‘nausea and vomiting’ specifies the presence of 
nausea as well as vomiting, however they need not both be present at the same time, A 
constellation expresses a strong temporal relation without specifying details,
A constellation structure is very suitable when on the one hand a case report clearly ad­
dresses several phenomena to be part of one process, this is referred to as aggregation in 
the process of solving clinicopathological exercises [VSM95, EC82], while on the other hand 
information about specific phenomenon sequences is not known or not relevant,
(3) Episode intervals have an intrinsic onset and end. You can determine them, but you 
cannot change them. However, sometimes the observer uses self-defined intervals to struc­
ture incomplete episode information. For example, suppose a headache is known to have 
lasted more than 2 hours. During this interval of 2 hours headache is present. However, it 
does not say when the headache started or stopped. In PCRL such interval is referred to as 
a period. Period-labels are denoted the same way as episode-labels, except for the fact that 
they start with ‘a period with’. Fig, 6,4 uses periods without labels (grey arrows instead of 
black) to for example, specify an interval of 17 years between birth and hospital admission,
(4) If a phenomenon starts and finishes at the same point in time [CSZ+98] or within a 
negligible small amount of time it is referred to as an event. An event is denoted as a 
phenomenon-moment, except for the fact that an event-label starts with ‘an event of’.
Two vertical lines synchronise at a certain point in time when both lines have phenomenon- 
moments, events or arrow endings placed on the same horizontal line, ‘B irth’ plays a special
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role in this m atter. B irth is a reserved label in PCRT, when assigned to a horizontal line, 
all vertical lines are considered to synchronise at this point.
Temporal relations
An expression like ‘headache and nausea started  just after beginning of symptoms of an 
upper respiratory track infection’ expresses an episode overlap. Fig. 6.8 shows a refinement 
of Fig. 6.4 using an overlap relation. An overlap relation can be expressed with either 
linguistic terms or percentages. Internally terms like ‘started just before ending of’ and 
‘started  half wav’ are projected on pairs of percentages, in this case respectively 0%-95% and 
0%-50%, in order to allow the tool to compute charts. In PCRT assignment of percentages 
to qualitative expressions can be added or changed. The qualitative description however is 
never lost.
The assignment of qualitative expressions to percentages instead of absolute tim e length 
values is consistent with PCRL. It realises context dependent semantics. Consequently, 
when interpreting episode overlaps, the tool needs to use information in the database to 
compute period and time point values as well as their level of detail (see section 6.5.2).
Episode overlap descriptions are hidden, but can be displayed (see Fig. 6.8) by selecting an 
overlap-relation, i.e. a thick grey horizontal line connecting involved episodes. Eventually, 
PCRT can derive and produce all 15 tem poral interval relations as described by Allen 
in [A1183].
Interval relations should be interpreted with care. Fig. 6.7, for example, might give the 
impression tha t the sequence of ‘anorexia’ and ‘headache’ is specified, as anorexia is specified 
first. This is however a wrong interpretation of the chart. The chart specifies anorexia to be 
present somewhere between presence of symptoms of an upper respiratory track infection 
and renal failure. The chart also specifies the headache to be present somewhere between 
‘symptoms of an upper respiratory track infection’ and ‘renal failure’, as these concepts are 
on the same time line.
Fig. 6.5 shows a time point ‘13/5/1999 9:45’. Time point information though need not 
be th a t precise. Incomplete descriptions like ‘13/5/1999’, ‘13/5/1999 9 :-’, and ‘13/5/1999 
morning’ also are considered valid time points. The description ‘13/5/1999 9 :-’, interpreted
an upper respiratory track infection *  
ail episode o f  headache and nausea *
ail episode o f  sym ptom s o f
started just after beginning
Figure 6.8: Embedded qualitative tem poral relation
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as a time point, means a moment somewhere between 9 and 10 a.m. The same descriptions 
can be used to specify interval lengths (between brackets, see Fig. 6.4). In principle, the 
description ‘13/5/1999 morning’ can also be used as a time interval. It then has the, in 
this case unlikely, interpretation of: between interval onset and end, 1999 years, 5 months,
13 days, and one extra morning have past.
6.5.2 Charting algorithm
We will now describe the basic idea of the charting algorithm. First a m atrix is built with 
phenomenon-dots on every crossing of the diagonal. All labels in the database are assigned 
to a different vertical line and all corresponding time points in the database are assigned 
to the corresponding horizontal lines (Fig. 6.6). If a line concerns an episode or period, 
two extra lines are inserted to represent their onset (arrow top) and end (arrow bottom ) 
(Fig. 6.9a).
Sorting
Sorting concerns ordering of horizontal lines using time point information. During sorting, 
arrow direction is not allowed to reverse, i.e. end may not precede onset. Hence, episode 
and period sorting concerns movement of line-triplets. When time points have different 
granularity, sorting is based on those parts specified in both time point descriptions. Sorting 
uses the interval relations in the database (thin grey arrows in Fig. 6.9).
Figure 6.9: Sorting: (a) initiate m atrix (b) stretch arrows (c) move and stretch chart
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Sorting is composed of tasks performing stretching and moving of arrows (Fig. 6,9a-e), 
W hen an arrow is moved during sorting, synchronised arrows move along as well (Fig. 6.9c). 
In order to avoid a moved block to produce unwanted synchronisation, the chart is stretched 
(Fig. 6.9c). By stretching the chart, new lines, which initially never have synchronisation, 
can be inserted at any place. Overlap relations are processed in a similar way. As arrow 
direction is not allowed to reverse, the algorithm produces an error when interval relations 
specify directed cycles (Fig. 6.10).
Figure 6.10: A situation which causes an arrow to reverse
Com pression
The sorting process may cause the chart to stretch significantly, hence vertical compression 
is needed. Fig. 6.5 shows th a t having equal time points is not a reason to merge horizontal 
lines and reach compression. Vertical compression concerns shrinking of arrows and deletion 
of horizontal lines without violating synchronisation (Fig. 6.11a). Horizontal compression 
concerns merging of vertical lines (Fig. 6.11b). Two vertical lines are merged if and only 
if their synchronisation points are a subset of one another, and if the merged line does not 
contain overlapping periods or episodes.
Figure 6.11: Compression of Fig. 6.9c: (a) vertical (b) horizontal
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Horizontal compression respects the sequential character of time lines. Period-arrows with­
out label and duration indication connecting either phenomenon-dots, episode-arrows, or 
period-arrows are obsolete and left out. For example, compared to Fig. 6.6, Fig. 6.7 contains 
only two period-arrows instead of four, because after horizontal compression two arrows 
would have been placed on the first vertical line and both would have become obsolete.
In principle, vertical lines can be categorised as in life charts. Life charts discriminate 
between social, psychological and medical history. Compression of vertical lines can then 
be performed category wise. This typical life chart aspect is not relevant in this context 
and hence not implemented in PCRT.
It should be said that the more incomplete the case information, the less effective the 
horizontal and vertical compression. For example, the episode ‘symptoms of an upper 
respiratory track infection’ of Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 requires a separate time line, because the end 
of this episode is not specified, i.e. the line cannot be merged because episode onset cannot 
be synchronised with any other vertical line. Horizontal lines, which have no temporal 
relation of any kind, are filtered out and put on the bottom of the chart (Fig. 6.7). This 
way the user is explicitly confronted with incomplete information, which serves as a check 
(mentioned in chapters 3 and 4).
P C R T can also give an answer to specific questions. In this context for example an algorithm 
was used in order to compute intervals between planned regular consultations (PRC) and 
actual performance of regular consultations (RC). The chart of Fig. 6.13 shows an excerpt 
of Fig. 6.10. Fig. 6.13 is extended with a query result, which is discussed in the following 
section.
6.6 An elaborate exam ple
Fig. 6.12 shows the chart of an uncomplicated follow-up of a patient who had a total larynx 
extirpation. Incidental consultations did not occur. Not even after loss of speech for 2 
months. The regular consultation (RC) dates, as well as performances of X-rays of the 
thorax, can be read from the chart. However, to facilitate case report analysis, a query 
can be used to derive and display the distances between for example performed X-rays, or 
the differences with the regular control schema. The chart of Fig. 6.13 shows an excerpt 
of Fig. 6.12. Fig. 6.13 is extended with such query result. Query result-labels start with 
‘derived’. Fig. 6.13 shows that the derived delay is about 3 months with respect to a 
predefined follow-up schema which was programmed in the tool.
Computer analysis of 300 such patients will give an idea about which disease phenomena 
(e.g. loss of speech) or care modalities (e.g. changing node-deviees) are of use for tuning 
individual care and in which circumstances. When used in prospective research, PCR T can 
enforce users to specify essential information such as reasons to quicken or delay consulta­
tions or reasons for incidental consultations. This is important to for example determine 
why an incidental consultation is scheduled, as it is essential to know whether this is because 
of a deteriorating medical condition, or because of a planned vacation.
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birth
total laiynxfoilateral lympnode 
extirpation, hemithyreoidectomie r.
an episode of esophagus 
button speech lessons
RC: no problems
an episode of regular 
coughing up blood
RC: no problems 
an episode of no coughing up blood 
RC: no problems, initial speech 
RC: no problems
RC: no problems, rsaionabis speech 
RC: no problems, button-device renewal 
RC: no problems, v/ell speech 
RC: X-thorax, no problems
an episode of no speech 
RC: dirty button-device renewed 
RC: X-thorax, no problems 
RC: no problems
Figure 6.12: PCRT-ehart of a three year follow-up
RC: no problems, reasonable speech * ......: ........* 22/11/1990
derived PRC * ...... " ........* 22/2/1991
derived delay » ..... 1 ........ ( 1/3/— )
RC: no problems, node-deviee renewal + ..... T ......* 23/5/1991
Figure 6.13: PCRT-ehart extended with query information
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6.7 Conclusions and further research
This chapter presents a patient case report tool (PCRT), which is developed for the task of 
detailed individual case report analysis of follow-up of patients who had a larynx tumour 
resection. Detailed fragments of information as present in follow-up case reports can be 
entered in the computer and organised charts can be generated. A PCRT-chart displays 
information concerning regular consultations, planned regular consultations, incidental con­
sultations, their mutual relations and their relation with the disease oriented part of the 
patient history.
A charting engine was implemented to perform the time consuming task of case report 
charting, hence updates are charted easily. Also, different views on one case report can be 
generated. As case reports are often ambiguous or incomplete, PCRT-charts are also de­
signed to represent vague information. This is achieved by integrating the use of qualitative 
temporal descriptions in PCRT, by simultaneous use of more than one time line, and by 
use of a method to partially synchronise time lines whenever information is available. This 
distinguishes PCRT from other computerised charting techniques.
When PCRT is used in prospective research it is sensible to extend PCRT with a mechanism 
encouraging users to explain episodes. This is important to for example determine why an 
incidental consultation is scheduled, as it is essential to know whether this is because of 
a deteriorating medical condition, or because of a planned vacation. Explanations can be 
formulated in terms of other episodes. This allows the generation of ‘chains of reasoning’. 
Such chains can be visualised using Bayesian networks as in [JFSS92]. To visualise deterio­
rating medical conditions, severity information is to be integrated in PCRT. As phenomena 
are discrete values, the space between vertical lines is still available. This space can be used 
to express severity patterns. Converging and diverging arrows, for example, can express 
decreasing and increasing severity respectively.
Although the tool speeds up the task of charting, interpretation and entering of case reports 
is still time consuming. A rough estimation of costs of modelling 300 case reports is about 
7 weeks, which makes it, as is often the case with data collection, an expensive part of 
research. At this point, natural language processing (NLP) can be of help. An NLP-svstem 
extended with a temporal and medical terminology server could do an initial classification 
of terms as present in case reports. Computer analysis of 300 follow-up case reports will give 
an idea about which disease phenomena or care modalities are of use for tuning individual 
care and in which circumstances.
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Epilogue
One of the starting points of this thesis is the fact that the field of medical informatics needs 
domain specific modelling languages in order to further advance. Focus was on patient case 
analysis, one of the crucial tasks clinicians are daily confronted with. Modelling languages 
were developed for patient case reports (PCRL), disease courses (DCGL) and individual 
care co-ordination (ICCL), The development of these languages was guided by a number of 
fundamental requirements identified in the second chapter of this thesis.
The Patient Case Report Language PCRL allows for the formal specification of temporal 
aspects in case reports. These temporal aspects can be quite complex, hence the language 
definition made use of two-level grammars. Given the fact that the language is formally 
defined it can serve as the basis of sophisticated modelling tools, as an interchange format 
between organisations exchanging case reports, and for comparative studies of cases,
A computerised application of PCRL has been developed in the context of this thesis. It 
serves as a ‘proof in itself’ to show that PCRL can be implemented in a practical setting. It 
could also be seen as an initial ‘proof of concept’ for the need for PCRL in specific, and the 
need for domain specific languages in general. It was shown that comprehensible patient 
charts could be generated using the PCRT-tool,
The Disease Course Language DCGL allows for the formal representation of disease courses. 
It was demonstrated that such courses are intrinsically very complex and the language offers 
a number of dedicated concepts to keep the descriptions of such courses feasible (e.g. course 
remission). D CGL’s formal syntax is captured using graph theory, while its formal semantics 
is expressed using a number of derivation rules. This formal semantics was inspired by IBM’s 
workflow management system FlowMark (now MQSeries/Workflow), It was demonstrated 
how PCRL and DCGL can be combined to match case reports and disease courses. Its 
realisation in concrete decision support systems is an avenue, however, that needs further 
research.
Patient case analysis typically is not an isolated process, but takes place in the context 
of care co-ordination processes. To formalise individual care co-ordination the language 
ICCL was developed, ICCL focuses on collaborative and eo-ordinative aspects of health care
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(in particular palliative care), rather than the details of the individual tasks involved. As 
such, the nature of ICCL resembles the nature of workflow management, and ICCL aims for 
similar goals. Hence its definition was an extension of an existing workflow specification 
language (task structures). This extension identified the need for an important concept, the 
discriminator, which seems to occur naturally in health care specifications. The operational 
semantics of ICCL was described in terms of a message-based system. The link with PCRL 
is pointed out, a formal integration with PCRL is a topic for further research. In particular, 
one could imagine ICCL annotations within PCRL-reports that describe aspects of care 
co-ordination.
Finally, we strongly believe that domain specific languages, such as the ones developed in 
this thesis, contribute to an increased understanding of patient case analysis. We argue that 
it is imperative that the field of medical informatics does not loose track of the importance 
of fundamental studies that allow its advancement in the long run. As such, development 
of domain specific languages leads to a substantial body of theory, and furthers medical 
informatics as a field of study in its own right.
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Sym bols and  C onventions B N F  
Syntax
The definitions of the abstract syntax have a Baekus-Naur Form (BNF) [ASU86], Within 
these Baekus-Naur Form definitions we make use of the following operator symbols:
:: This operator can be read as ‘is syntactically defined as’ and is used to indicate the 
definition of an abstract concept. The first operand specifies the abstract concept to 
be defined. The second operand is the definition part,
| This operator can be read as ‘exclusive or’ and is used in a syntax definition part to 
separate options,
; This operator can be read as ‘and’ and is used in a syntax definition part to separate 
present syntactical parts,
: This operator can be read as ‘is typified as’. The first operand is an abstract syntactical 
concept which is typified by the second operand,
, If a type definition is composed, its components are separated with ‘ , ’,
+ This superscript operator has a single operand and specifies a string consisting of zero 
or more elements of a type specified by the operand,
* This superscript operator indicates an optional structure.
Terms ending with ‘-Id’, which stands for ‘identification’, represent terminals.
The abstract syntax is defined as a two-level grammar [WMP+76], containing a low-level 
and a meta-level, A meta-level syntax definition is recognised by the use of a subscript m, 
appended to the syntax definition symbol, Meta-level definitions define meta-level concepts. 
Concepts defined on a meta-level can be recognised by the exclusive use of uppercase 
characters. In the low-level syntax definitions, meta-level concepts can be substituted by
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the values that are defined on the meta-level. Each substitution results in a different low- 
level syntax definition. Consequently, each meta-level syntax definition generates a series 
of low-level syntax definitions, A substitution should be consistent, i.e. within a single 
substitution, each occurrence of a meta-level concept in a low-level definition is always 
substituted with the same value. For example the following substitution is inconsistent (see 
appendix B):
Episode Predicate :: Not: Period Predicate, Predicate-Id
The following substitution on the other hand is consistent:
Episode Predicate :: Not: Episode Predicate, Predicate-Id
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P red ica tes , Expressions, and  Values 
in PCRL
B .l  C om position of predicates
Predicates can be composed of the following statements:
STATEMENT ::m Episode | Period | Time-Point Expression |
Interval-Pattern | Pattern-Expression |
Time-Point Expression |
Occurrence-Pattern | Phenomenon
Predicates are logical constructs:
STATEMENT Predicate :: And: STATEMENT Predicate,
STATEMENT Predicate, Predicate-Id |
Or: STATEMENT Predicate,
STATEMENT Predicate, Predicate-Id |
Not: STATEMENT Predicate, Predicate-Id | 
Elementary: STATEMENT, Predicate-Id
The binary predicate ‘And’ is represented concretely with an infix operator denoted as a 
dash (‘-’) or ‘and’. The ‘Not’ predicate is represented concretely with a suffix operator de­
noted as ‘is absent’. The predicate identification is indicated with a superscript number. We 
will also adjust the definition of Situation to the use of logical compositions of phenomenon 
statements. Note that in section 3,4,2 Situation is defined on the set of phenomena. To 
support use of predicates, this definition can easily be extended to ‘phenomenon predicates’.
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B.2 C om position of expressions
Expressions declare comparisons of value terms. An expression can be denoted using the 
comparison identification as an infix operator:
VALUE Expression :: VALUE Term | VALUE Term; Comparison-Id; VALUE Term
Terms are defined on temporal patterns and time points:
VALUE PATTERN | Time-Point
The composition of complex terms is defined recursively. Terms can be combined endlessly 
using basic arithmetic operators such as division and multiplication,
VALUE Term :: Elementary: VALUE Declaration | Composed VALUE
Composed VALUE :: First Operand: VALUE Term;
Operator: Math-Operator-Id;
Second Operand : VALUE Term
B.3 Declaration of values
PCRL makes use of the following types of objects, which can be valued:
OBJECT ::m VALUE | Qualitative-Margin | Selection
Values, variables and scales in PCRL are explicitly typified to support consistent use of 
objects:
OBJECT Declaration :: OBJECT Qualitv-Id | OBJECT Quantity |
OBJECT Variable-Id 
OBJECT Quantity :: Number-Id; OBJECT-Scale-Id
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S am envatting
De analyse van patiënteasussen is een onderdeel van het werk van clinici, Patiënteasus- 
analvse maakt onderdeel uit van dagelijkse zorgbesprekingen, Patiënteasusanalyse kan ook 
geïnstitutionaliseerd zijn in bijvoorbeeld regionale overleggen tussen huisartsen en oncologen 
van academische en perifere ziekenhuizen. Hierbij worden patiënten gepresenteerd en wordt 
gesproken over het inzetten en afstemmen van individuele zorg. Ook is er sprake van patiënt­
easusanalyse in klinische lessen. Hier ligt de nadruk op kennisoverdracht van diagnostiek, 
prognostiek, en interventieseleetie,
De fundamenten van dit proces worden nog onvoldoende begrepen om tot geschikte com­
puterondersteuning van patiënteasusanalyse te komen. Casussen hebben een complexe 
structuur en beschrijven complexe medische relaties. Er is geen taal waarmee alle es­
sentiële ingrediënten van zulke casussen precies beschreven kunnen worden. Bijvoorbeeld 
met betrekking tot diagnostiek ontbreekt een taal waarmee alle belangrijke aspecten van 
ziektebelopen op formele wijze gekarakteriseerd kunnen worden.
Dit proefschrift beoogt fundamenten te leggen voor computerondersteunde analyse van 
patiëntcasussen. Hierbij is als uitgangspunt de observatie genomen dat bestaande tech­
nieken en talen niet voldoende zijn voor het beschrijven van patiëntcasussen en ziekte­
belopen, Het is dus noodzakelijk dat nieuwe, domeinspecifieke, talen ontwikkeld worden. 
Zulke talen moeten natuurlijk aan bepaalde criteria voldoen. Zo is het essentieel dat ze 
formeel gedefinieerd zijn, met name omdat hun specificaties niet ambigu mogen zijn. Tevens 
moeten ze conceptueel zijn, omdat je bij het modelleren niet afgeleid wilt worden door imple­
mentatie gerichte overwegingen en, omdat zulke overwegingen vaak leiden tot suboptimale 
modellen. Uiteraard moeten de talen expressief genoeg zijn om complexe aspecten van 
easusanalyse vast te kunnen leggen en ze moeten executeerbaar zijn om geautomatiseerde 
ondersteuning te vergemakkelijken. Aangezien de talen uiteindelijk gebruikt moeten wor­
den door medische experts is het belangrijk dat ze in principe begrijpelijk zijn voor leken 
op het gebied van eomputerspeeifieaties. Tevens willen we dat de talen geschikt zijn om 
de voor patiënteasusanalyse benodigde informatie te representeren. Dit houdt in dat de 
concepten in de taal nauw overeen moeten komen met de concepten benodigd voor het 
beschrijven van casussen en ziektebelopen,
In hoofdstuk 3 is de formele patiëntcasus-representatietaal PCRL ontwikkeld, In PCRL 
kunnen complexe temporele relaties tussen symptomen beschreven worden voor individuele 
patiënten, De formele definitie van PCRL kon compact gehouden worden door het gebruik
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van twee-niveau grammatica’s. Aangezien het gebruik van PCRL tot een eenduidige be­
schrijving van patiëntcasussen leidt, kan het dienen als een standaardformaat voor casussen 
waarmee b.v, uitwisseling tussen organisaties mogelijk wordt en het ook kan dienen als 
blauwdruk voor de opslagstructuur voor geautomatiseerde omgevingen voor easusanalyse. 
Een andere potentiële toepassing is vergelijkend onderzoek van casussen,
PCRL diende ook als basis voor de PCRT-omgeving, beschreven in hoofdstuk 6, waarin ca­
sussen ingevoerd kunnen worden en waaruit vervolgens inzichtelijke en compacte overzichten 
gegenereerd kunnen worden.
Ziektebelopen kunnen formeel beschreven worden met de in hoofdstuk 4 gedefinieerde taal 
DCGL, In deze taal kunnen ziektes beschreven worden als grafen. Een ziekteverloop kan 
dan gezien worden als een wandeling door de graaf. Een aanzet is gemaakt om zulke 
grafen formeel te relateren aan PCRL-patiëntcasussen, Zo kan relevante medische kennis 
geformuleerd in DCGL middels de computer gekoppeld worden aan patiënteasuïstiek en zo­
doende analysetaken zoals diagnostiek ondersteunen. Medische tekstboeken zouden kunnen 
profiteren van beschrijvingen van ziektebelopen opgezet in DCGL aangezien ze eenduidig, 
inzichtelijker en beter te detailleren zijn dan natuurlijke taal beschrijvingen. Ook kunnen 
dan gedetailleerde verschillen en overeenkomsten met andere bronnen door de computer 
worden afgeleid,
Casusanalvse is onderdeel van een groter geheel zoals de coördinatie van zorg voor pa­
tiënten, Om zulke zorg te optimaliseren is een exacte beschrijving van de diverse afstem­
mingsprocessen gewenst. Hiertoe is in hoofdstuk 5 de taal ICCL ontwikkeld. Deze taal, 
waarvan de concepten geïnspireerd zijn door workflow management, maakt het mogelijk 
om coördinatie van zorg tussen de diverse betrokkenen van een zorgteam op precieze wijze 
te beschrijven, De implementatie hiervan zou in een commercieel workflow management 
systeem gerealiseerd kunnen worden.
Medische informatici staan vaak onder druk om op korte termijn heel praktische oplossingen 
te realiseren. Hoewel het belang daarvan niet ontkend kan worden is het soms ook goed 
om wat afstand te nemen en de aandacht te verschuiven van de korte naar de wat langere 
termijn. Het is onze vaste overtuiging dat voor de realisatie van substantiële vooruitgang 
in dit vakgebied de ontwikkeling van domeinspecifieke talen essentieel is. Dit proefschrift 
beoogt hiertoe een wezenlijke stap te zetten.
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